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FOREST INFLUENCES.

1.-INTRODTIJOT1ON AND SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS.

By B. E. FERNOW.

INTRODUCTION.

One of the arguments upon which a change of policy in regard to
our forests, and especially on the part of the National Government, is
demanded, refers to the influence which it is claimed forest areas exert
upon climate and waterfiow. ft is argued that the wholesale removal
and devastation of forests affects climate and waterfiow unfavorably.

Popular writers on forestry, friends of forestry reform, and the public
mind have readily taken hold of this proposition, enlarged upon it, and
generalized without sufficient and relevant premises, and before it was
possible for science and systematic observations to furnish grounds or
sound deductions; hence we have had only presumptions supported by
superficialreasonthg and occasional experiences. Even scientific writers
have discussed the question without proper basis, and have sought to
reason out the existence or absence of such an influence upon general
premises and such evidence as the history of the world seemed to fur.
nish, or else upon observations which were either of too short duration
to allow elimination of other disturbing factors or else were otherwise
unreliable.

Prom the complication of causes which produce climatic conditions
it has always been difficult to prove, when changes of these conditions
in a given region were observed, that they are permanent and not due
merely to the general periodic variations which have been noted in all
climates of the earth, or that they are due to a change of forest condi-
tions and to no other causes; hence some climatologists have thought
proper to deny such influences entirely. On the other hand, there are
as trustworthy and careful observers who maintain the existence of such
influences; but only of late has the question been removed from the
battle-field of opinions, scientific and unscientific, to the field of experi-
ment and scientific research, and from the field of mere speculation to
that of exact deduction. But the crop of incontrovertible facts is still

9
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scanty, and further cultivation will be necessary to gather a fuller
harvest and then to set clear the many complicated questiois connected
with this inquiry.

Meanwhile a thorough beginning witha view to settle the question by
scientific methods and careful systematic measurements and observa.
tioris has been made in Europe, where the existence of well-established
forest administrations, manned with trained observers, has rendered
practicable the institution of such work on an extensive scalethe only
one which can yield adequate results. Notably the observations made
at the duplicate stations in Prussia, and recorded for fourteen succes-
sive years, furnish reliable material for the discussion at least of the
relation of forest cover to meteorological phenomena, and from these
in time the nature and extent of any influence upon the climate, if such
exists, may be determined.

Prof. M. W. flarrington, now Chief of the Weather Bureau, has, in
the following pages, compiled these and other observations, and in an
ingenious manner Ms compressed them into graphic illustrations,which
readily couvey the results to the reader. While an attempt has been
made to discuss the problems and records in popular form, the student
of forest meteorological problems will find not less useful the clear and
unbiased statements of what these problems involve and what the
records do and do not show.

It may be proper to call attention to and accentuate the fact that the
question of practical importance is not so much as to the effects upon the
general climate, but as to the local modification of climatic conditions
which a forest area may produce.

It can not be too strongly impressed upon those who disclaim any
influence of forest cover on climate, because the cosmic causes by
which this is produced are immeasurably greater, that there are two
classes of climate always to be considered separately, namely, the gen-
eral climate and the local climate The latter is of most importance to
us, and alone can be modified by small causes. We modify it by building
a house around us, thus altering the temperature and moisture conditions
of the atmosphere so inclosed; but the question is, whether we can alter
these conditions on a larger scale by such means as alternating forest
areas and fields or by large bodies of forest. We are not so much con-
cerned as to whether the total rainfall over the continent is increased,
but whether the distributioii of precipitation in time and quantity over
and near a forest area is influenced by its existence; whether we or
our crops feel its absence or presence in our immediate neighborhood;
whether the protection it seems to afford and the changes it seems to
produce in the meleorological phenomena are or are not real and of
sufficient magnitude to influence our forest policy.

We would here call special attention to the memoir of Prof. Cleve-
land Abbe, contained in this bulletin, from which the difficulty of ob.
taming accurate records of rainfall with the gauges in general use is
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apparent. When we find our means of measurement so deficient we
must be careful how far we base conclusions on their records.

In this connection the very suggestive paper by Mr. George E.
Curtiss, contained in this bulletin, should receive attention. His clas-
sification of rains into convective, orographic, and cyclonic will cer-
tainly assist in developing true conceptions as to cause and effect and
possible relation of surface conditions to rainfall.

While, then, conclusive deductions may perhaps not be as yet ad-
missible, we can not refrain from pointing out the results obtained in
the forest station at Lintzel (recorded on page 113), which seem to
show that forest-planting did, under the conditions there prevailing,
produce a considerable change in meteorological conditions.

We can understand readily that if any influence exists it must be
due, in the first place, to the mechanical obstruction which the forest
cover presents to the passage of air currents and to the action of the
sun's rays upon the soilit must result from a difference in insolation
and consequent differences in temperature and evaporation over forest
and field. It is also readily understood that the influence can become
appreciable only when large enough areas exhibiting such differences
are opposed to each other, capable of producing local currents of air
which may intercommunicate the characteristics of the one area to the
other. The size and character of the forest growth, its density,
height, situation, and composition, are, therefore, much more impo-
tant in determining its influence than has been hitherto supposed.
It is not trees, but masses of foliage, which may be effective. A large
sheet covering an extended area from the influence of the sun would
produce almost the same differences in meteorological conditions that a
forest cover is expected to produce.

While, then, we may admit priori that extent or area and condi-
tion of the forest cover are important, we have as yet no data from
which to calculate any proper size or proportion, and the attempts to
fix a certain percentage of forest cover needed for favorable climatic
conditions of a country are devoid of all rational basis.

Leaving the question of forest influences upon climate as still await-
hig final solution, we may speak with much more confidence of the
effect which forest cover exerts upon the disposal of water supplies.
This effect can be much more readily studied and shows itself much
more conspicuously. It is perhaps also much more important to human
economy, for it is becoming more and more apparent that our agricul-
tural production is dependent not so much upon the amount of rainfall
as upon the proper disposal of the waters that fall.

Recognizing this truth, the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, in 1891, sent the following resolution to the Secretary
of Agriculture:

The American Association for the Advancement of Science respsotfully submits for
the consideration of the Secretary of Agriculture that the future of successful and
more productive agriculture depends very largely upon a rational water manage-
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mont, meaning thereby not only the use of water for irrigation in the arid and sub-
arid regions, but the rational distribution and use in the humid regions of available
water supplies by means of horizontal ditches arid irrigation systems, combined
with proper mechanical preparation of the soil, and with drainage systems, with
the object of fully utilizing the water for plant production and providing for the
safe and harmless removal of the surplus.

The present policy of forest production and of allowing our waters to run to
waste not only entails the loss of their beneficial influence upon plant production,
but permits them to injure crops, to wash the fertile mold from the soil, and even to
erase and carry away the soil itself.

It is upon these considerations that the association respectfully suggests to the
honorable Secretary the desirability of utilizing the Weather Bureau, the various
agricultural experiment stations, and other forces, in forming a systematic service
of water statistics, and in making a careful survey of the condition of water supplies,
which may serve as a basis for the application of rational principles of water man-
agement.

How poorly we understand the use of these supplies is evidenced
yearly by destructive freshets and floods, with the accoinpaiiyiiig wash-
ing of soil, followed by droughts, low water, and deterioration of agri-
cultural lands.

It may be thought heterodox, but it is nevertheless true that the
manner in which most of the water of the atmosphere becomes avail-
able for human use (namely, in the form of rain) is by no means the
most satisfactory, not only on account of its irregularity in time and
quantity, but also on account of its detrimental mechanical action in
falling; for in its fall it compacts the ground, impeding percolation.
A large amount of what would be carried off by underground drainage
is thus changed into surface-drainage waters. At the same time by
this compacting of the soil capillary action is increased and evaporation
thereby accelerated. These surface waters also loosen rocks and soil,
carrying these in their descent into theriver courses and valleys, thus
increasing dangers of high floods and destroying favorable cultural
conditions.

Here it is that water management and, in connection with it or as a
part of it, forest management should be studied; for without forest
management no rational water management is possible. The forest floor
reduces or prevents the injurious mechanical action of the rain and
acts as a regulator of water flow. Hitherto water management in rainy
districts has mainly concerned itself with getting rid of the water as
fast as possible, instead of making it do service during its temporary
availability by means of proper soil management, horizontal ditches
and reservoirsdrainage and irrigation systems combined. It seems
to have been entirely overlooked that irrigation, which has been con-
sidered only for arid and subarid regions, is to be applied for plant pro-
duction in well-watered regions with equal benefit and profit, if combined
with proper drainage systems and forest management. A discussion
of the manner in which the forest influences the disposal of water sup-
plies has been made a special part of this publication.
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It will be observed in this bulletin that the historical method of dis-
cussing the subject of forest influences, which consists in adducing gen-
eral observations throughout the world, has given place to the scientific
method, which relies upon specific observations and experiments and
upon the application of well-established physical laws to the explana-
tion of the facts observed.

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS.

For those who wish to know only what the present state of the
question of forest influences is, we have summarized what conclusions
may be drawn from the facts presented in this bulletin, referring then
to the body of the report for ihe basis of these conclusions and the dis-

cussion 'in extenso. This arrangement, we are aware, is not customary
and logical, but since the object of this bulletin, to some extent, is to
familiarize not only the student but the general public with the subject,
it seemed expedient to meet the convenience of the general reader in
this manner. For easy reference the pages of this bulletin containing
the data upon which each conclusion is reached are given in paren-
theses at the end of each paragraph.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

We must keep separate two main questions, namely, What is the
difference of conditions within and without the forest and How far is
the difference of conditions within the forest communicated to the out-
side, i. e., how far does the forest influence the conditions outside
(Pp. 23-40.)

The general climatic conditions in which the forest is situated as
well as its situation with reference to elevation and exposure, further-
more its composition, whether evergreen or deciduous, its density, its
height and extent, the character of the forest floor, and other features
which determine its quality, must all combine in producing variety, at
least quantitatively, both as to difference of conditions within and
without the forest and as to possible exchange of the same, and hence
the question of forest influences can be properly discussed only with
reference to these other conditions. We must refrain from generaliz-
ing too readily from one set of conditions to another set of conditions.
(Pp. 40-121.)

In the matter of forest influence upon waterfiow, besides the
above mentioned, other conditions, the topography and geology or
stratification of soil, must also be taken into account and generaliza-
tions without regard to these must be avoided. (Pp. 123-157.)

No influence upon the general climate which depends upon cos-
mic causes can in reason be expected from a forest cover. Only local
modifications of climatic conditions may be anticipated; but these
modifications if they exist are of gre .t practical value, for upon them
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rest success or failure in agricultural pursuits and comfort or discom-
fort of life within the given cosmic climate. The same condition must
be insisted upon with reference to forest influences upon waterfiow,
which can exist only as local modifications of water conditions, which
are due in the first place to climatic, geologic, and topographic condi-
tions. (Pp. 157-170.)

DIFFERENCE OF METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS WITHIN AND WITHOUT
THE FOREST.

Soil ternperature.The general influence of the forest on sOil
temperatures is a cooling one, due to the shade and to the longer re-
tention of moisture in the forest floor as well as in the air, which must
be evaporated before the ground ôan be warmed. As a consequence
the extremes of high and ]ow temperature within the forest-soil occur
much later than in the open, and both extremes are reduced, but the
extreme summer temperatures much more than the winter tempera-
tures. (Pp. 40-46.)

The difference between evergreen and deciduous forests, which al-
most vanishes in the winter time, is in favor of the deciduous as a
cooling element in summer and autumn, while during spring the soil is
cooler under evergreens. The effect increases naturally with the age
and height of the trees. (Pp. 46-50.)

Air temperatures under the crowns.The annual range of air tem-
perature is smaller in the forest than in the open; the effect upon the
minimum temperature (i. e., the effect in winter) is less than on the
maximum temperature (i. e., the effect in summer). The combined
effect is a cooling one. The range of temperature is more affected than
-the average absolute temperature, or, in other words, the moderating
influence is greater than the cooling effect. (Pp. 51-53.)

The monthly minima for middle latitudes are uniformly reduced dur-
ing the year, and-the monthly maxima are much more reduced during
the summer than during the winter. On the average the forest is
cooler than the open country in summer, but about the same in winter,
with a slight warming effect in spring. (Pp. 53-58.)

The difference between the mean monthly air temperatures in the
woods and in the open varies with the kind of forest much more than
is the case for soil temperatures. The evergreen forest shows a sym-
metrical increase and decrease throughout the year. The deciduous
forest shows a variable influence which diminishes from the midwinter
to springtime, but increases rapidly as the leaves appear and grow,
becoming a maximum in June and July and then diminishing rapidly
until November. The annual average effect is about the same both
for evergreens and deciduous forests. (Pp. 58-60.)

Forests situated at a considerable elevation above the sea have sen-
sibly the same influence on the reduction of the mean temperature as
do forests that are at a low level. (P. 60.)
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Young forests affect the air temperature very differently from mature
forests; in the former the minimum temperatures are always reduced,
but the maxima are exaggerated. The observations on which this
conclusion is based ought, perhaps, to be considered as pertaining rather
to the case of temperatures in the tree-tops. (P. 60.)

Air temperatures within the crowns.The mean temperature of
the air in the tree-tops, after correcting for elevation above ground, is
rather higher than over open fields. The effect of tree-tops does not
appreciably depend upon the height of the station above ground. The
effect upon the minima is generally greater than on the maxima. the
total effect being a warming one. A tree-top station is in general inter.
mediate, as to temperature, between a station near the ground in the
forest and one in the open field. (Pp. 61-66.)

Evergreen forests show less difference between the temperature in
the crown and below, and altogether more uniformity in temperature
changes throughout the year, than deciduous growth. (P. 67.)

The vertical gradient for temperature within the forest on the aver
age of all stations and all kinds of forest trees is large, varying from
0.61° F. per 100 feet in April to 2.50° F. in July. (P. 68.)

A reversal of the vertical gradient, namely a higher temperature
above than below, occurs in the wood, especially in the summer time.
It also occurs in the open air regularly at night, and may be three or
four times as large as that just mentioned. In general the action of
the forest tends to produce a vertical distribution of temperature like
that over snow or level fields on clear nights. (P. 69.)

Air temperature above the crowns.The temperature, at consider.
able heights above the forest, appears to be slightly affected by the
forest and mOre so with evergreens than with deciduous growth. The
vertical gradients of temperature within 30 feet above the tops of the
trees are all reversed throughout the leafy season; the gradients are
also greater above the tree crown than below, at least during the clear
sky and calm air. The wind aflécts the temperature under and within
the crowns, but makes little difference above them. The surface of the
forest crown appears meteorologically much like the surface of the
meadow or cornfield. It is as if the soil surface has been raised to the
height of the trees. (Pp. 69-72.)

Air temperature in generaLFrom the preceding generalizations it
appears that the forest affects the temperature just as any collection of
inorganic obstacles to sunshine and wind; but as an organic being the
forest may be also an independent source of heat. Careful observations
of the temperature within the trunk of the tree and of the leaves of the
tree show that the tree temperature is affected somewhat by the fact that
the rising sap brings up the temperature of the roots while the return
sap from the leaves brings their temperature down, and the tree temper.
ature considered as the result of the complex adjustment is not appreci-
ably affected by any heat that may be evolved by the chemical processes
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on which its growth depends. It ia not yet clear as to whether the
chemical changes that take place at the surface of the leaves should give
out any heat; it is more likely that heat is absorbed, namely rendered lat-
ent, especially in the formation of the seed; the process of germination
usually evolves this latent heat; the immense quantity of water transpired
and evaporated by the forests tends to keep the leaves at the same tem-
perature as that of the surface of wateror moist soil. (Pp. 73-9.)

(6) Hwinidity of air.The annual evaporation within the forests is
about one-half of that in the open field; not only is the evaporation
within a forest greatest in May and June, but the difference between
this and the evaporation in the open field is also then a maximum which
is the saving due to the presence of the woods. The average annual
evaporation within the woods is about 44 per cent of that in the field.
Fully half of the field evaporation is saved by the presence of the
forest. (P. 96.)

The quantity of moisture thrown into the air by transpiration from
the leaves in the forest is sometimes three times that from a horzôntal
water surface of the same extent, and at other times it is less than that
of the water. The transpiration from leaves in full sunshine is decid
edly greater than from leaves in the diffused daylight or darkness.
The absolute amount of animal transpiration, as observed in forests of
mature oaks and beeches in central Europe is about one-quarter of the
total annual precipitation. (Pp. 77, 78.)

The percentage of rainfall, evaporated at the surface of the ground,
is about 40 per cent for the whole year in the open field and about 12
per cent for the forest, and is greater under deciduous than under
evergreen forests. (P. 98.)

The evaporation from a saturated bare soil in the forest is about the
same as that frOm a water surface in the forest, other conditions being
the same. (P. 99.)

The presence of forest litter like that lying naturally in undisturbed
forests hinders the evaporation from the soil to a remarkable extent,
since it saves seven-eighths of what would otherwise be lost. (P. 100.)

The total quantity of moisture returned into the atmosphere from a
forest by transpiration and evaporation from the trees and the soil is
about W per cent of the precipitation. For other forms of vegetation it
is about the same or sometimes larger, varying between 70 per cent
and 90 per cent; iii this respect the forest is surpassed by the cereals
and grasses, while, on the other hand, the evaporation from a bare soil
is scarcely 30 per cent of the precipitation. (P. 101.)

The absolute humidity within a forest exceeds that of the glades and the
plains by a small quantity. The relative humidity in the forest is also
larger than in the glades or plains by 2 per cent to 4 per cent. Forests of
evergreens have from two to four times the influence in increasing rel-
ative humidity than do forests of deciduous trees. (Pp. 102-105.)

The gauges in European forest statior catch from 75 to 85 per cent
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when placed under the trees, the balance representing that which
passes through the foliage and drips to the ground or runs down along
the trunks of trees, or else is intercepted and evaporated. The per-
centage withheld by the trees and which either evaporates from their
surface or trickles along the trunk to the ground is somewhat greater
in the leafy season, though the difference is not great. Deciduous and
evergreen trees show but slight differences in this respect. More rain
is usually caught by gauges at a given height above the forest crown
than at the same height in open fields, but it still remains doubtful
whether the rainfall itself is really larger over the forests, since the
recorded catch of the rain-guage still -equires a correction for the in-
fluence of the force of the wind at the gauge. (Pp. 106-110.)

In such cases where over a large area deforestation and reforestation
have seemingly gone hand in hand with decrease and increase of rain-
fall, the possible secular change in rainfall must also be considered.
Yet the experience of increased rainfall over the station at Lintzel
(p. 113), with increase of forest area, points strongly toward a possible
interdependence under given conditions. (Pp. 111-118.)

By condensing dew, hoar frost, and ice on their branches, trees add
thereby a little to the precipitation which reaches the ground, and by
preventing the rapid melting of snow more water remains available
under forest cover. (P. 121.)

1 he question as to the march of destructive hailstorms with reference
to forest areas, which seems settled for some regions in France, re-
mains in doubt for other, especially mountain, regions. (Pp. 121129.)

From these statemenis we would expect as a consequence of defor-
estation an effect on the climate of the deforested area in three direc-
tions, namely: (a) extremes of temperature of air as well as soil are
aggravated; (b) the average humidity of the air is lessened, and possi-
bly (c) the distribution of precipitation throughout the year, if not its
quantity, is changed.

INFLUENCE OF FORESTS UPON THE CLIMATE OF THE SURROUND-

ING COUNTRY.

(1) An influence of the forest upon the climate of its surroundings
can only take place by means of diffusion of the vapor which is tran-
spired and evaporated by the crowns and by means of air currents pass-
ing through and above the forests being modified in temperature and
moisture conditions; the mechanical effect upon such air currents by
which they are retarded in their progress may also be effective in
changing their climatic value.

- (2) Local air currents are set up by the difference in temperature of
the air within and without the forest, analogously to those of a lake or
pond, cooler currents coming from the forest during the day in the
lower strata and warmer currents during the night in the upper strata.

1032No. 7 2
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The latter currents, being warmer and moister, can be of influence on
the temperature and moisture conditions of a neighboring field by mod-
erating temperature extremes and increasing the humidity of the air.

This local circulation is the one most important difference between for-
est and other vegetation. How far away from the forest this circulation
becomes sensible is not ascertained. In winter time, when the tempera-
ture differences become small, no such circulation is noticeable. (P. 120.)

The general air currents in their lower portions are cut off en-
tirely by the forest, which acts as a windbreak. This influence can
of course be experienced only on the leeward side. How far this pro-
tection reaches it is difficult to estimate, but it certainly reaches far-
ther than that of a mere windbreak, since by the friction of the air
moving over the crowns a retardation must be experienced that would
be noticeable for a considerable distance beyond the mere windbreak
effect. Deforestation on a large scale would permit uninterrupted
sweep of the winds, a change more detrimental where the configura-
tion of the ground does not fulfill a similar functionin large plains
more than in hilly and mountainous regions, and at the seashore more
than in the interior. (Pp. 118-120, 133.)

The upper air strata can be modified only by the conditions existing
near and above the crowns. At the same time they must carry away
the cooler and moister air there and create an upward movement of
the forest air, and thereby in part the conditions of this become also
active in modifying air currents. The greater humidity immediately
above the crowns is imparted to the air currents, if warm and dry, and
becomes visible at night in the form of mists resting above and near
forest areas. These strata protect the open at least against insolation
and loss of water by evaporation, and have also a greater tendency to
condensation as dew or light rain, if cOnditions for such condensation
exist. This influence can be felt only to the leeward in summer time
and with dry warm winds, while the cooling winter effect upon compar-
atively warmer moist winds is not noticeable. Theoretical considera-
tions lead to the conclusion that in mountain regions only the forest
on the leeward slope can possibly add moisture to a wind coming over
the mountain, but this does not necessarily increase the precipitation
on the field beyond. Altogether the theoretical considerations are as
yet neither proved nor disproved by actual observations, and as to
rainfall the question of influence on the neighborhood is still less set-
tied than that of precipitation upon forest areas themselves. Wherever
moisture-laden winds pass over extensive forest areas the cooler and
moister condition of the atmOsphere may at least not reduce the possi-
bility of condensation, which a heated plain would do; but obseiva-
tions so far give no conclusive evidence that neighboring fields receive
more rain than they otherwise would. (Pp. 76, 83, 89, 103.)

With regard to comparative temperatures in forest stations and
open stations that are situated not far apart from each other, it would
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appear that the forest exerts a cooling influence, but that more de-
tailed conclusions are hindered by the consideration that the ordinary
meteorological station itself is somewhat affected by neighboring trees.

The study of the stations in Asiatic and European Russia seems to
show that in the western part of the Old World the presence of large
forests has a very sensible influence on the temperature. Similar
studies for stations in the United States seem to show that our thin for
ests have a slight effect in December but a more decided one ill June.
It appears also that our woOded regions are warmer than the open
plains, but there is no positive evidence that this difference of temper-
attire is dependent upon the quantity or distribution o1 forests, or. that
changes in temperature have occurred from tMs cause. (Pp. 94, 95.)

(5) When a forest incloses a smalt area of land, forming a glade, its
inclosed position brillgs about spec ia.l phenomena of reflection of heat,
local winds, and a large amount of shade. For such forests it isfouud
that the mean lange of temperature is larger in the woods than on the
open plain; the glade climate is more rigorous than the climate of open
plains; the glide is cooler and its diurnal range larger during the
spring, summer, and autumn. (Pp. 84-88.)

Favorable influences upon moisture conditions of the air are most
noticeable in localities where much water is stored in underground with
overlying strata which are apt to dry when our summer drought pre.
vails. Here the forest growth is able to draw water from greater depths
and by transpiration return it to the atmosphere, thereby reducing
the dryness and possibly inducing precipitation. In most climates this
action would be less effective or of no use. Hence in regions with
oceanic climate with moist sea winds like England and the west coasts
of Europe or of the northern United States, deforestation from a cli-
math, point of view may make no appreciable difference, such as it
would make in continental climates like the interior of our country, the
Rocky Mountains, and southern California.

Whether large or small areas of forest and open fields alternating,
or what percentage of forest is most favorable can not as yet be dis.
cussed, since we are not clearly informed even as to the manner and the
amount of influence which forest cover exercises. In general we may
expect that an alternation of large forested and unforested areas, in
regions which on account of their geographic situation have a dry and
rigorous climate, is more beneficial than large uninterrupted forest
areas, which would fail to set up that local circulation which is brought
about by differences in temperature and permits an exchange of the
forest climate to the neighboring field.
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11FLUENCE OP FORESTS UPON WATER AND SOIL CONDITIONS.

Tn consequence of deforestation evaporation from the soil is aug-
mented an.d accelerated,' resulting in unfavorable conditiOns of soil
humidity and affecting unfavorably the size and continuity of springs.
The influence of forest cover upon the flow of springs is due to this
reduced evaporation as well as to the fact that by the protecting forest
cover the soil is kept granular and allows more water to penetrate and
percolate than would otherwise. In this connection, however, it is the
condition of the forest floor that is of greatest importance. Where the
litter and humus mold is burned up, as iii many if not most of our
mountain forests, this favorable influence is largely destroyed although
the trees are still standing. (Pp. 130-137.)

Snow is held longer in the forest and its melting is retarded, giv-
ing longer time, for filtration into the ground, which also being frozen
to lesser depth is more apt to be open for subterranean drainage. Al-
together forest conditions favor in general larger subterranean and less
surface drainage, yet the moss or litter of the forest floor retains a
large part of the precipitation and prevents its filtration to the soil, and
thus may diminish the supply to springs. This is especially possible
with small precipitations. Of copious rains and large amounts of snow
water, quantities, greater or less, penetrate the soil, and according
to its nature into lower strata and to springs. This drainage is facili-
tated not only by the numerous channels furnished by dead and living
roots, but also by the influence of the forest cover in preserving the
loose and porous, structure of the soil.

Although the quantity of water offered for drainage on naked soil is
larger, and although a large quantity is utilized by the trees in the
process of growth, yet the influence of the soil cover in retarding evap-
oration is liable to offset this loss as the soil cover is not itself dried out.

The forest, then, even if' under unfavorable topographical and soil
conditions (steep slopes and impermeable soils) it may not permit
larger quantities of water to drain off underground and in springs, can
yet influence their constancy and equable flow by preventing loss from
evaporation. (Pp. 137-140.)

The surface drainage is retarded by the uneven forest floor more
than by any other kind of soil cover. Small precipitations are apt to
be prevented from running off superficially through absorption by the'
forest floor, in case of heavy rainfalls this mechanical retardation in
connection with greater subterranean drainage may reduce the danger
from freshets by preventing the rapid collection into runs. Yet in
regions with steep declivities and impermeable soil such rains may
be shed superficially and produce fresliets in spite of the forest floor,
and an effect upon water conditions can exist only from the following
consideration. (I'p. 140-159.)
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The well-kept forest floor, better than even the close sod of a *
meadow, prevents erosion and abrasion of the soil and the washing of
soil and detritus into brooks and rivers.

This erosion is especially detrimental to agricultural interests as
well as water flow in regions with this surface and impenetrable sub-
soils, and where rains are apt to be explosive in their occurrence, as in
our western and southern country. The best soil of the farms is often
washed into the rivers, and the water stages of the latter by the accu-
mulations of this soil are influenced unfavorably. (Pp. 159-162.)

Water stages in rivers and streams which move outside the
mountain valleys are dependent upon such a complication of climatic,
topographic, geological, and geographical conditions at the heaciwaters
of their affluents that they withdraw themselves from a direct correla-
tion to surface conditions alone. Yet it stands to reason that the con-
ditions at the headwaters of each affluent must ultimately bo reflected
in the flow of the main river. The temporary retention of large mnounts
of water and eventual change Into subterranean drainage which the
well-kept forest floor produces, the consequent lengthening in the time
of flow, and especially the prevention of accumulation and carrying of
soil and detritus which are deposited in the river and change its bed,
would at least tend to alleviate the dangers from abnormal floods and
reduce the number and height of regular floods. (Pp. 162-170.)

SANITARY INFLUENCE OF FORESTS.

The claimed influence of greater purity of the air due to greater
oxygen and ozone production does not seem to be significant. (P. 171.)

The protection against sun and wind and consequent absence of
extreme conditions may be considered favorable. (P. 171.)

The soil conditions of the forest are unfavorable to the produc-
tion and existence of pathogenic microbes, especially those of the
cholera and yellow fever, and the comparative absence of wind and dust,
in which such microbes are carried into the air, may be considered as the
principal claim for the hygienic significance of the forest. (P. 172.)

We may summarize that the position of the forest as a climatic factor
is still uncertain, at least as to its practical and quantitative impor-
tance, but that its relatioii to water and soil conditions is well estab-
lished. As a climatic factor it would appear that the forest of the
plain is of more importance than that of the mountains, where the more
potent influence of elevation obscures and reduces in significance the
influence of their cover; as a regulator of water conditions the forest
of the mountains is the important factor; and since this influence
makes itself felt far distant from the location of the forest, the claim for
attention of Government activity and for statesmanlike policy with
reference to this factor of national welfare may be considered as well
founded. Every civilized government must in time own or control the
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forest cover of the mountains in order to secure desirable water condi-
tions.

In conclusion I may urge that systematic observations bearing on
the subject of forest influences should be instituted in this country
by a Government agency, perhaps under the authority of the Weather
Bureau and with the coperation of the agricultural experiment sta-
tions. No other country is so well adapted for the study of this ques-
tion as the United States, offering all the varying climatic conditions
of a whole continent under one government, with changes in forest
conditions constantly progressing.



IL-REViEW OF FOREST METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS: A STUDY

PRELIMINARY TO THE DISCUSSION OF THE RELATION OF FORESTS

TO CLIMATE.

By M. W. HARRINGTON.

THE NATURE OF THE PROBLE]L

The covering of the earth's surface determines many of the minor
features of climate, and especially those features which are of import-
ance for agriculture. The iusular climate, the coast climate, the desert
and prairie climates, the differences between steady winters with con-
tinuous snow-covering and variable winters with little or no snow, all
have peculiarities that are due to the character of the covering of
the earth' surface at or near the station which has the climate in ques-
tion.

A striking illustration of the effect of the surface-covering on climate
and weather is seen in the case of a snow-covering. This has been
studied recently by an eminent Russian meteorologist, Dr. Woeikoff,
who finds the influence of the snow to be surprisingly far-reaching. It
chills and equalizes the temperature; it promotes the passage of bliz-
zards and other winter storms; it retards the spring; it feeds the water
more slowly to the streams; it promotes the continuance of clear, dry
weather with high barometric pressure; and it has many other effects
which are of hardly less importance.

The forest is to be considered, in its effects on climate and weather,
as a special form of surface-covering. Its effects are of the same order
as those produced by a covering of sand, or sod, or water, but the
forest effect has some peculiar features which are due to the fact that
the covering is elevated to some extent above the soil. This imparts
to the soil in some degree the climatic characteristics due to a topo-
graphical elevation, and also causes a series of wind-break effects which
are not found with the other forms of surface-covering. On account of

'this distinctive feature, the problem of forest climatology separates
into two problems, which must be considered each by itself. The one
relates to the climate of the interior of the forest, the other to the
effects of the forest on the climate of the open country around it. The
two are quite different; the first is of relatively little importance ex-
cept as it relates to the second. It is the second which is of interest

23
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and importance so far as relates to the suitabffity of a climate for resi-
dence and agriculture.

The solution of these two problems is very much complicated by the
variety of conditions of the forest itself. The forest, woods, or wood-
lands may vary in extent all the way from the Amazon forest, which
covers a large part of South America, or the corresponding forests of
tropical Africa, to the woodlot of the farm, the grove, or the park. In
density of tree-growth they vary quite as widely. The openings in
forests are especially subject to forest climatic action, as any one knows
who has found himself in a tropical forest glade at the hottest hour of
the day; and these openings vary in form and in size all the way from
the forest gallery or swale through the oak openings and little prairies
to the regions where the prairies prevail and the forest is reduced to
islands of woods or to fringes along the streams. In height the trees
range from upwards of 300 feet to the low coppice or brush of a few
feet elevation; some forests are of fairly uniform height, like the north-
ern forests of firs and spruces, while others are composed of plants of
all heights from the herb to the forest giant. This is mostly the case
with the tropical forests where the giants are scattered between high
and low trees and open glades, so arranged that the sunbeams, not-
withstanding the density of the vegetation, sift through to the soil
itself. In undergrowth, in persistence of leaves, and in quantity of
shade, there is also every possible variation.

The effect of a mixed forest of deciduous trees must differ from that
of an evergreen forest with needle-shaped leaves, and this again from
forests of such trees as flourish in Australia, New Holland, and else-
where, whose leaves stand more vertically so that the shade bears
little relation to the leafiness. Such trees are found in many parts
of the world; our own Kentucky coffee tree, is of this sort, and the
lack of shade under a tree of this kind in full leaf in July is always a
surprise.

Again, the litter accumulating in the forest has an important influ-
ence on its action, and the effects of the forest must be also much modi-
fied by manyfactors which determine its condition but are not strictly
a part of it, such as the soil on which it grows, the abundance or
scarcity of water, the slope of the land, the altitude above sea level,
the latitude, and the prevailing degree of cloudiness. Any of these
peculiarities may sensilly modify not only the climate of the interior
of the forest but also the influence which the forest may exert on the
climate of adjacent territory.

The literature of forest meteorology is already a large one. Löffel-
holz-Colberg published in 1872 a catalogue of the publications on the
significance and importance of the forest, and since the issue of that
catalogue the literature of the subject has grown at a rapid rate.
Nearly all the ptthlieatioris to which he refers bear on the meteorological
aspects of the fOresb. :The longer bibliographical references given by
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him number 190, and there are briefer references to very many more.
Löffelholz-Colberg's list begins with Fernando Columbus, the son of
Christopher Columbus, who attributes the heavy rainfall on Jamaica
to its wealth of forests, and the decrease of rain on the Azores and
Canaries to the removal of their forests. In the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries the subject was already attracting the attention of
the French Government, and in fact governmental interest in the sub-
ject goes back to the time of the immediate successors of Charlemagne.
It is interesting to read over the abstracts of opinions which are recorded
in Löfièlholz-Colberg's smailbook. Everyvariety of opinion can befound
there, from those which attribute to the forest about everything which is
desirable in climate and even endow it with a powerful influence on mor-
als, to those who believe it is entirely without influence; and from those
who think that its influence does not extend beyond its own margin,
to those who would attribute the deterioration of the climate of the
Old World to the removal of the forests of the New. The reasons for
this extraordinary variation in opinion are to be found in the method
employed for solving the problems of forest meteorology. Leaving out
of account the solutions which were purely sentimental or purely tour-
istic, the conclusions were generally founded on what may be called
the historical method. This consists in finding a country which has
been once wooded, but from which the forests have been removed,
or one which was once open, bit later became wooded. The climate at
the beginning and end of the time involved is then ascertained or
assumed, and the changes in the climate are attributed to the change
in the forest cover. The uncertainties of this method are so great as
to make it generally useless. It is seldom possible to be sure of the
early forest condition of the country in question. For this purpose
reliance must generally be placed on incidental references by the earl-
ier writers, and these are usually ambiguous and uncertain. Even
where the change in forest conditions can be proved beyond the possi-
bility of doubt, the character of the early climate can not be ascer-
tained with a sufficient degree of accuracy. If the period in question
preceded the introduction of meteorological instruments, then the char.
acter of the climate must be judged by the nature of the crops raised or
from facts of a similar nature given by earlier writers. If observa-
tions were takem they were generally rude and by means of imperfect
instruments: their errors would probably approach in magnitude the
quantity of forest influence which is to be determined. Besides, the
fixing of the data of climate with our modern exact instruments and
better methods requires observations for a long series of years. The
variations of the elements of climate (the temperature, humidity, rain-
fall, winds, and cloudiness) are great from day to day and from year
to year, and it takes numirous observations, scattered through many
years and taken on a uniform system, to give fixed values for the cli-
mate. The rainfall for two successive years on the same spot might
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differ by several times as much as the difference which could be reason-
ably expected between that on prairie and on forest. In addition to
this, there is no certainty, generally, that any change of climate which
is satisfactorily proven is necessarily due to a change in the forest.
Changes are constantly going on in the climate of all stations and en
tirely without obvious connection with surrouiiding forest conditions.
In fact, their causes are beyond our present knowledge.

These are the secular changes, so called; they are probably periodic,
and their periods may be tens, scores, orhundreds of years. It is hardly
possible to find a long series of observations in which traces of these
secular changes are not evident.

The historical method has really given but meagre results of a reliable
character. On the other hand, the extravagant results to which it has
sometimes led have east discredit on the whole subject of the influence
of forests on climate. It will not be used in what follows except in a
single case, in which all the conditions which can reasonably be required
seem to be fairly fulfilled.

There are also recognized results of forest action which are entirely
distinct from the meteorological influences with which we are here con-
cerned and which refer to soil and water conditions. Such is the in-
fluence of forests on the flow of surface water and the occurrence of
floods, on the amount of ground-water and the preservation of springs,
on the holding of movable soils or reclaiming of swampy ones. These
are all of the highest importance, but they will not be considered here.
The questions of temperature and of the changes of the air are the only
ones belonging to forest meteorology proper.

SYSTEMATIC OBSERVATIONS IN FOREST METEOROLOGY.

There are several series of sporadic observations on forest meteor-
ology made before the beginning of this century, as, for instance,
Hunter's observations on the temperature of trees in 1775 and 1778,
and Schaepff's observations on the same subject in New York in 1783.

- The first systematic observations seem to be those taken at Geneva from
1796 to 1800 by Pictet and Maurice. They referred to tree temperatures
and were made on a horse-chestnut tree two feet in diameter.

The thermometer was placed in a hole in the north side of the trunk
six inches deep, and the space around the stem was closed up with wax,
so that the water and air from the outside would not influence the tem-
perature shown by the instrument. The observations were made with-
out interruption at sunrise, 2 o'clock p. m., and sunset. Comparative
observations were made at the same time on a thermometer to the
north, in the shade, aiid on four ground thermometers at depths of 3
inches, 1 foot 5 inches, 4 feet 3 inches, and 12 feet 8 inches. The ob-
servations were made with precautions similar to those now considered
necessary, but not generally practiced at that time.
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Kaeintz carried on a good many scattered but instructive forest and
agricultural observations before the publication of his meteorology in
1831'34. In 1839'40, Bravais at Bossekop, and Thomas at Kaaford,
both in Lapland, took a long series of winter tree temperatures. Bra-
vais put the bulb of a mercurial thermometer in the heart of a living
pine which was 6 inches in diameter. Thomas compared the tempera-
tures of two large pines close together, one dead and the other living.
The latter showed a slightly higher temperature than the former.

In the winter of 1857'58, Bourgean carried on a series of tree tem-
perature observations at Fort Canton, on the Saskatchewan River,
latitude about 52°.

FRANCE.

The beginning, however, of systematic observations on the short-
range forest meteorologica] problem of the relative condition of the air
in and about forests and the incitement to the modern activity in this
direction seem to have come from the observations of M. A. 0. Bec-
querel and his son Edmund, which began at Ohatillon-sur-Loing, about
70 miles south of Paris, on July 30, 1858. These observations, now re-
lating to forest meteorology, 110W to some other branch of the science,
now carried on at Chatillon or its vicinity, now at Paris in the Jardin
des Plantes, and generally with the aid of the Frenci Academy of Sci-
ences, have been conducted by MM. Becquerel and his son from that
time to a quite recent date, and are probably still continued.

The memoirs and briefer communications which have been made to
the academy, based on these observations, form a large and highly in-
structive addition to knowledge in this science, and they have been
abundantly drawn on by subsequent writers. It is in some respects an
advantage, in others a disadvantage, that the Messrs. Becquerel have
used a special form of instrument in their observations and have fol-
towed independent methods. The disadvantage lies in the fact that
this makes the observations not strictly comparable with those taken
at regular forest meteorological stations, and when the question is one
of relatively small differences, as that of temperatures and rainfall
within and without forests, this lack of comparability is a serious draw-
back. On the other hand, there is a great advantage in getting results
by different methods and with different instruments, for it serves to get
rid of errors that depend on the method. Conclusions drawn from two
entirely different sorts of observations are worthy of more confidence
than those drawn from two sets taken in the same way.

The observations of the Messrs. Becquerel were taken with electric
thermometers. They depend on thermo-electric principles, and the
elder Becquerel had published studies on them as early as 1826, and
afterwards used them in determining the temperature of the different
envelopes of flames. The instrument as used was composed of a closed
circuit a part of which was of copper and a part of iron. The two are
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soldered at the ends, and a galvanometer is introduced into the circuit.
By the principles of thermo-electricity whenever the two soldered ends
are at the same temperature, there is no current and the galvanometer
is not affected. If one of the junctions is warmer than the other, then
a current is producel in the one or other direction, and the needle of
the galvanometer swings to the corresponding side. If now one junc-
tion is placed in the medium the heat of which is to be measured, and
the other is left accessible and is warmed or cooled until the needle
stands at zero, the temperatire of the latter junctionis the same as that
of the former. One junction can be placed in a flame, or in an animal
or plant, or at the top of a tree, or at a depth in the ground, and its
temperature can be ascertained by manipulating the other.

This method requires many precautions, and can not be conveniently
used for maximum and minimum temperatures, but in competent hands
it is very serviceable and is capable of minute accuracy.

In the observations of the Messrs. Becquerel it was so arranged that
a change of one degree of temperature would cause a deflection of ten
degrees in the needle. The needle was brought tb zero with the aid of
a lens, and an accuracy of reading to a tenth of a degree centigrade in
the galvanometer was abundantly assured. Every precaution was
taken. For instance, a junction exposed to the rays of the sun was
covered with a trip!e reflector which screened from the sun's rays, but
permitted free ventilation. The results have every guarantee of ac-
curacy and are worthy of unusual confidence.

M. Becquerel's first memoir relating to the forest meteorological
problems was not published until 1864. Meantime other students of
the subject were showing signs of activity. The French forest inspect-
ors Coiltegril and Bellot took many observations in 1859 and 1860 on
the disposal of rainfall in woods as compared with that in open fields,
and similar observations were taken in southern France. Hofmann at
Giesseñ, and Baur at Hohenheim had been taking forest observations
for some time. In 1862 and 1863, Krutzsch, in Saxony, established
nine forest stations; several were established in Bavaria, and Count
Berchem-Hainhausen, in his private capacity as a large landowner,
supported two in Bohemia. In 1866-68,111 Posen, Rivoli, also a private
landowner, made many simultaneous comparative observations in for-
ests and fields, including temperature, humidity, and evaporation. His
observations on individual features of forest action were confined to
the season at which they were greatest. The fertile idea in modern
forest meteorological observations consists in having comparative sta-
tions at which observations are taken simultaneously. These stations
must be as nearly as possible alike, except that one is to be in the
woods, the other outside. This happy idea, already employed by Bee-
querel and Rivoli, and doubtless by others, but not by all, was first
put to systematic use under governmental auspices at stations near
Nancy. The French forest administration undertook to set at rest the
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questions of forest influence on climate, and to this end instructed the
school of forestry at Nancy to undertake the necessary studies. In
April, 1886, observations were commenced by Prof. Mathieu, of Nancy,
with the view of determining the influence which a wooded or unwooded
country has upon the moisture received from the air. Three stations
were selected; they were described by Dr. Hough in his report for
1877,*page 262. The most interesting feature about them is the forest
rain gauge at Cinq-Franches. It was made to cover exactly the sur-
face covered by the tree-top and was placed with the tree in the center,
careful arrangements having been made to direct into the gauge all
water which ran down the tree. In 1870 a fourth station was added,
that of the agricultural station of the school. The altitude of this sta-
tion is 712 feet, somewhat less thaii the others.

In February, 1874, forest observations were undertaken by MM.
Fautrat and Sartiaux, and centinued by the first. The stations were
in the department of Oise, a few miles north of Paris. This is a rolling
territory of no great elevations or irregulaiities, and the southern part,
containing the better-known forest of Compiegne, is well wooded and
somewhat swampy. One pair of stations was in the state forest of
Halatte, about a cluster of oaks and hornbeams of twenty or thirty
years. The forest itself is large, containing about twelve thousand
acres. M. Fautrat had the happy idea of trying some observations
above the forest. His stations were therefore duplicated, one being
below at the height of 4 feet (1.37 m.), the other above the trees
about 20 feet (6.09 m.), and 46 feet (14.02 m.) above the ground. The
forest station was reproduced 1,000 feet (304.8 m.) away in the open
fields. Each station had thermometers, psyclirometers, rain gauges,
and evaporometer. Under the trees the number of rain gauges was in-
creased to six, distributed in such a way as to give a good indication
of the amount of rain passing through the foliage. The stations were
on a soil of fine sand, cemented by clay, and were at an elevation of 354
feet (107.9 m.) (base) above the sea and 400 feet (121.9 m.) taken above
the trees. About 5 miles (8.04674 ku.) away was a second pair of double
stations; they were in and near the state forest of Ermenonville. The
trees were twenty-five year pines, about 40 feet (12.19 m.) high. The
stations at Halatte were duplicated here, including the elevation of the
station above the trees. This brought the higher instruments to within
a very short distance of the foliage-5 or 6 feet. The soil here was a
coarse white sand, and the open-field station was on a sandy plain.
The elevations above the sea were 302 (92.05 in.) and 341 (103.9 m.) feet.
There were six ordinary gauges under the trees and an additional large
one, over 5 feet (1.52 m.) in diameter, which surrounded the trunk of a
large pine tree. The printed observations (in the Uompte8 readus) are
somewhat fragmentary and extend over about four years. There has
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been printed a separate publication on this subject, but I have not seen
it; its data are said by Dr. Lorenz-Liburnau to differ somewhat from
those in the Gomptes reudus.

GERMANY.

In 1868, with the aid of the Bavarian Government, Dr. Ebermayer
began his well-known series of observations. The results for the first
year were made the subject of an independent publication. They relate
exclusively to the problem of the interior forest climate, and the con-
clusions reached by Dr. Ebermayer have been generally confirmed by
later observations. Dr. Rough has devoted twenty pages of his report
for 1877 (pp. 230-251) to an account of this service and an abstract
of its results, so that they do not need to be detailed here. Dr. Eber-
mayer, then in the forestry school at Ascbaffenburg, is now professor
at Munich, and his publications on forest meteorological topics still con-
tinue. In the beginning of 1869 three pairs of parallel stations were
established in Switzerland: They are also described by Dr. Rough in
his report (p. 255) cited above.

In 1875 the German meteorological forestry service was established.
The stations are here in pairs, one in the forest, the other outside, and
the observations are made in succession at the two stations of each
pair. The rule was adopted to have each of the stations at least 200
yards (182.8 meters) from the margin of the forest, but this was not
found to be always practicable, and the distance in one place sinks to
less than ninety yards (82.29 meters). The stations were selected to rep-
resent every variety of position possible as to distance from the coast,
topography, and kind of trees, and each station of the pair was put
under very similar conditions of soil and elevation. Seventeen such
stations have been established; ten in Prussia, three on the Imperial
lands, and one each in Wllrternberg, in Brunswick, in Thuringia, and
in Hanover. The observations at Wtirteinberg station continued only
from the beginning of 1880 to the end of 1885. The other stations are
still active; they are conducted on a uniform plan and are under the
direction of Dr. Mflttrich, of the academy of Eberswalde. The instru-
ments are made by Fuess; they are carefully compared when put up
and are regularly inspected once in five years. Instruments are kept
in reserve at each station so that the defective ones can be at once re-
placed without breaking the continuity of the observations.

The Hanover station is Liutzel, and this is exceptional in that it is
among the young plantaiiions of trees now formed on the great Lnne-
berger heath. Field and forest stations both exist, but tree-top obser-
vations are not made. The principal features of the stations are shown
in the accompanying table, in which they are arranged in order from
northeast to southwest. By the elevation is meant that indicated by
the barometer, which is so nearly the same for each station of the pair
that it may be taken from either, The readings are exact, except for



The field ttation is generally on cultivated soil, in a few cases on
meadows or marshy land.

A monthly and an annual report are published from these stations
and the results have been made the subject of several special studies
notably the temperature observations have been discussed quite re-
cently (1890) by Dr. Miittrich.

The observations are taken on the same plan as those in Bavaria, but
observations of the tree temperatures and the measures of ground water
are omitted.

SWEDEN.

In 1876 the Swedish observations were begun under the direction of
the meteorological central office, and chiefly at the expense of the State.
The stations are here selected in a different manner from those in the
other services. There are few that are under trees; there are many
more in small glades or openings in the forest, and the comparative
field stations are usually quite distant and in a freely open country.
This offers some advantages, for it permits the discussion of glade
climate or the climate in the vicinity of forests, as distinguished from
that under trees or that in open regions away from trees, A disad-
vantage is found in the fact that the results are not strictly comparable
with the results of observations taken elsewhere. The observations
have, for several years, been under the direction of Dr. H. E. Hamberg,
who has published a discussion of the results in temperature and
humidity, the first in 1885, the second in 1889. The publications made
up to this time relate to temperature and humidity only.

Station. Latitude.
Longi.

tude east
of Ferro. iOfl

KinU of trees and
a'e at founding of

station.

Distance to margin
of forot. Beginning

of oliserva.
tions.Forest

station,
Field

station.

° " ° " Feet. Feet. Feet.
F'ritzen 54 50 38 13 128 45-year spruce 262 459 1873, x, 1.Kurwien 53 34 39 9 423 80-140-year pines.. 679 433 1873,xii,i.(larlsberg 50 28 34 0 2, 484 45-year spruce 591 869 1874, xi, i.Eberswalile 52 50 31 29 79 45-yearpthes 410 591 1875,xii,i.
Ochmiedefeld 50 36 28 28 2, 349 60-70-year spruce. - 984 492 1881, x, i.Friedrichsrode 51 52 28 14 1, 296 65-85-year beeches. 367 1, 138 1874, xi.Sonnenberg 51 45 28 10 2, 549 45-year spruce 328 650 1877, vi, i.Iarientha1 52 16 28 38 420 60-year beeches. - -. 984 656 1878, v, i.[Antzel 52 59 27 55 325 1881, iii, i.Iladersieben 55 16 27 9 125 70-80-year beechel. 410 394 1875, x, i.Schoo 53 39 25 14 10 20-year pines 656 1,640 1876,x,i.Lahuhof 50 53 25 54 1,998 70.year beeches. - - - 2,401 640 1877. vii.Ilollerath .50 27 24 3 2, 024 45-year spruces . - - 361 328 1874, x, 5.Ot. Johann 48 29 26 59 2,493 50-year spruces. -- - 1,640 656uagenan 48 50 25 28 409 55-65-year Pines... 4,167 2,192 1875,v,i.Neumath 4859 24 57 1, 158 45-year beeches 820 820 1875, v, 8.tielkerei 48 25 24 57 3,064 C0-80-year beeches. 3,037 5,249 1875, vi.
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the third, fifth, sixth, seventh, eleventh, twelfth, and fourteenth stations,
where they are approximate.

German statio 108 for forest meteorology.



Swedish staiio as for forest meteorology.

Station. Character. Latitude. Longitude, Altitude. Situation. Soil. Kind of trees.

° ' ° ' Feet. Feel.
Tierp Open 60 17 17 28 121 In village Clayand sand. 9,000

Tobo Glade 60 15 17 40 121 Marshy forest land Clay 100 40-year pines and firs.
Dalboda ... Forest 60 7 17 33 164 Marshy, near small lake Sandy 80-year pines and firs.

Do Glade GO 7 17 83 164 do - ..do 000

AkerlSnna do ....... 60 1 17 23 164 Marshy forest land - - - do 160 40-year pines and firs.
Sflhinge Open 59 57 17 32 92 Great plain of Upsala Clay 4, 000

Upsala - - - do 59 52 17 18 79 Hill; small groves about - - - .do 5, 000

Rekasta - . - .do 59 41 17 4 69 Cultivated - - - - do 1, 600

Alderstugan Forest 59 41 16 17 200 Marshy forest land Gravelly 60-year firs
Do Glade 59 41 10 17 200 do Loam 360 60-year pines and birches.

Lillh3rad Open 59 39 16 23 98 Large plain Hard clay 4, 000

Xugsvallen Glade 59 18 17 12 69 In large forest Loam 300 30-60-year pines and firs.
Signalsburg . . . .do 59 18 17 19 60 Wooded, rough region Gravel 200 10-50-year pines and firs.
Dthgtuna Open 59 34 16 24 39 Cultivated Clap 100

Sparhult Forest 58 15 13 40 459 Wooded region Sandy 70-year firs.

Do Glade 58 35 13 40 459 do - - - - do 230 80-year firs.
Osterplana Open 58 35 13 26 574 Treeless terrace
Helde . . . .do 58 14 13, 30 230 Cultivated 2, 300

Danielslund Forest 56 15 12 52 33

Skorpinge . . . do 56 14 12 51 33



* Investigations into the humidity and condition of temperature of the forest ana
of the open country, and the results of the forest influence upon the climate in its
proximity.
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The stations mentioned so far were generally parallel stations, that is
double, one set of instruments being in the woods, the other outside.

AUSTRIA.

The radial stations proposed by Dr. Lorenz-Liburnau were estab-
lished in Austria in 1884 and following years. The outside stations
iii each radial system were to be in various directions and at varying
distances from the stations in the forest.

Dr. Liburnau found great difficulty in arranging them, since some of
the stations should be at considerable distances, and all of the same
group should be at the same sea level. Naturally the arrangement
would also require a separate and distinct forest of no great extent.
These conditions were hard to fill and but few suitable places were
found in the whole Austrian Empire. Up to the present time only
three such groups of stations have been established:

In northeastern Austria, the group about Karlslust on an ex-
tended plateau, between Retz and Znaim, with an average elevation of
1,300 feet (396 m.).

In eastern C-alicia, near the Russian boundary, on an extensive
plateau, between Konstancya and Skala, with an average elevation of
886 feet (270 111.).

On the northern base of the Carpathians, in the undulating region
near Rachin, at an elevation of 1,300 (396 m.) to 1,600 feet (487.6 m.).

Observations of temperature and humidity were taken under the.
trees, also in the tree crowns and at various elevations above the trees.
Corresponding observations at the same heights were made over open
land.

The results of the observations during the years 1885 to 1887 so far
published have not been before the writer. From a review, however, it
is learned that the director, Dr. Liburnau, a most competent authority,
draws the following conclusions:

The normal decrease of temperature with the elevation, observed in the open
country, is modified in the forest, during the day, by the warming of the crown
cover, especially of the upper portions. In the forest the crown cover has the same
relation to the temperature as have the soil and the smaller vegetation in the open
country. Thus the normal decrease of temperature with the elevation remains uni-
form in the open country, but is more modified in the forest under the influence of
the warmed crown-cover than in the open country under the influence of the soil.

During the night the crown cover has also the same relationship to the soil
and vegetation of the open country, except that temperature reductions have dif-
ferent values.

Cc) As the temperature in the forest is higher in the upper regions of the crown
cover than in the lower and among the trunks and on the ground, especially during
the day, it follows that the shade contributes more to its reduction of temperature
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than transpiration; altogether, the cooling effect of transpiration up to this time
seems to have been overestimated.

The warming effect of the upper crown cover upon the temperature during the
day in a beech growth extends only about 2 n. (Ot feet) above the crowns, and
indeed is most pronounced in the warmest months.

The absolute values of the temperature differences effected by the forest are
not very important, but depend to a great extent upon the species of the trees on the
one hand and the kind of soil cover of the open country on the other.

It is remarkable that in the forest the re1ative humidity increases and decreases
with the absolute humidity, whereas it is known that in general, and also at the sta-
tion in the open country, these two climatic elements are inverse. This i accounted
for by the fact that the forest is a source of atmospheric aqueous vapor as well as
of cooling.

The results of the investigations at Ilied show that the aqueous vapors from
the forest often affect the air to a great height. With this increase in the humidity
of the atmosphere the chances of precipitation are increased.

From these observations Dr. Liburnau draws the following conclu-
sions regarding the influence of forests upon the general climate of the
region in its vicinity:

Since the temperature in the forest, to above the crown-cover, is in most cases
lower than it is below in the open country, it follows that modifying currents can
arise from the forest at any time of the day, especially in a generally still atmos-
phere. In summer, during the night and toward morning, differences of tempera-
ture can produce a current of cool air from the fore st and from the air strata imme-
diately above the forest; in the warmer part of the day, however, such currents can
be looked for only from below and in the crown cover.

In the summer half of the year, winds coming from a distance and crossing a
forest can be cooled- below their original temperature by the influence of the forest
considerably in the night and toward morning, but less during the day.

The conclusions whichDr Liburnau arrives at concorning atmospheric humidity
are based for the most part on the results of the observations at Ried. It was estab-
lished that winds from the forest (at least from a beech forest) convey a greater
water supply into the neighboring open country. It depends, however, upon the
original humidity of winds crossing a forest and upon the distribution of tempera-
ture whether or not their humidity will be increased and they will subsequently in-
crease the humidity of the adjacent open country.

Hence Dr. Liburnan concludes that the humidity of warm and dry
winds will be increased by the presence of a forest, but that such winds
as are already quite thoroughly saturated can receive no essential
addition of aqueous vapor, but only an increase in relative numidity
It was also observed at Ried that winds comrng from the forest to the
station in the open country have a higher humidity, both absolute and
relative.

Finally, Dr. Liburnau remarks with reference to the distant influence (of the
forest) that this absolute humidity, as increased by the effect of the forest,* remains
in the atmosphere as long as it is not lost by condensation, and that, on the other hand,
the increased relative humidity decreases as soon as the forest air reaches the warmer
open country.

Witbh the last two months a further contribution from these stations has beei
published, discussing more in detail the influence of forest areas on the climatic con-
dition of the neighborhood, which pubthmtion, unfortunately, could not be obtained.
in time for a review in this report, . E. F.
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OBTECTS AND METHODS.

In 1868, before the publication of Ebermayer's results or those of any
other systematic series of co-operative observations in forest meteor-
ology, "the Congress of German Foresters and Farmers at Vienna,
struck with the paucity of results from the much talked-of forest mete-
orological observations, put the subject in the hands of a special com-
mittee composed of the most eminent German students and authorities
on the subject. The committee met at Regensburg in November. Its
attention was chiefly directed to other aspects of the forestry question,
but it proposed a sort of programme or series of problems as the proper
object of forest meteorological observations. These are:

Determination of the temperature under woods and outside.
Investigation of the temperature of trees as compared with that of the soil and

air.
Investigation of the soil of forests, determination of its temperature at dif-

ferent depths, situations, exposure, and under different kinds of trees.
Influence of the covering of the soil on damage by frost.
Determination of rainfall under woods and outside.
Influence of the covering on the humidity of the soil and on the evaporation

from it.
Determination of the amount of evaporation in the forest and without.
Determination of the ground water at different depths, under woods and out-

side, with various aspects and under various kinds of trees.
Determination of the amount of carbonic acid and of the humidity of the for-

est during the season of vegetation, under a more or less compact cover of foliage,
under different trees and in varied situations.

This is an extensive programme, and is of interest as the first which
had been formulated under such auspices. It will be noticed, however,
that it does not include observations at any elevation, and especially
observations above the woods. It does not seem to have occurred to
the committee that meteorologically the forest is a sort of surface cov-
ering to be compared with that of sod or crops, sand or water, and that
iii other cases observations are taken as well above the surface cover-
ing as in it or below it. Observations above woods were, however, not
included by the committee, and since this programme served to give
object and aim to the new services of that day, as well as to those
established later, these important observations have been almost
entirely neglected.

The Prussian (afterward the German) forest meteorological service,
established six years later, adhered, in most points, to the Regensburg
programme. In its instructions to its observers it defines their task
as that of furnishing observations on

The temperature of the air in forests compared with that in open fields.
The temperature of the air at 5 feet elevation, compared with that in the tree

crown.
The hygrometric condition of the air within ani without woods.
The ne at height of 5 ft ompared with tbat in the tree cTowU,
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Evaporation within and without the woods.
The rain and snOw reaching the ground within and without the woods.
The temperatures of forest soil at the surface arid at the depths of 6 inches;

1,2,3, and 4 feet, compared with the temperatures at corresponding depths in the
open fields.

There were also the highly important conditions attached that the
instruments and their disposition should be alike, and that the hours
of observation and methods of reduction should be the same.

In the second international meteorological congress, held at Borne
in April, 1879, it was resolved that

In order to contribute to the progress of forest and agricultural meteorology, the
congress recommends as a programme of study:

The influence of the meteorological elements upon vegetation.
The inverse influence of vegetation upon the meteorological elements.
Agricultural warnings.

The congress, finding the subject too important to treat hastily, con-
cluded to charge the international committee with the convening of .a
special international conference to take into consideration the develop-
merit of agricultural and forest meteorology.

Such a conference convened at Vienna on the 6th of September,
1880. This was so representative a meeting and illustrated so well
what the most able and most experienced men thought on this sub-
ject that the reports, remarks, and resolutions will be given at some
length so far as they relate to the action of forests on climate. Dr.
Lorenz-Liburnau, of the Austrian Department of Agriculture, and
president of the conference, said that when the influence of vegetation
on climate was referred to, solitary plants could not be meant. It was
a question of masses M vegetation, such as meadows, moors, and forests.
There was also a distinction to be made between the climatic action
produced within the massed vegetation and that upon the vicinity. It
is only for a forest that the question of the interior climatic action can
arise, and on this question certain definite numerical results had been
obtained for central Europe, in certain localities. These show that
the inner temperatures are slightly lowered, the temperature extremes
are moderated, the relative humidity is raised, and the evaporation
diminished, while it remains doubtful whether the absolute humidity
or the frequency or quantity of precipitation are changed.

As to the influence of vegetation on its vieinit, exact data do not
exist, either for the forest or for other forms of vegetation in mass.
Yet, on theoretical grounds, it can not be doubted that such an influ-
ence exists, within certain limits, and appropriate methods of observa-
tion must be able to show it. They should include observations on the
temperature, precipitation, cloudiness, insolation, and wind. The con-
ference adopted these views.

As to the method of observation, Dr. Libnrnau pointed out that the
existing arrangement of one station within and a station for compari-
son outside the region covered by the vegetation to be investigated
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might be cafled the method of parallel stations. This is a commendable
arrangement, and promises the speedier results, the more the climate
at the station takes on a continental character. The distance of the
stations of each pair from each other is an important point. In each
pair the meteorological elements should be taken at the ordinaryheight
and also in the tree crown. The temperature of trees and soil should
be included. As to precipitation, it is of importance to get not only
the amount which passes through the foliage, but also thatwhich runs
down the trunk. The penetration of precipitation into the soil, the
evaporation from the surface in different kinds of forests and with
diftèrent coverings of the soil are of importance because the state of
humidity and temperature depends on them. Observations of ozone at
different heights are eontingeiitly recommended. These observations
should be exactly duplicated, so far as possible, at the field stations.
The treetop observations should be duplicated by field observations at
the same height. To get the influence of the ftrests on their vicinity,
a different system of stations is de3irable; this should be a system of
radial stations as contradistinguished from the parallel system. This
consists of one station in the forest and several outside, arranged in
the directions of the four principal points of the compass. There should
be at least two in each direction and at different distances from the
forest, so that one set should include at least nine stations. All the
observations carried on at the parallel stations should also be taken at
the forest station of the radial system, but at the field stations the
number of instruments may be reduced to a psychrometer, evaporome-
ter (Piche's), and a rain gauge, and the observations at the height of
the tree crown may be omitted.

The question of exposure of thermometers aroused much discussion
and it was agreed that comparative observations should be under-
taken. As to hours of observation, Dr. Mtittrich favored morning and
noon (2 p. m.), while M. Grandeau and Dr. Ebermayer favored morning
and evening hours. Dr. Riegler thought the 2p. m. observation was
to be especially recommended because it was about the hour of maxi-
mum forest effect. The conference finally decided to recommend
morning and evening hours, with the reading of maximum and mini-
mum thermometers. Observations of insolation were discussed, but
MM. Mascart and Tacchini assured the conference that no suitable
actinometer exists. It was, therefore, decided that observations should
at first be undertaken only on the time, duration, and relative inten-
sity of sunshine; the latter on sensitive paper, at stations of the first
order. The subject of an actiuometer capable of giving insolation tem-
peratures with exactness was recommended as a subject worthy of the
especial attention of scientific institutions.

It was decided that soil temperatures should be taken at various
depths up to 0 inches (1 mm) The humidity should be obtained by
the means of August's psychrometer and a hair hygrometer, and tn-
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daily observatims should be taken. Along discussion followed on Dr.
Libnrnau's recommendation of evaporometer. It was stated
that the observatiohs gave nomeans of comparison with actual natural
processes, that the readings of the instruments were untrustworthy
and the errors hard to correct, that it was desirable to follow more ex-
actly the processes of nature, that it is not possible to find aninstru-
ment fulfilling all necessary conditions, and that on this account the
Italian service had rejected all evaporometers. The conference finally
decided that, while observations of evaporation were important, there
is no form of measuring instrument 'which can be especially recom-
mended. An 'instrument should be invented which would permit the
measurement of evaporation from a free water surface and also from
soils of different characters. Provisionally observations should be
carried on with the weighing instruments and with Cantoni's modifica-
tion of Piche's instrument.

Clouds should be observed; fog should be recorded when it covers
the station and its density should be given on a predetermined scale.
Herr Friesenhoff recommended a measurer of dew depending on the
power of rock salt to appropriate atmospheric water. Drs. Neumayer
and Ebermayer expressed the opinion that balance drosometers should
be tried. They should have larger dimensions (2 feet square or more)
which should be filled with different materials. The conference com-
mended the subject of a good measurer of dew as a proper subject of
study. The measurer of precipitation should be on the model recom-
mended bythe International Congress and Committee. The seepage
of ground water is important, but the so-called lysimeter is not to be
recommended. Wind observations should be taken,, as at ordinary sta-
tions.

The system of parallel stations, already adopted in Bavaria, Switzer-
land, and at the other German stations, was especially commended.
Radial stations were commended for the broader fields of observation,
and it was recommended that a series of such stations should be
established in eastern Germany and in Austria-Hungary, and the
final recommendation was made that observations should be made at
the forest station of each radial system, directly over the crown of the
trees. Thus this happy method, the fundamental importance of which
makes' it strange that it was not employed from the first, reached at
least the stage of recommendation for general use. The practical diffi-
culty of its use is probably what has prevented its adoption. This could
be easily overcome by the use of registering instruments which are
made to run for fifteen days without attention, or by the use of the now
excellent instruments for electric registry at a distance.

To the proposal of the first meteorological congress for replies as to
what could best be done, Dr. Woeikoff made a suggestion which was
not taken into consideration by the conference. He proposed India as
the best field for such studies, especially with reference to rainfall.
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For this purpose observations could best be taken in the central prov-
inces and Berar, as they are hottest in April and May and the forests
are extensive. India also permits a study of the effects of irrigation
on forests.

The German service supplies each of its stations with psychrome.
ter, maximum and minimum thermometers, six soil thermometers, ba-
rometer, evaporometer, and rain gauge. The soil thermometers for the
surface and the depth of 6 inches are supported by small tripods. The
four thermometers for greater depths are in wooden cases, open at the
bottom and extending downward oniy so far that the bulb of the ther-
mometer may remain in contact with the soil at the depth required.
The cases are placed together and are open at the top to permit of
ready access to the instruments. A cover over the open ends keeps
out the water and exterior air currents. The thermometers are taken
out for observation, read as quickly as possible, and replaced. The
evaporometer is a square receptacle of zinc with a surface of about 2
square feet and a depth of about 5 inches. A measured amount of
water is placed in it, and the loss, expressed in thickness of layer evap-
orated, is noted at the beginning of each month. This instrument is
protected from precipitation by a wooden roof, but the air is permitted
to have free access. The force and direction of the wind are estimated,
the former on the 1 to 4 scale.

The rain gauge has an opening of about 2 square feet (18.58dm) and
is placed at a height of 5 feet (1.52m), like the other instruments. The
snow gauge has the same opening, but a larger body, to prevent the
snow from being blown out.

The observers were intrusted with other observations, especially
those relating to the leafing, flowering, and other stages of certain
plants, and the list of plants to be observed is given. It includes
26 wild plants, mostly trees and shrubs, and 7 cultivated ones.
Observations are required of the arrival and disappearance of a few
designated species of birds and insects, and the time of heat of the
deer and rabbit. The order in which observations were to be taken,
the mode of recording, the methods of reduction, and ll other details
are minutely given in the instructions to observers, and painstaking
care is required throughout.

From 1884 Dr. Lorenz-Liburnau put in operation some of the fertile
ideas which he had already suggested. The three systems of radial
stations were organized as already described. Dr. Liburnan thought

.that the general character of the influence of the forest On climate
was already determined and that there was now required only the
elaboration of details. The radial stations were designed to fix the
relations of the forests to the climate of the vicinity with varying direc-
tion of wind, and a special series of observations were made to fix the
relations of forest humidities and temperatures at various elevations,
below, in, and above the tree tops, and to determine their modifications
with general changes of the weather.



*NOTE ON THE CONSTRUCTION AND READING OF TEE DIAGRAMS IN TillS RRVIEW.-
The horizontal lines (ordinates) above or below the zero line represent values or
amounts, degrees of temperature, inches of precipitation or evaporation, percent-
ages, etc. The vertical lines (abscissE) represent time, dividing the field into
twelve seasonal divisions corresponding to the twolve months of the year, the outer
lines both standing for the month of December or commencement of winter. The
curve lines are constracted by noting on each monthly line the vaJues found for the
month, and then connecting these points by either straight or rounded-off lines.

Unless otherwise noted, the values so plotted are the differences between the read-
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The most elaborate series of observations of this kind were those taken
near Ried, in lower Austria, in 1887 and 1888. They were especially
devoted to the problems of humidity, and to obtain thoroughly satis-
factory results the ordinary wet and dry bulb thermometer was rejected
and an exact chemical method substituted. This consisted in passing
a known volume of air through calcium chloride and phosphoric acid
and ascertaining by weight the water taken up bythe latter. The case
containing the chemicals was elevated, by means of a pulley on a mast,
to the height at which the observation was to be taken, and the air was
drawn through it by means of an aspirator below, connected with it by
a rubber tube.

The observation occupied an hoar and thirty minutes arid, the tem-
perature was taken at the beginning and end by means of an upsetting
thermometer, elevated by means of a pulley to the height required.

The results were very exact for the absolute humidity, less so for the
relative. The heights at which the observations were taken were 4
inches (101.6mm), 16 (4.87m), 36 (10.97m), and 51 feet (15.5m). The
second was under the tree crown, the third in it, and the fourth was
18 or 20 inches above it. The trees were red beeches, 60 to 70 years old,
with a few white beeches and firs. The station itself was in and over
the beeches.

SOIL TEMPERATURES.

The soil affords an excellent means of measuring the average tem-
perature effects of the forest. This is due in part to the fact that the
temperature of the air is not derived so much from the direct rays of
the sun as it is from the heat reflected or radiated from terrestrial
objects. These absorb the heat from the sun's rays more readily than
does the air and yield it again to the air. The soil serves in another
way also to average the effects of forests. The soil is more slowly
warmed by the sun than is the air, and the deeper the stratum the more
slowly it is warmed. The result is that rapid and passing changes of
air temperature. do not affect it, or affect it only superflèially. It tends
to show only the great periodic changes in temperature, and from it we
are able to ascertain what influence the forest has on these changes.

The results which follow are always given in terms of the difference
of temperature of the soil in woods and in.opeii fields. If we put W for
woods or forests and 0 for open fields, the data given hereafter* for



ings under two sets of conditions, namely, in most cases the values which were found
for the stations in the woods (W) diminished by the values found for the stations in
the open field (0), or W 0.

The value of this difference is positive, if the curve runs above the zero linethat
is to say, the records for the woods ( W) showed higher values than that for the open
field (0); it is negative, i. e., the record for the woods was lower, if the cnrve line runs
below the zero line. The greater, therefore, the vertical distance of any point in
the curve from zero line, the greater is the influence of the woods. In temperature
readings, for instauce, the curve above the zero line would denote that the woods
were warmer; below the zero line, that the woods were cooler than the open field
by as many degrees as the curve runs above or below the zero line, the latter repre-
senting that state of conditions when W =0, i. e., when there is no difference in the
readings for the two sets of conditions.

Where values for each set of conditions are plotted separately, the area included
within the two curve lines (hatched) exhibits the difference between the woods and
open field.

To exhibit more readily the amount of influence of the forest, the areas included
by the zero line and the curve for mean values is also hatched in most cases.
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temperature are always, except where otherwise tated the values of
W - 0. A positive sign ( +) indicates always that the woods are
warmer than the fields; a negative sign (- ), that the woods are cooler
than the fields. The degrees are Fahrenheit and the other units of
measure are the usual English ones, unless otherwise stated.

In Fig. 1 are given the mean annual differences of temperature for
fields and woods at the surface and at the depths of 6 inches and 4 feet.
These are for the German stations, a brief description of whichmay
be found on page 30. They are arranged in the order of their differ:
enees at the surface, and at the right hand are given the average
values. It will be noted at once that the differences vary much for
the different stations. The mean annual difference for Hadersieben is
less than one degree at the surface, while that at Melkerei or Neumath
is nearly four degrees. It will also be noticed that the differences at
6 inches vary with respect to each other and also with respect to those
at the surface. They are generally less than the surface (liflerences at
the same stations, but Hollerath furnishes a notable exception. On
the whole they run with the surface differences, but are somewhat less.
Again the differences at the depth of 4 feet differ among themselves,
but not so much as do the others. Their relative uniformity is due to the
depth at which the temperatures are taken, the smaller surface changes,
in temperature and in water contents, being little felt. These differ-
erences are usually geater than those at the depth of 6 inches and
less than those at the surface. But there are exceptions to this, not-
ably in the cases of Hollerath and St. Johann. These differences iii
the action of the forest are due to several possible causes, such as dif-
ferences in soil as well in the field as in the forest station, in kind of
trees, in their density, in the exposure, in the character of the air
drainage.
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Some of these will be discussed later; the mnterial on hand does not
permit the discussion of- the others. They are instructive, however,
in showing how great is the difference in action of different forests.
For instance, the effect on the temperature of the surface at Melkerei
(_3°.95) is nearly five times as great as at iladersieben (_0°.84). This
difference of action of the forest is far-reaching, for it extends through
a layer of 4 feet of badly conducting soil. The difference at this depth
at St. Johann (-30.03) is about three times that at Eberswalde (-10.06)
or at Hadersleben (_1°.04), and is five times that in the young forest
at Lintzel (_0°.58). The average of the seventeen stations (represent-
ing about two hundred years of observation) should give us good and
significant results. It shows for the surfaee-2°.50, for a depth of 6
inches (152 inm.)-1°.87, and for a depth of 4 feet (1.22 m.)-2°.02. The
influence of the forest on the soil, then, is a cooling one, on the aver.
age, and for central Europe the cooling amounts to about two and a
half degrees for the surface. The cooling is due to several causes: The
first is the shade; the foliage, trunks, branches, and twigs cut off much
of the sun's heat, absorb aiid utilize it in vegetative processes, or in
evaporation, or reflect it away into space. Thus the surface soil in the
forest receives less heat than the surface of the fields. The same screen
acts, however, in the reverse direction by preventing radiation to the
sky, thus retailing more of the heat than do the opeir fields. The bal-
ance of these two processes, it seems from observation, is in favor of
the first and the average result is cooling one.

But the thatch of living foliage is riot the only screen possessed by
the forest soil. It has in addition the screen of the forest litter, arid
this is in a coiidition to he even more effective than that of living
foliage. It lies in contact with the ground, preventing the dissipation
of the heat of the soil by moving air, and at the same time lying so
loosely as to form air spaces, which act as insulators in the way of
preventing the exchange of heat between the forest soil and air.
These cooling influences are ellforced by the moist condition of the
forest soils. It does not warm so easily as the drier field soil, and more
of the heat which reaches it is used in evaporative processes than in
that of drier soil. The balance of all these processes is, it appears, in
the direction of cooling. And the cooler forest soil will cool, to some
degree, the air in contact with it, and this air, flowing off to some
other place, will take this cooler temperature with it, so that the cool-
ness of the forest soil will make itself felt over the vicinity.

The differences of temperature at the depth of 6 inches (152 mm.)
are more than half a degree less than at the surface. In this is to be
seen the specific effect of the forest litter; it adds a covering to that
possessed by the surface, so that while the deeper layer is cooled as
much by the protection from the sun's rays as is the surface, it is not
cooled so much by radiation of heat to the sky. Its temperature is,
cousequen1ly, relatively higher, and it approximates somewhat more
the field temperatures.



FIG. 2.Difference of temperature (WO) at the depth of 4 feet. (The line running under the name
of a station is its zero line. The curve for the station is represented by the nearest broken, un-
broken, or dotted line like that in the margin.)

have different times of maxima and minima (later in the forest) the
increase of the difference at this depth could be explained. It may be
that a part (undoubtedly a small one) of the differences at the surface
and at 6 inches may be due to this. The observations were taken at 8
a. m. and 2 p. m.

Turning now to the progress of the difference, "Woods" minus "Open
field" readings, through the seasons, or, as we shall generally express it,
W 0, as shown by the differences of the monthly means, another series
of interesting facts appear.
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It is not so easy to explain why the difference at 4 feet averages
a little less than at the sarface and a little more than at 6 inches. It
may be due to retardation in the pelletration of diurnal temperatures
into the soil. This may be slower in the cool, moist forest soil than in
the warmer and drier soil of open fields, if this is the case observa-
tions at the same instant at the two stations would determine the
temperature at two different parts of their curves. The diurnal
changes probably extend to a greater depth than 4 feet, and if they



Fin. 3.Difference of soil temperature (WO), all stationsGerman observations.

It will also readily be seen that the values for Hollerath, Carlsberg,
and Neumath are never above their zero line; that is to say, are always
negative, the soil in the woods being always cooler.

This figure shows in more detail the differences between the stations
which were so readily apparent in the annual means. The time of
maximum is generally July, but Schoo, in a mean of ten years, gives a
secondary minimum at this time, and for Carlsberg and Melkerei the
maximum difference falls in August. Most of the stations give a posi-
tive sign for W. 0 in winter, some of them showing a large excess
(Eberswalde+2°.41, Fritzen+2°.20); but there are several exceptions,
and all those which do not cross the zero line come very near to it.
The maximum iaonthly difference is _80.17 for Fritzen in July. The
least July value is l°.93 (for Schoo), less thami a quarter of the pre-
ceding.

The sign of W 0 generally changes from negative to positive in
December, and the reverse in March. The progress of these curves is

70

:WINIER. SPRING, AUTUMN
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Fig. 2 shows the differences of temperature through the year at the
depth of 4 feet. The curves for all the stations for which good monthly
means for afl the mouths could be obtained are put on one sheet for
comparison. Iii order not to crowd them too much they are placed at
different levels, the zero level for each station being represented by
the line running under the name of the station, and the curves belong-
ing tO each station either unbroken, broken, or dotteti lines nearest to
its zero line. Seasonal lines are drawn for the monthly values, winter
beginning with December, spring with March, summer with June, and
autumn with September. The stations are arranged in the order of
the greatest summer differences.

The distances betweeii the horizontal lines representing degrees
Fahrenheit, the absolute amount of W 0 can be read. Thus, for Ebers-
walde, during the month of December, W 0 is between two arid three
degrees, the soil in the forest being by that amount warmer than that
in the open at 4 feet (1.22m) depth, while in the middle of July it is
just five degrees lower.
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nearly alike, nd on constructing the curve for the average this appears
smooth and symmetrical, as is seen in Fig. 3. The dotted line here
represents the progress of the differences at the depth of 4 feet. All
the irregularities have here disappeared. The temperature is seen to
be warmer in the woods than outside during the entire winter. It
then falls rapidly during the spring, reaches its lowest point about
July 1, and rises again rapidly during the autumn. The broken
lines represent the progress of the differences of temperature at the
depth of 6 inches and the unbroken that at the surface. The first have
the smaller maximum values and also indicate longer time during
which it is warmer for woods. The maximum monthly differences are:
For 4 feet, 5°.01 in July; for 6 inches, .5°.48 in June; for the surface,
7°.05 in June.

A glance at the curves shows more strikingly the retardation sug-
gested by these values. By the course of the curves it appears that
the maxima are successively later as we descend, being a full month
later at 4 feet than at the surface. Probably the same thing occurs
with diurnal changes; that is, they are retarded by some hours at the
lower depth. It appears from these curves that, on the average, the
forest soil is warmer than that of the open fields in winter, but cooler
in the other seasons, and the total cooling effect is much greater than
the warming one The numerical data show that while the maximum
negative value of W 0 at the surface is 70Ø5, the maximum positive
value (January) is 00.66, or oniy about one-eleventh of the former. At
6 inches (152.4 mm) the numbers are 50.48 and 0°.62, and the ratio one
to nine. At 4 feet (1.22 m) they are 5°.1 and 00.36, or a ratio of one to
fourteen. The forest, therefore, not only cools the soil, but also moder-
ates the extremes of its temperature. The amplitudes of the mean
monthly values are decreased by 0.66 + 7°.05 = 7°.71 at the surface,
0°.62 + 5°.48 = 6°.10 and 0°.36 + 5°.01 = 5037 at 6 inches and 4 feet
depth, respectively, and through the soil this moderating influence
must be appreciable in the air.

The stations of the German service are so happily distributed that a
study can be made of the differences in the influence of deciduous and
evergreen trees upon soil temperature, and also those for elevation
above the sea. For the first, seven stations under deciduous trees and
seven under evergreens were taken, Fritzen and Eberswalde being
omitted to get a symmetrical arrangement, and Lintzel, because the
trees were young. The reductions were made for the two sets of sta-
tions independently, and the results are shown in Fig. 4. The results
are here plotted separately for the surface, for 6 inches, and for 4 feet.
The dotted lines refer to the deciduous trees, the broken ones to the
evergreens. The differences are not great, but they are quite consistent
at the three depths. They may be expressed by the statement that the
difiCrences vary a little more under deciduous trees. This is what
should be expected from the character of their foliage. The sa



Flo. 4.Differences of soil temperature (woods and open firids). Comparison of deciduous and ever-
green trees (WO).

For the surface they are 20.57 for deciduous trees, 20.62 for ever-
green trees; at 6 inches they are-1°.89 and-1°.82; at 4 feet-2°.05 and
2°.19. They are represented in the diagram for the 4-feet depth by
the two straight lines, to show the slight difierence between the two
types of forest cover. The difference in amplitudes is somewhat
greater. The amp1itdes are;
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explanation would suffice for the slight retardation of the fall of the
curve for deciduous trees. There is one feature, however, that is unex-
pected. It is, that the difference between the two sorts of forests is not
especially marked in winter. As a matter of fact, in the high latitudes
in which the observations are taken, the sun is so low in winter that the
bare trunks and branches are fairly efficient screens against his rays.

The darker color of these bodies also permits them to be more
warmed up when the sun does appear. Besides, the persistent cloudi-
ness of the winter and the covering of snow in these latitudes tend to
equalize the effects of the soil of these two types of forests at this
season. The annual means for the two kinds of forest differ but little.
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As to the effect of elevation above sea-level, there are seven stations
over 1,900 feet (579 meters) and seven below 500 feet (152 riseters). The
mean elevation of the first set was about 2,400 feet (732 meters), that of
the second about 240 feet (93 meters). lLintzel was omitted, and ever-
green and deciduous trees were about equally distributed in the two sets.
The reductions were performed for each of these sets separately, arid the
results are shown in Fig. 5. The differences are a little more marked
than in the ease of deciduous and evergreen trees. The range is

FIG. 5.Differences of soil temperature (woods and open fields). Comparison of elevations above
sea level (WO).

noticeably smaller at the higher levels. The forest cover there has a
greater cooling effect in summer and a greater warming effect in winter.
Its influence in moderating a climate is, consequently, slightly greater.

The difference in. influence of young trees and old is also of interest,
but the material is scanty. Lintzel is a station among young trees, but
there are only sevesi years of observation (including 1888, the latest on
hand at this writing). The curves are given in Fig. 6, and their lack
of evenness betrays the brief series of observations from which they
were drawn. The surface summer reduction seems very large, and that
at 4 feet unusually small, hut these results may be due rather to the
soil at the station (Liineburg heath) than to the trees. Dr. Wollny has
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At surface. At 6 inches below 8'iefrfOCe. At 4/eel below surface.
riG. 6.Diffetences of. temperature for young trees, Lintzel Station, woods and open fields (WO).

Woliny, the results of which are graphically exhibited in Fig. 7. The
unbroken curve is here the result of several years' observation; the
broken ones represent shorter series, made to test the effects in indi-
vidual soils. The comparison is always made with bare soil, and the
positive sign here means a higher temperature in the covered soil.
The general trend of the curves is strikingly like that in forests.

Average results. Resutts on oarny 8Oit. Results on quartz soil.
Fin. 7.uffects of litter on soil temperature (littered surfacebare). (WO).

The material at hand does not permit the study of other modifying
influencessoil, latitude, prevailing cloudiness, water in the soil, etc.
As a means of comparison, it may be of interest to give the progress
of soil temperatures under sod as compared with that under bare soil.
This is given in Fig. 8, which represeiits the means from an eleven-
year series of observations by the MM. Becquerel. The trend of the
curves is quite unlike that of the forests. The sod is relatively warm-
est in autumn and coldest in spring, and the mean is in favor oi warmer
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made some studies of the effects on soil temperatures of vegetation at
different heights and has found that on the wkole they increase with
the height.

That the forest litter plays an important part iii the matter of soil
temperature can not be doubted, but no details are given on this point
in the published reports of the forest meteorological services. Numer-
ous experimental observations have, however, been taken by Dr..
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rather than cooler temperatures. The curve is constructed on the same
scale as all the other figures of this chapter. The small May indenta-
tion is very curious and is unexplained

Depth of 0.8 inch. - - - - Depth of 4.6 inches. -. Depth of 9.3 inches.
IQ. 8.-Difference of soli temperature, under sod, and baresurfee(sod-bare). Beequerel's observa

tions.

From the report of Mr. Fernow for 1889, the following tables are here
reproduced, combining results of various sets of stations in different
parts of Germany; the temperature is given in centigrade, the minus
sign denoting lower temperature in the forest, the plus sign higher
temperatures,

Differences of temperature of the soil inside and o,aside of t forest.

The mitigating influence on the soil temperature appears still more c1eary when
the maximum and minimum temperatures for the year or the range of temperature
Is compared.

Bavaria
Alsatian Mountains
Fastern Prussia

Range of temperature.

Without
the forest.

Degrees.
39. 5
35
41.8

Within
the forest.

Degrees.
29.5
21
26.7

a

+2

- :.
WINTER. SPRING. SUMMER. AUTUMN.

February-.
.pviL M 1ay_.Ju Y

August-
October.

November-
January.

y ear.

0.Oni. 0.9m. 0.9m. 0.9m. 0.9ns.

AlsatianMountains -1.0 -+0.5 -7.8 -2.8 -5.7 -3.2 +O.. -0.7 -S5 -1.5
Bavaria -1.8 -0.8 -4.5 -3.9 -2.6 --3.0 0 -0.1 -2.2 -2.2
Bavaria(otherstationsl -1.3 -0.6 -4.6 -4.1 -2.6 -3.0 --0.3 -0.1 -2.1 -2.0

astern Prussia... -1.3 0 -4.4 -3.6 -2.3 -2.2 -1-1.3 +0.9 -3.0 -1.2



Dr. Miittrich has published a complete reduction of the air temperatures for the
German service up to 1890. It uiay be found in Danekelmanu's Zeitsohriftfür lTorit
und Jagdweseu, xxii, 1890, 396 and 397.
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TEMPERATURES OF AIR IN THE INTERIOR OF FORESTS.

We pass now from the soil, which is fixed and the temperature changes
of which are due to the changes of the surrounding medium, to the con-
stantly moving air, the temperature changes of which are to some
extent due to the motions of the medium itself. The results for the
air from this cause are less definite, more variable, and more capricious
than those derived from observations on the soil. At the surface of
the soil there is oniy an imperfect relation between the temperatures of
the soil and air. Yet it is undoubtedly true that the air temperatures
near the surface are due iii the first place to heat derived from the soil.
It is to the motion of the air, carrying with it its temperature, that
this disparity between soil and air temperatures is due.

The observations used here are those of maximum and minimum
temperatures.* These aiThrd satisfactory results, because what we are
concerned with is not so much the temperatures in woods as the difler-
ences between temperatures in woods and those outside. Besides, in
using the extreme temperatures, all danger is avoided of being misled
by a difference in the diurnal progress of temperatures at the two sta-
tions. The extreme temperatures, also, are those which best show the
influence of the forest, for this is exercised chiefly here, as in soil tem-
peratures, in reducing the extremes. The data used are always, unless
otherwise stated, the values of W 0 (woods minus open fields reading),
and it is to be remembered that a minus sign (or position below zero
line) indicates colder temperatures in woods, a plus sign (or position
above zero line) warmer. Tho observations are taken at the same
height from the ground in the woods and outside.

ANNUAL RANGE.

Fig. 9 shows at a glance the mean annual values of the temperature
diffeience of W 0 in the case of maxima, minima, and the mean de-
rived from them. The heavy line across the figure represents the zero
line (for W 0=0). The annual values for W 0 for the maxima are
always negative and they are laid off to scale below the zero line. The
annual values for W. 0 for the minima are always positive and they are
laid off above the zero line to the same scale.

It appears at once that the action of the forest varies greatly in the
different stations. It always cuts down the annual mean of the monthly
maxima, but to a very variable extent. In the case of St. Johann (five
years of observation) it cuts off the maxima by an average of 40.89,
but in the ease of Schoo it is only 1°.44, or less than one-fourth, and in
the case of the young forest of Lintzel, it cutsdown the maxima by
only 00.35. The average amount of reduction for all stations is 2°.85.
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Very much the same is true of the minima temperatures. They are
always cut off in the annual mean, but by a varying amount. The
largest reductionof the minima is for Sonnenberg (20.56); the smallest
is for Melkerei (00.74), except for the young forest of Lintzel station,
where it is only Ø043 The average amount is 10.33.

The length of the lines opposite the names of the stations in Fig.
9 indicates the reduction of the range in temperature in the woods as
compared with the outside. This is a reduction of range, because the
forest lowers the highest temperatures of the day and raises the lowest.
This reduction varies like the preceding, of which it is the sum for each
station. For St. Johann it is 6°.25, for Sonnenberg 50.92, while is
only 10.86 for Haderslebeii and 0°.78 for Lintzel. This is a measure
of the degree by which the air temperature is moderated in the woods
in the average. The absolute moderation is often greater, as the woods
become more efficient in reducing greater extremes, especially in low-
ering the highest temperatures. This is seen by considering the abso-
lute range for the yearthat is, the number of degrees between the
highest temperature for the year and the lowest. The mean of the
absolute annual ranges at all the German stations is for the open fields
92°.90, for the woods 810.86, which gives a reduction of 110.04. The
mean range for all stations is 40.18, or hut a little more than a third of
this. The value of WO for the mean annual temperatures is one-
half of the sum of the value of WO for the maxima and minima.
The reduction of the minima is always less (except for Lintzel, young
woods) than the reduction of the maxima, and the combined effect is
necessarily a cooling one. On Fig. 9 the position of the mean tem-
perature compared with the zero line is the point in the middle of the
line representing the range of WO for each station. This is marked
by a short cross line. It will be observed that in every case, except
the one mentioned, this mark falls below the zero line, or on the cool.
ing side.

The amount of reduction of the mean temperature varies with the
reduction of the extremes, and is very different for different stations.
For St Joli'inn it is 1 76, for Melkeret it is 10 72, but for Kurwien it
is only 00 17, wlule foi Lintzel the me'in temperature is 00 04 higher
iii the woods than out The 'iverage reduction of mean annual tem
perature for all the Germ'in stations is 00 76

It appears. therefore, that the forest moderates (by reducing the ëx-
tremes) and cools (by reducing the maxima more than the minima) the
temperature of the air within it. The, moderating influence is decidedly
greater than the cooling effect.

MONTHLY RANGE.

On taking up the consideration of the mean monthly values of 0
a very curious series of results appears. Fig. 10 illustra4es the influ-
ence of the forest on the temperature of its interior air at Friedrichs.
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rode, but is a type of all the curves, differing chiefly in the magnitude
of the changes it indicates. The line of zero differejices is used as the
base line of the diagram. On it are laid off, at equal distances, sea-
sonal lines, on which the values of W 0 for the monthly minima are
measured off, above the zero line if plus, below if minus. The points
thus obtained are connected by the dotted line above and this, there-
fore, is the curve representing the reduction (W 0) of the minima.
In exactly the same way are constructed the curves for the mean
monthly values for W 0 for maxima, represented by the broken line,
which is, therefore, the curve for the reduction of the maxima for the
year. Between these two curves is drawn a curve with unbroken line,
which represents the reduction (W 0) for the mean temperatures.
This figure shows at a glance all the details concerning the influence of
the forest on its own interior air temperatures. The distance vertically
between the exterior curves is the reduction of the range. The space
between the middle curve and the zero line represents the change in
mean temperature due to the influence of woods, cooling if the curve
lies below, warming if it lies above, the zero line. Where it lies below,
the space has been shaded to show plainly the amountof cooling. In
this diagram, therefore, is shown the progress of all these elements
during the year. Analyzing the progress for Friedrichsrode (Fig. 10)
we see that the minima in the woods do not differ much from those out-
side between November and April. Then the forest begins to affect
them and the curve for W 0 for minima rapidly rises above the zero
line. It reaches the greatest distance in August, approaching the line
again from September to November, when the minima are once more
closely alike in the forest and outside. The forest has the greatest
effect on the minima in summer, somewhat less in May and September,
still less in April and October. For the values of W 0 for maxima
the piogress is much the same, only in the reverse direction and two
or three times as great in magnitude. The greatest effect here falls in
July instead of August. It gives form to the W 0 values for mean
temperature, for which the greatest value falls in July. It appears also
that the temperature in the woods is almost always lower than in the
open fields. In March it is about the same; in winter it is a little cooler;
in summer it is decidedly cooler, especially in July.

These figures for W 0 are variously modified in the various star
tions. Fig. 11 (Hagenau) shows a case where the reduction of the
minima, especially in summer, is relatively small, and the mean tem-
perature of the woods is less for the entire year. Fig. 12 (Sonrieriberg)
represents a case where the reduction of minima is almost as large as
that of the maxima and there is little reduction in mean tempera-
tures. In fact, the woods here are warmer in winter. In Fig. 13
(Eberswalde) the reduction of mean temperature is small and continues
during the year, like the preceding, but for a different reason the
reduction of maxima and minima here run symmetrically, but shows no
great difference in quantity.
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Fig. 14 (Schoo) shows a small reduction of mean temperature limited
to late summer and early autumn. Fig. 15 (Marienthal) shows a curious
aberrant case. The woods in March and April are warmer than the
fields. But Fig. 16 (Hadersieben) is perhaps the most curious of all.
Here the maxima of temperature are higher iii the woods from Novem-
ber to April than they are in the fields, and during the same time the
minima are lower. The temperature range through these months is,
thirefore, greater in woods than outside But the increase in range is
small and the mean temperatures are about the same in woods and
outside.

These figures, all of which, except the first, have been selected be-
cause they were peculiar, are instructive in showing how extremely
forest action varies while preserving consistently its characteristic
features. The variations are due to the causes mentioned under soil
temperatures, with the additioii, in this case, of disturbances due to
prevailing winds. The average effects in which these disturbing ac-
tions are eliminated more or less completely are illustrated ill Fig.
17. As this represents the result from sixteen stations, through about
two hundred years of observation, it may be considered fairly typical
for middle latitudes. From this diagram it appears that

As to minima,the forest reduces them with fair uniformity dur-
ing the entire year. For about half of the year they are reduced about
a degree Fahrenheit. In April this reduction begins to increase; it
grows gradually until it reaches a maximum of about 2 degrees in
August. From this it lessens until November, when its average value
is 1 degree.

As to the maxima, these are reduced about 1 degre in December.
This reduction grows slowly until it reaches about 2 degrees in April.
From this it grows very rapidly until it reaches about 5 degrees. It
remains at about this value during the summer and decreases rapidly
during the autumn to its December value.

The reduction of range is about two degrees in the winter, six or
seven degrees in the summer, and an intermediate amount in spring and
autumn.

As to mean temperature, it is one or two degrees cooler in the
woods in summer, about the same in woods and open fields (luring the
winter and intermediate in spring and autumn.

The moderating and cooling effects of woods already mentioned as
a phenomenon of mean annual temperature, extend, it appears, through
the entire year, but they are especially marked in summer. The cool-
ing effect tends to disappear in winter. The moderating effect is the
most important one and it is the most characteristic.

It has often been claimed that forests warm the air of their interior
in winter, but the German observations (To not show this. On the other
hand, there is au occasional warming effect in early spring, while in
winter the woods are usually slightly cooler than the opeit fields.
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M. Becquerel found in his observations that the woods were decidedly
cooler during persistent cold weather. For instance, at La Salvionnière
during unusually cold weather, from the 24th to the. 30th of December,
1867, the temperature in the woods was 21.4° while that outside was
22.0°. From the 1st to the 12th of January, 1868, the. temperature in
the woods was 14.5° while that outside was 15.8°. For the stations
near Chatillon- sur Loing, at which Becquerel took his observations, the
Torest temperature for the latter dates average 13.3° while the temper-
ature in open fields was 14.4°. He noted this in other cases and thought
that the lower the temperature in extreme cold weather the lower rel-
atively it was in the woods. This is, however, not always the case. In
Dr. Ebermayer's published series of observations there is only one case
out of seven where the extrem temperature was lowest iii the woods
and this was only by a little over one degree. On the other hand, at
Seeshaupt, on January 25, 1868, he temperature iii the fields was 20.4°
while in the woods it was only ± 2.1°, or a difference of 22.5° in favor
of the woods. These are extreme and not mean temperatures, but the
published data do not permit the study of the daily mean temperatures.
Rivoli made a special study of this subject and came to the conclusion
that the relative winter cold of forests was quite dependent on the direc-
tion of the wind. In Posen, 146 single observations from November to
March gave a warmer temperature in the woods except for south and
southwest winds, when the forest temperature was lower by a fraction
of a degree.

The published observations are not omplete enough to give a good
idea of the diurnal progress of temperatures under trees, but several
students of the subject (Becquerel, Rentzsch, Bergen) find that it is of
the same character as the annual progress. They generally represent
the daily minimum temperatures of woods as being higher than those
outside.

DEOIDTJOIJS AND EVERGREEN FORESTS.

The German observations permi't a study of the effects of different
kinds of trees. The stations were classified for deciduous and ever-
green forests as in the section on soil temperatures, and the means of
the values of W 0 were calculated separately for each. The results
are graphically represented in Figs. 18 and 19. The difference between
them is much more striking than was the case with soil temperatures.
The evergi een trees show a symmetrical increase in the reductions of
maxima and minima until late summer, when they rapidly and sym-
metricallydecrease. The gnatest reduction of the maxima is 4.210
(August),ithe least 1.20° (December). The average reduction of max-
ima is 2.92°. The greatest reduction of minima is 2.20° for September,
the least 1.29° in November, but it runs capriciously from 1.29° to 1.68°
from November to May.
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The mean annual reduction of the minima is 1.66°. The cooling of
the.woods takes place throughout the year, greatest (about one degree)
in summer, least (almost nothing) in December and January.

On the other hand,under the deciduous trees the time of appearance
and disappearance of the foliage is very plainly observable in the tem-
peratures. The year starts out with them as with the evergreen trees,
but in early spring the influence of the forest shrinks and tends to dis-
appear. With the appearance of the leaves, in May and June, it grows
again and very rapidly, so that the greatest effect is brought on in two
months; through June and July it remains constant, but in August it
begins to shrink rapidly, and by November it has again approached the
degree of influence exhibited under the evergreen form. The greatest
effect on the maxima is observed in July, when the reduction amounts
to 6.50°, the least in April, when it is only 0.65°. The average is 2.92°,
exactly that for evergreens. The reduction of the minima is greatest
in September (2.03°), least in February (0.50°) and November (0.53°).
The average is 1.14°half a degree less than for the evergreens. The
mean reduction of minima under deciduous trees is 0.89°, under ever-
greens 0.63°. The mean reduction through the year is curiously alike
for evergreens and deciduous trees. The main difference is found in
the values of W 0 in spring and summer. In early spring the de-
ciduous trees have a scarcely appreciable effect on the temperatures;
in summer their effect is to lower the temperature two degrees or more,
about twice that of evergreens.

As to the effect of elevation above the sea, the stations were classified
as in the section on soil temperatures and fhe results are represented
in Figs. 20 and 21. These figures (10 not differ essentially. The effects
on the elements are somewhat greater at the higher station and the
cooling caused by the forest extends through the year more evenly.
The difference is, however, very slight when expressed in terms of the
reduction of the mean temperature. For elevated forests the reduction
is 0.S4°, for those near sea level, 0.66°.

It will be of interest to see what is the effect of a young forest on the
temperature in it. Fig. 22 gives the results for Lintzel. The series of
observations was only seven years long and this is not long enough, it
appears, to give good even curves. It is curious to see that this curve -
hardly suggests those found for mature forests. The minima are always
reduced, but the maxima are exaggerated in spring. Besides the reduc-
tion of mean temperatures has almost disappeared and is confined to
lat summer and autumn. As a matter of fact this is hardly a case of
temperatures under trees. It is rather a case of temperatures in the
foliage and corresponds to temperatures in tree tops in mature forests.

In the following table, taken from Mr. Fernow's report for 1889, the
maximum, minimum, and mean temperatures at various forest stations
are compared, the plus sign denoting higher the minus sign lower tem-
peratures than those observed in the field stations, in centigrade read-
ings:
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*Statjofl Vallambrosa, Tuscany I Station Beliefontaine, near Nancy.
Station Melkerei, in the Vosges Mountains. Stations Seeshaupt and Rohrbrunn.

II Stations Fritzen and Kurwien.

TEMIPERATURES IN THE TREE CROWN AND ABOVE TREES.

The observations used in the preceding section were all taken at the
usual height, that is, about 5 feet (1.5 m). The Swiss forest observa-
tions are taken at a height of 3 meters or about 10 feet. I have not
been able to consult these obServations except for a single year, that
of 1876. III Lorey's Handbook of Forestry there are given seasonal
means for twelve years from three stations, Interlaken, Pruntrut, and
Berne. These give, in Fahrenheit degrees, fOr winter, WO 0°.92 for
spring, 10.33; for summer, 2°.72, and for autumn, 1°.57. These are of
the same general character as those taken at an elevation of 5 feet.
The large value of WO for spriii g makes them resemble more the values
given in the preceding section fot stations at high elevations above
sea level. This is to be expected, as the Swiss stations are at the ele-
vation of 2,034 (620 m.), 1,476 (450 m.), and 1,946 feet, (593 m.) respec-
tively. Observations are also taken bythe Bavarian and German services
in the tree crown. A place is selected in the top of the tree, but under
the thatch of foliage. This is as nearly as practicable vertical over the
instruments placed at the surface, and observations on temperature are
here made at the same time as at the surface. The discussion of these
observations lies under two serious disadvantages. In the first place,
there is generally no station at the same elevation outside the woods,
and, in the second, the tree-top stations are necessarily at different
heights, thus making impossible a direct comparison between stations.

The first difficulty may be overcome by making a fictitious outside
statioii and giving the ground station temperatures a correction for
known mean variations of temperature with altitude. Unfortunately
this reduction of the surface observations to a given altitude can not be
made without considerable uncertainty. The change of temperature
with altitude alters with almost every source of meteorological change,
with season and time of day, with the topography, the character of the
soil and its covering, and with the weather, and the amount of change
is especially variable within the first 50 feet from the surface, within
which range must be made the correction we propose to apply. How-
ever, the correction is a small one, and over the territory occupied by
the German stations it is known with more accuracy- than elsewhere
generally.

February-
April. ay U y.M r August-

October.
November.-
January. Year

. . . . .

ientra1 Italy* .. 4.1 +1.01.2-3.6+1.1 --1.3
astern Fraiicet... 0.8+0.8 0 _3.2jl.2_1.0_.2.6+1.3_0.6_Q.2±0.6_O.1l.9+l.OO.4

8..lsatian Mountains ,-1. 1 -f.l. 9 +0.4-2. 5 --1. 9 0. 3 1. 9 +2. 4 0.2 +0. 9 +1. 7 +1.3-1. 2 +2. 0 +0.4
3avarial _0.5+0.2-03-_2.2+l.1_0.9_3.2+L6-08 0 +1.2±0.6-1.5+1.0-0.3
astern PrussiaI 0.7.fO.l-0.3--1.4 +0.5_0.4_1.6+0.2_0.7_0.l_0.2_0.2_1.0_i_0.2._0.4



Average,

St. Johann, - - - 39.

JJfelkerei, - - 26

Hollerath, - - - 28

Schmiedefeld, - - 31.

Sonnenberg, - - 25.

Jifarienthal,- - 38.

Fritzen,---- 26.

Hagenau, - - 52

Lahn ho!, - 38

Kurwien, - - - 51

Friedrichsrode, - - 26

Eberswalde,

Carishery, - - 36

lladersieben, 41

Neumath, - - - 36

&hoo, 18

03
\J 0,_ 0(e)

+ + + I I

Scale. I I I I

Fio. 23Forest temperaturo differenoes for the year at height of the tree top (WO).
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The correction which is used is that given by Mr. Ferrel in his
"Recent Advances in Meteorology, and is taken from the column
for "the Alps and Germany" in the table on page 180. In no place
does this correction, as applied to the German tree-top observations,
surpass 00.11 F., (0.06°c) and it is always negative. After making
this correction the observations will be treated as if the fictitious ele-
vated stations were real and the values of W'O' (here primed to dis-
tinguish from those at the level of 5 feet) will be discussed as were
those of WO in the preceding section.

Fig. 23 represents the mean annual values of W'O' for maxima and
for minima; the maxima always negative and below the zero line, the
minima always positive and above. The names of stations are placed
opposite the lines which belong to them, and for each station is given
the elevation in feet above the surface of the grouri d. As in the pre-
ceding section, the length of the line indicates the reduction of range
of temperature in the tree top, as compared with that outside at the
same height, arid the point in the middle of the line (marked by a short
cross bar) indicates the reduction of mean temperatures.

This diagram presents the same features as the corresponding one
for lower levels, but there is, if anything, more variation for the indi-
vidual stations. Also, the mean temperature is here sometimeshigher
in the tree tops than over open fields. This is the case in five out of
sixteen stations.

It is noteworthy that the reduction of the annual temperature in
tree tops does not appreciably depend on the height of the station
above the ground. The lowest (Schoo) shows the smallest reduction of
temperatures. It should have the jargest because nearest the ground.
On the other hand, the highest station (Hagenau) stands about mid-
way. The next highest (Kurwien) stands somewhat lower in the
series, while one of the two next highest (St. Johann) leads the series.
Nor does any feature (reduction of maxima, minima, or mean tempera.
ture) show any distinct distribution with reference to the height of the
station.

Taking up the individual tree-top temperature diagrams we find
them strongly resembling those for the observations at the 5-foot
level, but with greater variation between the individual diagrams.
That for Friedrichsrode (Fig. 24) is a fairly smooth and representative
one, and it greatiy resembles those of the preceding section. The
minima are raised, the maxima lowered, the action is a cooling one,
and it is most marked in summer. These features are all visible in the
temperature diagrams at the 5-foot level. The cooling effect is, how-
ever, sometimes distributed through the year with some approach to
evenness.

The reduction of the minima is often relatively great (Fig. 26, St
Johann). It is not rare that this is greater than the reduction of the
maxima, leaving not a cooling, but a warming action on the part of the
woods.



FiG. 24.Fricdrichsrode.

FIG. 25,Eber8walde.

FIG. 26,St. Johami.
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F G. 33.Average differences of tree-top temperature, sixteen German Stations (1V - 0).

The average differences of tree-top temperatures (W'O") are graphic.
ally given in Fig. 33. It is at once seen to be very similar to the corre-
sponding Figure (17) for the elevation of 5 feet. There is the same
elevation of minima, the same lowering of maxima, the same cooling
effect, and the same exaggeration of all features in summer. The re
ductiOn of minima is, however, more nearly equal to that of the maxima

Fig. 34.Tree-top temperature differences for four stations with average height of 24 feet.

and there is, consequently, less cooling. It seems, therefore, that the
tree-top station is intermediate iii temperatures between the base
statioii and that in open fields.

It will be interesting to see if there is any difference through the
year on account of elevation of the tree tops above the ground. To
ascertaiii this the four lowest stations were taken (two in evergreens
and two in deciduous trees) and their values of W'O' were combined.
The result is Fig. 34. The average height was 24 feet. The four
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Fig. 30 is that for the station with the greatest elevation above
the surface (Hagenau), and Fig. 31 that for the least (Schoo). They
show great differences, but there is no connection between the dia-
grams through those for the intermediate stations. They are alike,
and of especial interest, in that in both the redaction of the minima is
only a small fraction of a degree. Fig. 32 (Nell math) gives the oniy
case where the maxima were warmed decidedly more than the minima.
This increases the range and makes the temperature more excessive in
the late winter aud early spring months.



Fio. 35.Tree-top temperature difierences for four stations with average height of 46 feet.

The stations for deciduous trees and for evergreens were then aver

FIG. 36.Tree.top temperature differences, German stations (W - 0)deciduous trees.

aged separately as for the precedthg stations. Fig. 36 is the diagram

Fin. 37.Tree-top temperature differences, German stations (W 0)evergreen trees.

for deciduous trees; Fig. 37 for the evergreens. The reductions for
evergreen trees are less in quantity than for the deciduous, and are
distributed more evenly through the year.
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highest (also equally divided between deciduous trees and evergreens)
were similarly treated, with the result shown in Fig. 35. There ap-
pears no unmistakable difference between them due to anything but
individual irregularities.
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Flu. 38.Vertical temperature, gradient in woods, degrees Fahrenheit for 100 foot.

ated in increasing them for 100 feet, only the data from the eight high-
est stations were used. These give a distance between lower and upper
instrument of from 31 to 48 feet, averaging 38 feet (11.6 m.). Three of
these stations were for evergreen trees (average distance 43 feet) (13 m.)
and five deciduous (averaging 35.5 feet) (10.8 m.). These were arranged
separately.

The results appear in Fig. 38. The unbroken line represents the gm- -
dients for the average of all eight stations, the broken line for the ever-
greens, and the dotted line for the deciduous trees. The vertical gra-
dients are surprisingly large, when compared with the average. In no
case would the latter be more than 0°.25, and it would always be nega-
tive. Here the gradients vary from 0061 F. per 100 feet in April (for
deciduous trees 00.77, for evergreens 00.35) to + 2°.50 in July (decidu-
ous + 2°.62, evergreens + 20.31). In summer the average gradient
under trees is about + 2°; that is, it grows warmer as we ascend at the
rate of two degrees per 100 feet (31 m.). Outside in the general aver-
age it grows colder by about a quarter of a degree. In early spring the
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TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS.

So far the discussion has been as to change of temperature horizon.
tally, or the horizontal temperature gradient. The tree-top observa-
tions permit also the study of the vertical distribution of temperatures,
and this is a matter of considerable interest, because from it can be
drawn some conclusions as to the stability of forest air; that is, as to
its tendency to originate meteorological disturbances or to take part
in those which approach it. This can be studied within the forest,
because there are two stationsone above the other; but it can not,
unfortunately, be studied outside the forest, as the station there, in the
usual meteorological services, is single. In order to get around the
difficulty that the stations are not at the ame height, the gradients
are expanded to the uniform height of 100 feet; that is, the vertical
temperature gradients in the gure are those which would occur in for-
ests if the temperature continued to change at the same rate through
100 feet: (30.48 m.). The height of this assumed station is its height
above the ground, decreased by 5 feet (1.5 m.) (the height of the lower
station). As the irregularities in the vertical differences are exagger-



Fin. 39.Forest lemperature, differences at ffalatte, under deciduous trees.

TEMPERATURE ABOVE PORESTS.

Systematic observations above forests have been seldom taken.
Among them are those taken by M. Fautrat a few miles north of Paris,
in the forests of Halatte and Ermenonville. In the first the observa-
tions were under and over deciduous trees, oaks, and hornbeams, in
the second over pines. The soil at the latter place was a coarse quartz
sand, and the open field station was over a sandy plain. The surface
observations were taken at a, height of 1.4 meters (4 feet 7 inches),
while those above trees were 14 meters (46 feet). The instruments
appear to have been close to the top of the pines, bat many feet above
the deciduous trees. The published observations are somewhat frag-
mentary, from two to four years being available. The temperature dia-
grams near the ground are given in Figs. 39 and 40. The first is for
'the deciduous forest and is of the familiar type. Fig. 40 exhibits some
striking peculiarities, chiefly in the exaggeration of the minima and
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gradients are somewhat alike in and out of woods. In other parts of
the year it generally grows warmer as one ascends.

A higher temperature of the air above than below is called a rever
sal of the vertical gradient, and it appears that in the woods this re-
versal occurs especially in summer. It also occurs in the open air
regularly at night and often becomes very marked on a clear summer
iiight, especially toward morning. The gradient is at such times gen-
erally three or fbur degrees and may, under exceptionally favorable cir-
cumstances, be several degrees more. The same thing is true through-
out the day in the winter months, but the gradient is then not gener-
ally large. The action of the forest, therefore, tends to produce a ver-
tical distribution of temperature like that over snow, or over level
fields on clear summer nights. It should he noted that this arrange-
inent is in favor of stability of the air. The warmer air is the lighter
and is on top. Sti]l this tree-top air is, iii the warm season, usually
eooler, and consequently heavier than the air at the same level out-
side, as is shown by Fig. 38. This is true of the entire column of for-
est airthat is, air in the forestand this heavier air will tend to flow
out.
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the constantly cooling mean temperature. These features may be in
part due to the soil. Otherwise the diagram resembles the correspond-
ing one of the preceding section. Fig. 41 gives the two forest tern-

FIG. 40.Forest temperature, differences at Ermenonville, under pines. Soil coarse, bare sand.

perature diagrams above trees from M. Fautrat's observations. The
line for mean temperature is omitted because of the narrowness of the

space. It would, in each case, hug the zero line. It is interesting to

FOREST INFLUENCES.

EVERGREEN 1REES.

MINIMA. AN MAXIMA.

FIG. 41.Forest temperature, differences above treesfrom Fautrat's observations.

note how the temperature diagram, in Fig. 41, has here contracted.
That for evergreen trees, with the instruments close to the tops, is very
narrow, while that for deciduous trees, instrument about 20 feet above

- -- EVERGREEN TREES AVERAGE O BOTH. - DECIDUOUS TREES.

Fin. 42.Vertical temperature gradients from observations above trees.

the tops, has contracted so as to vanish at times. It is evident that if
the instruments had been put a few feet higher up it would have en-

tirely disappeared. Fig. 42 represents the vertical gradients from M.
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Fautrat's observations. They are all reversed throughout the season,
and the summer gradients are about +40. Those over evergreens are
greater than those above the deciduous trees, or, perhaps more prop-
erly, the gradients decrease as we ascend above the top of the decidu-
ous trees.

The observations under the direction of Dr. Lorenz-Liburnau at Ried
were taken in the warmer months of 1888. They have been pub-
lished quite recently (1890), and canie under the eye of the writer only
after the preceding part had been finished. They were not systemati-
cally taken, but only at such times as seemed especially suited for the
study of especial features, and hence they throw light on some points
which the systematic observations do not sufficiently care for. One of
these is the change in temperature above and below the crown of foli-
age for the same station and time. Dr. Iiiburnau gives the following
mean results from many individual observations. The plus sign indi-
cates an increase of temperature upward, the minus a decrease.

Change-

The statioll at 36.1 feet was in the crown, that at 50.8 feet above it.
The distances are not great enough to get good values for the vertical
gradients, but it is evident that these are very large, and greater
above the crown than below.

These observations were all taken with a clear sky and calm air.
Some interesting figures are also given for the differences between
field and forest temperatures when the air is still and when it is in mo-
tion.

The following table gives the values of W- 0 under these circum-
stances:

Under trees,
16. 4 feet.

(Sm.)

Tree crown,
36. 1 feet.

(11 rn.)

Above trees,
50.08 feet.
(15. 5 rn)

Morning hours: op 00 F. °C. O 0f7
Cairn -2.18 1.17 -1.53 .84 +2. 16 120
Windy -1.24 .70 +1.07 .04 +2.29 1.27

About noon:
Cairn -2.47 1. 37 - .54 .30 +2. 29 1. 27
Windy -L62 .90 + .02 .01 +2.54 1.41
Windy -2.02 1.12 -1.13 .63 +1.30 .72

Afternoon:
Calm -1.37 .76 - .S4 .30 +1.03 .57
Windy -1.19 .66 -1.12 .62 -1.28 .71

First and lastnight hours (calm) -2. 56 1.42 -3.06 1.70 -3.19 1.77

°F. 0 OF 00
Morning hours +1.08 .60 +3. 24 1. 89
About noon +1.57 .87 +2. 43 1. 35
Afternoon +1.40 .77 +2. 16 1.30
Early night + .18 .10 - .11 .06
Late night and early morning - .63 .35 - .27 .15

From 164 to From 36.1 to
36.1 feet. 50.8 feet.
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Under the crowns the temperature is lower in the forest, but above
the crowns it is usually higher. The wind reduces the difference under
and in the crowns, but makes little difference above them.

Putting the preceding results together, it appears that the forests
reverse the vertical gradient, and that the gradient grows larger as the
surface of the forest is approached. Toward the ground the change is
slow; upward it is very rapid, so rapid that the special cooling effect
of the forest must disappear at ro great height. The surface of the
surface of the forest is, meteorologically, much like the surface of the
meadow or cornfield. The isothermal surface above it in sunshine is a
surface of maximum temperature, as is the surface of the meadow or
cornfield. From this surface the temperature decreases in both direc-
tions.

TREE TEMPERATURES.

The disturbances of temperature under trees, so far discussed, would
be the same in kind if the surface covering called a forest were inor-
ganic. They are due to the screen formed by the forest against the
sun's rays and against the radiation from the soil to the sky. The
kind of effect would be the same if the forest wre dead, but the quantity
might be quite different. The shade under a dead tree is much less
than under a live one. This is due to a considerable extent to the fact
that its leaves are no longer spread across the path of the sun's rays,
and the heat of the latter is not so much absorbed by the evaporation
of water. These, again, may be purely mechanical effects, and it is still
left uncertain whether the living tree affects the temperature through
its vital action; whether in the processes of life the tree does not abstract
enough heat from the air, or add enough heat to the air, to be meteor-
ologically sensible. There is abundant reason to think that it may exert
such action, because all vital processes result in the absorption or radia-
tion of heatand so do purely inorganic chemical processes. The tree,
as an organic being, is a source as well as an absorbent of heat; the
oniy question is whether the heat it absorbs or emits is enough in
quantity to make a sensible difference in the temperature of the air.
The analogy of the hot-blooded animal leads one to look first to the
tree itself for a solution of this question. Evell the cold-blooded ani-
mal, when of a large size, has its own temperature slightly higher than
the mean temperature of the medium in which ib lives. The tree is a
living body. Is the same true of it

The most elaborate series of observations of tree temperatures are
those taken at Geneva for the five years, 1796 to 1800. The thermom-
eter was introduced into the trunk of a horse-chestnut tree to the depth
of 6 inches, or about half of the way to the heart. The temperatures
were read three times daily (sunrise, 2 p. m., and sunset), and observa-
tions were also taken at the same hours in the air and at several depths
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in the soil. In Fig. 43 is given a graphical representation of the mean
monthly temperature, for the tree (unbroken line), for the air (broken
line), and for the soil at the depth of 4 feet (dotted line) The straight
lines across the diagram horizontally represent the mean annual tei-
peratures for these three positions respectively. It appears that the
mean temperature of the tree is lower than that of the air (by 00.3),
and still more so than that of the soil at the depth of 4 feet (by 10.7).

The results are not easy to interpret. A part of the difference is
probably due to a retardation of diurnal maxima and minima in the
tree. M. Becquerel found this retardation very marked, but his obser-
vations were of such a kind that they can not be satisfactorily tabu-
lated. He found that in small branches time summer diurnal maximum
was retarded by two or three hours, while for larger ones it 'night be

In a horse-chestintt. - - -- - In the air. In so1 fear and a qaartcr feet eloiv surface

FIG. 43.Tree temperatureGeneva observations.

twice this. This being the case, the daily observations would not fall
at the same parts of the daily curve of temperature, and whether the
correction to be applied to bring them to a comparative condition
should be positive, negative, or zero would depend on the hours used
and on the retardation in the tree. The differences shown in Fig. 43
are, therefore, not necessarily the true differences, and with the proper
corrections many of the irregularities of the curve would probably dis-
appear. The curve, however, indicates that the tree is relatively
warmer in early spring and late summer and the opposite between
these dates, and also that the summer maximum is retarded as com-
pared with that of the air.

The trunk of the tree is so comistructed as to be t very poor conduc-
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In tree crown. Average depth 4.3 inches. -- In tree base. Average depth 6,3 inches.

FIG. 44._Temperature differences between tree and air.

(170 mm.). The observations in the crown were made at an average
height of 31.4 feet (varying from 20 to 46). The depth of the ther-
mometers varied from 2.7 inches (73 mm.), to 8. inches (230 mm.), aver-
aging 4.3 Paris inches (116 mm.). The number of trees on which ob-
servations were made through the year was eightfive evergreen, and
three deciduous. The results are represented in Fig. 44, the broken
line showing the tree-crown observations, and the dotted line those
near the base. The straight lines, parallel to the zero line, represent
the corresponding mean values. While in Fig. 43 the mean tempera-
tures are used, in Fig. 44 the monthly values of T W are shown.

In the arrangemetit of each one of the curved lines in Fig. 44 about
its mean value, the corresponding straight line, there is nothing but
what might be expected in observations in the interior of any inorganic
mass, such as a rock, a mass of masonry, or a dead tree. In fact,
except for certain irregularities which are probably due to the shortness
of the series of observations, the curves are much like the value of
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tor of heat. The wood itself is a bad conductor; the tissue is fil]ed
with air or sap, both bad conductors; and it is protected by a layer of
bark which is an especially poor conductor. All these would teiid to
prevent the access of heat to the interior of the tree and to prevent its
exit when there.

These conditions would explain the retardation of the maximum in
trees but would not explain the lower mean temperature ior relatively
low temperature of winter. Some light may be thrown on their con-
dition by the values of the diftèreiices of temperature between tree
and air surrounding it (TW). These observations were iiot made in
the German service but were in the Bavarian. It is necessary, there-
fore, to depend here on the much shorter series of published observa-
tions of the latter service. Observations of the temperature of the tree
were taken at the base and in the crown. The thermometer was al-
ways introduced to the heart. For the stations at the base this dis-
tance varied from 4 inches to 11.2 inches averaging 6.3 Paris inches
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W 0 for soil temperatures. The tree, like the soil, is warmer in

)

whiter and cooler in summer than the mean value for W 0. It is
also noteworthy that for the smaller trunks and branches the varia-
tions from air temperature, and the variations from its own mean, are
smaller, exactly as would be the case with any inorganic body.

In short, the variations of temperatures correspond to the varia-
tions of temperature in inorganic bodies of similar character and
similarly placed. In fact, Bravais, in winter observations at Bossekop,
Laplaud, found the temperatures in a live and dead tree to be practi-
cally the same.

It ouiy remains to discuss the average lower temperature in trees.
In Dr. Ebermayer's tables, this reduction of temperature at the base
of trees as compared with air is 20.2, while at the crown, with an aver-
age diameter of limb two-thirds as great, it was 1°.2. This reduction
may be due to the temperatures of the water taken from the ground.

When tli e sap flows most freelyin spring and early summerthe soil
is cooler than the air and the water drawn from the soil must have its
temperature. The tree is so thoroughly protected from the conduction
of heat that this temperature must change but slowly as the sap rises.
It must give a lower temperature to the interior of the tree and this
lowers the annual mean. At the same time, for reasons to be given in
the next section, the return sap is probably also cooled to some degree,
so that all the water circulating in the tree is, in the warm season at
least, cooler than the air.

The foliage seems especially arranged for the exchange of beat. Its
surface is very large for its mass, and it is so exposed to the open air,
to the sky, and to the sun's rays that it is adapted to receive and part
with heat easily and quickly. The temperature of leaves considered
as purely inorganic bodies should, therefore, be lower than that of
the air at minimum, and higher at maximum. There seem to be no
systematic observations on the temperatures of foliage, but botanists
have taken a good many occasional observations which confirm the
statement just made. The temperature of the leaves falls decidedly
lower than that of the air on clear summer nights, the difference being
generally several degrees and sometimes reaching eight or ten. On
the other hand this temperature rises in the sunshine to several, and
occasionally to many degrees of temperature higher than the air
around; in other words the maximum temperature of leaves in sun-
shine is higher than that of the air, while the minimum temperature in
clear nights is lower than that of the air. A leafy branch with the cut
end in water and exposed to the sunshine has been found to be cooler
than one not in water, suggesting that the average temperature of
foliage is on the whole lower than that of the air about it.
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VEGETATION AND AIR TEMPERATURES.

It appears from the preceding section that the tree shows, of itself
by its own action, no sign of warming the air and but little sign of cool-
ing it. Systematic observations show this to be true of the framework
of the tree, but no observations have been taken for the foliage and
other exterior partsthe parts where most of the vital activity of the
tree takes place. The great volume of chemical and physical changes
which are produced here and which result in the growth of the tree and
the formation of its fruits make it an open question (not yet decided by
direct observations, which are not easily instituted) whether the tree
does not affect temperatures sensibly. So far as any observations go
those in the tree-crown for instancethey show little clear evidence
of such a meteorological effect, but it will be of interest to see what can
be concluded theoretically. The changes which take place at the leaf-
surface, due to vital activity, are produced by the trees in common with
the other and lower forms of vegetation and consequently the problem
to be solved is double, namely: Do the vital processes of vegetation,
in which heat is utilized or given off, produce a sensible effect on air
temperatures, and is the effect, if any, different for trees and for mead-
ows, mixed growths, or crops

Vegetation has a complicated relation to heat in the various organic
processes. In the transpiration of water it utilizes large quantities of
heat, changing it from that sensible in temperature to the work of sus-
taining the water in a condition of vapor. This latent heat becomes
again sensible when the water is condensed, but this may occur at a
distance from the place where the water is taken up. By unlocking
the combination of carbon and oxygen in carbonic acid, using the car-
bon and rejecting the oxygen, it reverses the action of combustion and
so takes up heat. On the other hand, in the various processes in which
oxygen is combined, it performs a process analogous to combustion and
gives out heat. This process is sometimes so active (as in the germina-
tion of some seeds and the flowering of some plants) that the tempera-
ture of the parts is raised several degrees above that of the outside air,
and it is sensibly warm to the hand. There are other more complicated
processes going on in the plant, the relations of which to heat can not
be foretold.

The quantity of heat used in these processes varies greatly with the
season, the temperature, the con dition of the plant, and so on. It can
be ascertained only approximately even in the processes best under-
stood. Yet the problem has so many features of interest that even
such an approximate solution is desirable. For instance, the German
forester Ney has attempted to show that the unseasonable frosts of
mid-May in central Europe are due to the amounts of heat absorbed'
by plants at that season.

The tr&i spiration of water by the plant is a vital process which
needs the stimulus of the sun's rays; it takes place in the green parts
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only, and is especially active when these parts are young. Tt is the
process by which the plant gets rid of the surplus water after having
drawn it from the soil in order to extract from it the nutriment which
is present in only a very highly attenuated solution. Botanists have
made many measurements of its amount and their results are ex-
tremely varied, due partly to the fact that this function varies much
naturally, and still more perhaps to the fact that the experiments are
generally made under conditions which are not natural to the plant.
Sachs says that it is no rarity for a tolerably vigorous tobacco plant
at the time of flowering, or a sun flower of the height of a man, or a
gourd plant with from fifteen to twenty large leaves, to transpire from
one to two pints of water on a warm July day; and, so far as may be
judged by the use of branches with the cut end in water, it may be
believed that large fruit trees, oaks or poplars absorb, transport
through their stems, and transpire from the leaves, ten to twenty or
more gallons of water daily. He also quotes Haberlandt to show that
the amount transpired by a stalk of Indian corn, in its season of 173
days, is 3 gallons; by a stalk of hemp, in 140 days, is 6 gallons; by a
sun flower plant, in 140 days, is 14 gallons.

It is not generally practicable to compare the transpiration with
known meteorological phenomena, such as evaporation from a water
surface, or from the soil, or the precipitation, but some such compari-
sons have been made. For instance, comparing the leaf surface to an
equivalent water surface, Unger makes transpiration from the former
0.33 of the evaporation from the latter; Sachs for white poplar 0.36, for
the sun flower 0.42. Comparisons have also been made between the
transpiration from plants and the evaporation from the surface over
which the plants stand. Schleiden thought that the transpiration
from the forest was three times that of a water surface equal to the
territory covered by the forest. Schübler thought it only a quarter;
and Pfaff, who studied a solitary oak in a garden, found that it varied
from 0.87 to 1.58. Comparing the transpiration of plants with the
evaporation from the bare soil which would be covered by them, Hartig
thought the transpiration of a forest less, Sehtibler fOund it 0.6 for the
forest and 3.0 to 5.0 for sod. Mari&-Davy found it, for firs 1.18, for
beeches 1.32, for sod 1.86. As to the influence of sunlight, Vines
quotes from Wiesner, who carried on his observations with special
precautions to prevent influence from other stimuli of the transpira.
tion. The results are given in the following small table, in which the
evaporation in full sunlight is taken as unity.

P1 tan Transpire.
tion in sun.

In diffusel
daylight.

In dark-
ness.

The common broom 3.00 0.40 0.37
Lily (L. croceurn.) 1.00 0. 52 0. 33
Bushy inaflow 1.00 0.40 0.13
Indian corn i. 00 0. 12 0. 15

Means 1.00 0.16 0.27



The best that can be done with these very variable measures is pro-
bably to take a mean of the values of Hartig and Höhnel. This gives
the transpiration of the forest as 6. 5 inches (165 m.) for central .Europe,
or about one quarter of the precipitation. That this is not much too
large is indicated by Ffaff7s results, which appear to be excessive,
and that it is not much too small is indicated by those of Vogel.

The most elaborate investigations on trallspiration of forest trees were
made by F. B. Höhnel, and since a discussion of these appears in the
report of the chief of the forestry division (Mr. B. E. Fernow) for 1889,
I quote his language on this subject:

The quantity of water so used is as variable as the amount of precipitation and in
fact within certain limits depends largely upon it. That is to say, a plant will tran-
spire in proportion to the amount of water which is at its disposal. Transpiration is
also dependent on the stage of development of the plant, on the nature of its leaves
and amount of its foliage, on temperature, humidity, and circulation of the air, on
intensity of the.sunlight, and on temperature and structure of the soil and on other
meteorological conditions. Rain and dew reduce transpiration, wind increases it.
The amount of transpiration depends considerably upon the thickness of the leaves,
therefore the surface of the foliage is not a reliable measure, but it should be com-
pared with the weight.

With so many factors to vary them the values which may be. given for the amount
of transpiration of various kinds of trees can only be approximations of its range

Observer. Plant.
Transpiration expressed as

rainfall equivalent in inches. Authority.
Daily. Annual.

Inches. Mm. Inches. Mm
Sunflower 0.13 3. 30 15.2 381 Ebermayer.

Rales Cabbage
Grapevine

0.12 3.05
0.03 .76

14.4 360
4 101

Do.
Do.

Hop 0.05 1.27 5.6 142 Do.
Schloiden Clover & oats 0. 11 2.75 13. 6 315 Do.

4 years beeches 0.003 .076 0.43 11 Do.

Vogel 4 years firs
Wheat field

0.002 .051
0. 62 15.75

0.28 .7
4. 4 112

Do.
Do.

Barley field 0.56 14.22 3.9 99 Do.
Hartig 24 years mixed forest.. -. 0.021 .533 3.8 96.5 Do.
Pfaff Oak 0.21 5. 33 193. 2 (1) Austrian Met. Journal.
Höhnel 115 years beeches 0.05 1.27 9.2 233 Sachs.
Schübler Low spear grass 0.08 2.03 14 155 Duchartre.
Haberlanfit . - Oats

Barley
0.13 3.30
0.07 1.78

9.1 231
4.9 124

Do.
Do.
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From this it appears thal it is the direct sun's rays that most pro-
mote transpiration. When in diffused light the plant transpires only
a third as much, and in darkness only a quarter. The application of
this to forests is evident, because there at any time of day a considera-
ble part of the foliage is in shade.

The estimates of transpiration are very numerous and it is not easy
to get from them an estimate of the amount for plants in terms of
evaporation or precipitation. In the following table those have been
selected which were most easily expressed in terms of quantities ob-
served meteorologically. The duration of the active season was taken
into account in each case.



Kilograms.
Ash 101, 850
Birch 91, 800
Beech 91, 380
Hornbeam 87, 170
Elm 82,280
Maple (A. campestre) 70, 380
Norway Maple (A. plata-

noide) .... 61, 180
Oak (Q. robur) 69, 150
Oak (Q. Cerris) 49.220
Norway Spruce 14, 020

Kilograms.
Scotch Pine . .. 12, 105
Fir 9,380
Austrian Pine 7, 005
Aspen _.. 95, 970
Alder 93, 300
Linden 88, 340
Larch 125, 600

Average deciduous trees .. 82, 520
Average conifers 11, 307

The next season, which was snore favorable to transpiration, the amounts were
larger; the deciduous trees transpiring from 500 to 1,000, the coniferous from 75 to
200 pounds, or in the proportion of one to six.

The following actual amounts transpired per 100 grams of dry leaves during the
third season (1880), will show the relative position of the various species (European):

The variability of transpiration from day to day is of wide range; a birch stand-
ing in the open and found to havei00,000 leaves was calculated to have transpired
on hot summer days 700 to 900 pounds, while on other days its exhalations were
probably not more than 18 to 20 pounds.

A fifty to sixty year old beech was found to have 35,000 leaves, with a dry weight
of 9.86 pounds; a transpiration at the rate of 400 pounds per pound during the period
of vegetation would make the total transpiration 3,944 pounds per tree (about 22
pounds daily); and since 500 such trees may stand on 1 acre, the transpiration per

Pounds
of water.

Birch and Linden 600-700
Ash. 500-600
Beech 450-500
Maple 400-450
Oaks 200-300
Spruce and Scotch Pine 50-70
Fir 30-40
Black Pine 30-40
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within wide limits. All the figures which have been published, based upon calcu-
lations or experiments in the laboratory, are useless for practical parposes. Espe-
cially do those figures which represent the requirement of the plant as exceeding the
amount of precipitations, exhibit on simple reflection, their absurdity.

If the requirement per acre is considered, the density of the growth of plants mast
also be taken into account.

The first careful and comprehensive investigations into the water requirements of
forest trees were made by the Austrian forest experiment stations in 1878 (F. B.
HShnel), and full tables of the results obtained cau be found in the records of those
stations.

An average of the many figures there presented would make the amount of tran-
spiration per 100 grams of dry weight of leaves in conifers 4,778 to 4,990 grams of
water, in deciduous-leaved trees 44,472 to 49,553 grams of water. That is to say,
the deciduous trees transpired about ten times as much as the conifers, and compar-
ing the two extremes of transpiration, the deciduous tree with the highest rate of
transpiration utilized twenty three tunes more water than the coniferous tree with
the lowest rate. Ash, birch, and linden were fouud to be the most vigorous tran-
spirers, oaks and maples transpiring much less. Curiously enough, while in the
conifers shade reduced the transpiration considerably, in the deciduous trees it had
the opposite effect.

During the period of vegetation the following varieties transpired per pound dry
weight of leaves:



Winter rye
Barley
Peas
Red clover (first season)
Summer rye
Oats
Beans
lIed clover (second seasom

Agricultural crops.
Water con-

Time of vegetation. suinption
per acre.

Pounds.
Apr. 20-Aug. 3, 1879 2, 590, 186

do 2, 720, 238
do 3,144, 128

Apr. 20-Oct. 1, 1879 3,070,012
Apr. 20.Aug. 14, 1880 9, 000,486
Apr. 20-Sept. 14, 1880 3,422, 584
Apr. 20-Sept. 10, 188) 3,139,233
Apr. 20-Oct. 1,1880 4, 109, 198

I repeat again that these figures can only be very rough approximations denoting
maxima of transpiration, and that the amounts transpired per acre depend largely
on the amounts furnished by precipitation. Therefore our forest areas within the
arid region of the country probably transpire a minimum of water, their scattered
growth and their coniferous composition, with the scanty rain-fall, reducing the
amounts to lowest limit.

Taking a rain-fall of 20 inches, which represents say 4,500,000 pounds of water per
acre, a coniferous forest, assumed to transpire one-sixth of the amount found for the
older beenh-forest under most favorable conditions of precipitation, would require
hardly more than 330,000 pounds (presuming the same weight of foliage), or not 8
per cent of the total precipitation. To be sure, this amount must be available dur-
ing the period of vegetation.

THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF HEAT ABSORPTION.*

There is another way in which the average amount of transpiration
can be approximated, perhaps more closely than by the method of direct
measurement. The water transpired comes mostly, if not entirely, from
the soil. On evaporating it leaves behind it the matters held in solution,
a portion of which is inorganic and is that which constitutes the ash of
the plant. Assuming that the absorption by the plant is not sensibly
selective in the average from a large number of individuals, then a
knowledge of the annual addition of inorganic material, i. e., ash, to the

The computations in this section are made on the decimal system because of its
greater simplicity.
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acre would amount to 1,972,000 pounds, while the precipitation during the same
period would be 2,700,000 pounds.

The transpiration of a thirty-five-year-old beech with thinner leaves, of which
there were 3,000, with a dry weight of 0.79 pounds, would under the same conditions
transpire 470 pounds per 1 pound of foliage, or 373 pounds per tree (about 2+ pounds
per day from June to November); and since about 1,600 such might be found on an
acre, the total transpiration might amount to 596,800 pounds per acre, or consider-
ably less than the amount of rain-fall.

Calculated for summer months during June, July, and August alone, the require-
ment of the two beech growths was 20,000 and 5,000 pounds per day an acre respec-
tively. Conifers, as was stated, transpire one-sixth to one-tenth of the amount
which is needed by deciduous trees.

The amounts transpired by agricultural crops and other low vegetation, weeds,
etc., have been found to be considerably larger, as will be seen from the results of
the latest investigations by Woliny, which I have calculated per acre to make them
comparable with the foregoing results:
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forest, and the amount of mineral matter held in solution by the ground-
water will enable us to compute the amount of water which has been
evaporated. The required data, particularly the latter, are often known
with some exactness. Taking, with G-randeau, the average amount of
of ash in the plant at 5 per cent and the quantity of mineral matter in
solution as two parts in ten thousand, the plant must transpire five
thousand times the weight of its ash or two hundred and fifty times its
own direct weight. Grandeau gives 6,497 kilograms as the annual pro-
duction of a beech forest (wood and foliage), 6,442 as that of Norway
spruce, and 6,420 as that of pines, for every hectare covered. These
numbers multiplied by 250 would give the quantity of water transpired,
which, reduced to thickness of the sheet of water over a hectare, gives
the depth or rainfall equivalent. In these cases it gives 6.4, 6.3, and
6.3 inches, respectively. The numbers given by G-randeau are for cen-
tral Europe, as were the preceding. The results by the two methods
are 6.5 and 6.3 inches, which, by chance, are remarkably close to each
other. Knowing the amount of water transpired, and the temperature
at which transpiration takes place, it is easy to get the amount of heat
used up in the process. The evaporation of any given weight of water

606.5 - 0.695twould heat by 1° 0. a weight of air which '
0.2375

times as
great, where t is the centigrade temperature of the water evaporated.
As water is 773 times as dense as air at the standard temperature (32°
F.) and standard pressure (30 inches), the evaporation of a layer of water
an inch thick takes up as much heat as would warm by 1° 0. a layer of

606.5 - 0.690 tair of standard density and of a thickness of
. 0 2375

X 773=

(606.5-0.695t) 3255 inches. For different temperatures the thickness of
the layer of a homogeneous atmosphere which might be cooled 1 degree
for each inch of the layer of water evaporated is as follows:

The cooling equivalent to the annual forest growth, is therefore
about 6.4 times that expressed in this table and takes place through the
entire season, but is greatest in late spring in sunshine, least in dark-
ness in late summer. It acts, however, continually, and when the
enormous thickness of the air layer is divided by 150 days (about the
length of the active season) and this by the number of seconds in a day,
the result per second does not appear so very large. As a convenient
general expression it may be said that the evaporation of any depth of
water would take up enough heat to cool by one degree (Fahrenheit in

1032No. 7-6

Tempera-
turo.

Thickiicss
of air layer.

00 °F. Miles.
o 32 3l.i

10 50 30.8
20 68 30.4
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this case) one million times that depth or volume of air, the latter being
of average temperature and density.

In calculating the effect of the breaking up of the carbonic acid, we
may assume that as much heat is used as would be given out by burn-
ing the same quantity of carbon in oxygenthat is, by remaking the
compound. Grandeau gives as the annual product of carbon by
plants, per heotare, 3,000 kilograms for forests, 1,500 to 4,500 kilograms
for open fields, and, exceptionally, 15,000 kilograms for a field of giant
maize. This is probably all derived from the carbon dioxide of the air.
The burning of a kilogram of carbon produces 7,900 large calories of
heat according to Andrews, or 8,080 according to Favre and Silber-
mann.

The large calorie is the amount of heat necesssry to raise one kilo-
gram of water 10 (3. in temperature; it would warm to the same amount
1 0.237= 4.22 kilograms, or 4.22 x 773.3 3263.3 liters of standard
air. The burning of the annual carbon productions above given would
warm by 1° 0. the thickness of air mentioned in the following table, in
which 7,900 is used as the nutnbev of calories produced by the combus-
tion of ii kilogram of carbon:

It appears that the heat absorbed by the entire carbon assimilation
for a forest is only from one-fifth to one-sixth of that used in evaporat-
big a layer of water an inch deep. As the latter is oniy a sixth or a
seventh of the transpiration, it appears that the cooling which would
be caused by the breaking up of carbonic acid, in order to form forest
growth, is only from one-thirtieth to one-fortieth of that caused by the
transpiration.

It is highly probable that the heat used in the former process is more
or less closely made up by the heat produced in the oxidations that go
on in the plant. In any case the cooling due to this source may be
disregarded and only that of the transpiration be considered. It is es-
timated that the sun's rays, when the sun is vertical, pour out twenty-
five calories per minute over each square meter of surface exposed ver-
tically to it. Of this about 30 per cent is absorbed in passing through
the atmosphere, when the sun is vertical and the sky clear, and very
much more under other circumstances. The 17.5 calories, for a clear
day and vertical sun, would in a single minute evaporate a layer of
water 0.0011 inch thick. But the transpiration is about 6.5 inches
for the season of about 150 days, or 0.00003 per minute. Thus the

Calories
used per an-

nurn per
Liters of air

cooled.

ess
0

Forest
p ral -

Mlaize

23.7 x 106
1 11.8 X 106

35.5 >< l0
118.5 x 10

77.2 x 10
38.6 X 10

115.8 X 10
386.0 X 10

Mites.
S.0

2&C
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sun's rays wider these favorable circumstances pour on the surface 'j-
times as much heat as is required for evaporation. If the maxi-
mum heat of sunshine is reduced by one-half for latitude, by seven-
eighths because of night and of low morning and afternoon tempera-
tures, and again by one-half because of cloudy weather, making its av-
erage value one-thirty-second that given above, yet there is more than
enough over each square foot of forest to effect the transpiration.

It is only where the transpiration has been very active during the day
and continues into the night that its cooling could be possibly injurious,
but as the temperature cools the transpiration itself is checked, and
besides the moisture which it has poured into the atmosphere serves as
a screen to prevent rapid radiation from the soil, and its condensation
returns some of the heat that had been taken up. There might, however,
occur a combination of circumstances, very rapid transpiration during the
day absorbing the sun's heat, a clear night, calm air and a low temper-
ature from other sources coming on with the evening, when the trans-
piration might cause the temperature to fall belowfreezing. This could
hardly happen, however, without a meteorological change toward cold,
and this change must come on toward evening, for otherwise it would
itself check the transpiration.

The combination would be more likely to occur over herbaceous
growths, especially over grass and cereal crops, than over forests.
Their transpiration, it appears from the table (page 80), is decidedly
greater than that of the forests, and they make rapid advaiices much
earlier in the spring when such low temperatures are otherwise possi-
ble.

TEMPERATURES IN WOODS, GLADES, AND PLAINS.

The foliage of the trees reflects a considerable part of the solar rays
which reach it, and this heat is reflected in all directions. That part
which passes toward the sky is probably lost, and plays only a small
part in warming the air. The part which is reflected longitudinally or
at downward angles has a very favorable path for absorption by the
air, more favorable in fact than that of the noonday direct rays of the
sun. The absorption of this heat should occur, for the most part, in
the vicinity of the forest. The temperature around the forest ought,
therefore, to reach a somewhat higher maximum on sunny summer days
than that of the air at some distance from the forest.

On the other hand, the surface at the stations near the forest is ex-
posed to nocturnal radiation of heat to the sky about as freely as is the
station at a distance, and, as the former is often in the lee of the forest,
its air is generally more stagnant. This promotes cooling of objects at
the surface of the earth, and as the station near the forest is as much
exposed to celestial radiation and the relative stagnancy of the air
favors this cooling, and also favors the communication of it to the ad-
jacent air, the temperature at such stations should often fall lower than
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over a plain distant from woods. The forest-field or forest-glade sta-
tion is, therefore, not exactly like a station in an open plain. It is
likely to average a little warmer in the day and a little cooler at night,
giving it a greater daily amplitude not only than that under trees, but
greater, too, than that in open prairies. Whether the mean temper-
ature would be different in the forest-field station would depend on the
relative increase in maximum and minimum. If the increase in the
former is greater, the forest-field station temperature would be higher
than that of the prairie station; if the minima exaggeration is greater,
it would be the opposite.

The phenomena mentioned above are especially noteworthy in forest
glades. The horizontal reflection from the foliage comes there from all
sides, and the heat rays not absorbed are reflected from the opposite
side, a part to the sky, a part to the opposite side, and this reverbera-
tion of the heat makes such places oppressively hot in the early after-
noon. This is well known to the hunter and to the pioneer with his
little clearing in the deep woods. Again, as the closed glade is in the
lee for winds from all directions, the air is always somewhat stagnant
and clear weather celestial radiation must always make a lower mini-
mum temperature than where there is free circulation of air. The field
station, when there is a pair, one in the forest, the other near by in
the field, must always have something of the glade character in its
temperatures, and the data given at this point must be somewhat af-
fected by it. The relations for range of temperature, as between the
interior forest and its external station should show this, and the -ranges
should be somewhat greater than between forest and plainL Whether
there is an exaggeration of the mean values of W 0 can only be told
by observation. Fortunately the plan of the Swedish observations
included and was rather devoted to this particular side of the problem.
The stations were really of four kinds. The first were under woods, of
which there were but three. The second were the parallel field stations
for the three forest stations. These were usually located in an " endroit
libTe" (opening), but the distance of the forest in all directions is givell,
so that this means a "glade" of greater or less size. The third class
were stations in "clairieré" (clearing), with the distance from woods in
all directions (and not very great). Each of these also signifies a
"glade," but large and unlike the preceding. It has ito corresponding
forest station. The fourth class comprises stations in large open places,
far from forests. These are stations in the plain. This distribution of
stations affords the great advantage of permitting a study of the aver-
age amount of change due to the "glade position of a station arid thus
enabling us to pass from therelations between parallel stations to those
between wooded and treeless districts, it has, however, the disad-
vantage that the stations are not strictly comparable, as in the "par-
allel" system, and as would be the case in the" radial" system. This
difficulty can be in lai-ge part overcome by the careful selections of
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stations, and this Dr. Hamberg, as appears from his discussion of the
Swedish results, has endeavored to make.

The deductions of Dr. Harnberg have been taken without change,
except in reducing the units to the common English ones. The air
observations were taken at a height of 1.8 meters (5.9 feet). The series
of observations discussed for temperature are usually from three to five
years' duration. The mean annual results are shown in Fig. 45. In

Minimum.

ANNUAL AIR TEMPERATURES.

Woods Glade. - - - -

Woods - Plain

ANNUAL SOIL TEMPERATURES.

Woods - Glade, at 70 inches.

WoodsPlain,

Woods Glade, at 5feet.

Woods - Plain, CC a

Maximum.

0 0 0 0

Scale. I

FIG. 45Differences of moan annual temperature between woods and glades and woods and plains,
Swedish observations.

the air temperatures the maxima are higher in the woods as compared
with the glades and as compared with the plains. They are, therefore,
erected above the zero line. The maxima are reduced in both cases,
and they are let fall below that line. It appears at once that the mean
range is larger (the total line longer) for the reduction by wood as com-
pared with plain. If the comparison of woods with glade be W G, and
wood with plain WP, then the following exhibits the differences:

Temperature differences in woods, glades, and plains.

w&. w. G--P.

Maxima
Minima
Mean
Range

Degrees.
3. 06
+1. 53
0. 76

4. 59

Degrees.
3. 24
+0.99
1. 13

4. 23

Degree.
0. 18
0. 54
0.36

0. 36
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Fm. 46.Differences of air temperature in forest, glade, and plain (Swedish).

stations are not necessarily the same for the three figures nor the same
as for the preceding. The first curve is of tile same character as the
temperature figures in the preceding sectiolls, and shows the same gen-
eral features. The cooling effect is much more marked in the spring
than has been the case with any examined before. The second shows
an exaggeration of the features of the first, except for the line of
minima, and these appear in spring and summer to be much tile same
in forest and plain.

----t/1------
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The range is exaggerated in the glade as compared with the plain by
0°.36. The minima are also exaggerated iii the plain by 00.54, but it
appears that in this case the maximum is reduced.

The disappearance of this feature of glade temperatures is doubt-
less due to the large size of some of the glades, and also to the high
latitude of the stations, giving a low latitude to the meridian sun.
The relatively large reduction of the maxima causes the mean temper-
ature of the glade to be 0°.36 lower than that of the plain. It appears,
therefore, that the glade climate is by a small quantity more rigorous
than the climate of open plains. The forest tends, in so far, to exagger-
ate or sharpen the diurnal changes of temperature.

Fig. 45 also shows the values of WG and WP for soil tempera-
tures at the depths of 20 inches and of 5 feet. The temperatures are
slightly higher under plains; GP at both depths = +00.1.

Fig. 46 shows the monthly values of W G, WP, and 0P. The
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The third figure enables us to compare the differences between glade
and plain. They are small, but curious. The line for minima (dotted
line) and for maxima (broken line) have changed places. The maxima
are reduced generally, though slightly, in glades as compared with
plain, but the minima are exaggerated by a quantity to or three times
as large. The result is that the glade is cooler in mean temperature
for three of the seasons, and that its diurnal amplitude is sharpened
or its climate made more rigorous. In winter the advantages are with
the glade, in the other seasons against it.

To bring out more clearly the advantage in range possessed by the
plain over the glade, Fig. 47 has been constructed. The distance from

Fi, 47.Amplitude of WG (lower curve) and W.....O (upper eurve) Swedish observations.

the zero line to the first curve gives the reduction of daily amplitude
in woods as compared with plains, to the second of woods as compared
with glades. The distance between the lines is the difference in ampli-
tude favorable to the plain as compared with the glade. It does not
change sign during the year, and glade and plain are alike for only one
month, that of July. Fig. 48 gives the temperature values of W U

WG -
Fiu. 48.Dilrerence of soil temperature at 20 feet in depth.

(unbroken line) aiid WP (broken line) for the soil at the depth of
20 inches. As is to be expected, the temperature of the glade soil is
intermediate between that of the woods and that of the plain.

Dr. Haniberg also studied the effect of clear and cloudy weather on
the differences between glade and plain. The following table gives
the mean values of U P for clear and cloudy weather at the three
hours of daily observation. The clouds cause the temperatures at the
two stations to approach the same degree, reducing UP to zero:

o_--__----_- I ° ---- -

2°
3° i_

AUTUMN.
4° ---

WINTER. SPRING. SUMMER.
---

-- . -

_l°2° . II",'S--
WINTER. SPRING. SUMMER. AUTUMN.



Station.

Again, Dr. Hamberg studied the relations of this difference to the
direction of wind, and found the effect to be very slight, perhaps not
appreciable. The horizontal reflection of tile rays of heat from the
foliage could cause an area of greater maxima and the shelter from the
winds an area of lower maxima about a forest. The two together
would cause an area of greater amplitudes or more rigorous climate,
and this has been directly observed by La Cour in Demnark. Obser-
vations were taken at a series of stations at different distances from
the margin of the forest but at elevations above the sea, varying by
only 10 or 12 feet. The result of twenty-four days' observation in the
summer of 1867 in Jutland are given in the following table, where the
corrections for differences of elevation are already made. The ther-
mometers were arranged on a line from a northern to a southern forest:

200 feet within northern forest
At its margin
200 feet from margin
400 feet from margin
200 feet from south forest
At its margin
200 feet within it

Mean
tempera-

ture.

Degrees.
8

57.2
3

58. i
58.3

7
57.2

Daily
ampli.
tude.

Degrees.
9. 2
9.9

13. 3
02. 6
13. 3
12.4
11. 0

It appears that the least amplitudes are in the forest and the great-
est at something over 200 feet, not less than 400 feet, outside. In this
case the highest temperatures are i1t the same distance. A correspond-
ing series of taken on the island of Zealand, and a
similar area of highest amplitudes was found.

CONCLUSIONS REGARDING- TEMPERATURES WITHIN AND WITHOUT
FORESTS.

This completes the review of the direct comparative observations of
temperatures in woods and without. While the observations show,
like all other meteoroiogica.I phenomena, very great variations due to
soil, topography, latitude, and many other agencies, they permit us to
draw a series of conclusions which may be considered as definitely
established in their general features. They are-
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Temperature differences in glade and plain.

Clear. Cloudy.

8 a. m. 2p.m. 9p.m. 8a.m. 2p.m. 9p.m.

Winter
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Year

Degrees.
0

+0.5
0

+0.4
+0.2

Degrees.
+0.9
+0.2
-0. 2
+0. 4
+0.3

Degrees.
-0. 5
-1.4
-1. 8
-1. 3
-1. 3

Degrees.
--0. 2
+0.4
+0.2
+0.4
+0.2

Degrees.
0
0

-0.2
0
0

Degree8.
+0.2
-0.2

0
0
0
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There is one season only of marked forest action and that is the
warm season. The action is most marked in the early summer months.

Tn the forest during this season the maxima of temperatures are
lowered, the minima are raised, the mean is lowered by a degree or two,
and the daily range is reduced by several degrees. This action decreases
slowly up to the level of the foliage, then rapidly, disappearing at a score
or two of feet above the foliage.

The forest litter plays an important part in preserving the tem-
perature of the forest soil.

The vertical temperature gradient through the forest is reversed;
it is greatest at the level of the foliage, decreasing slowly downwards
but rapidly upwards.

The diurnal amplitude increases from the margin of the forest
outwards to a distance of a score or so of rods, where it reaches a maxi-
mum. The amplitude is also greater in glades. Hence the extremes
of temperature are exaggerated just outside the forest.

As a result of the discussion of tree temperatures and the organic
sources of warming and cooling in the plant, it may be added that

The changes of heat due to organic processes are not sensible ex-
cept, possibly, the cooling due to transpiration. The heat used in this
process is an appreciable fraction of the heat from the sun's rays and
the cooling due to it may lower to the point of frost a temperature
already falling from general meteorological causes.

TEMPERATURES IN WOODED AND TREELESS TERRI-
TORIES.

In passing to the subject of temperatures and forests in its broader
aspect, namely, in so far as it relates to differences in wooded and tree-
less territories that are situated widely apart, the strict comparability
of the stations is lost. The stations to be compared are distant from
each other at different elevations above sea level, in different latitudes,
and, possibly, members of different meteorological services, with all, the
differences in instruments and methoas which that implies. These dif-
ferences in the stations can not be so perfectly neutralized by applying
corrections to the observations as entirely to satisfy the critical reader,
because the corrections are themselves uncertain and they often sur-
pass in quantity (for instance, the corrections for altitude) the amount
of change which forests might, be expected to make. Besides, it is often
impossible to say when a difference is found that this is due to the forests.
It may be due to other causes, for instance, the coolness of evaporation
in regions of heavy rainfall, and the existence of the forest may be due
to the very difference found. These difficulties may be evaded more or
less completely in certain definite cases, and it is the published cases
of this sort which will now be given. The case of Vienna and its sur-
roundings, discussed by Dr. Haun, is one of the most satisfactory. It



The best forest station for the comparison is Hadersdorf, 18 miles
southwest of the ilohe Warte, and its altitude differs from this by 92
feet. If the second or cooler pair of stations in open country near
Vienna be represented by A, the first or cooler by B, and the observa-
tions at Hadersdorf by C, the comparison stands as in the following
table.

This table shows that there is rn appreciable cooling in the Vienna
forest and that this is greatest in summer and least in winter. The
forest consists of beech trees only.

A detailed comparison also brings out a curious fact. The tempera-
ture in the forest region is nearer that in the open region at the 2 p. m.
observations than for that at the 9 p. m. observations. The monthly
means for the years 1875-1884 give the Hadersdorf temperature as 00.2
higher to 00.7 lower than the Hohe Warte temperature at 9p. m., 10.1
lower to 405 lower, the difference being greatest in the summer months.
The 7 a. m. observations are intermediate, varying from 10.1 to 2°.2 lower
at Hadersdorf. The explanation of this is probably to be found in the
fact that the station at lladersdorf is, in some sort, a glade station.
The thermometer is not under trees, but is on the north side of a build-
ing under the usual Austrian shelter. As already pointed out, the
glade has a greater range than the open field, and its maxim and min-
ima must fall at about the same hour of the day. If the 2 p. m. obser-
vations were deferred an hour or two, the temperatures at lladersdorf
would probably be higher than at folio Warte.

The stations in forest regions used in making these general compar-
isons are not likely to be under trees. They are the ordinary meteoro-
logical stations, and while in wooded territories, they could not prop-
erly be established under the shelter of the compact foliage of a forest.

Stations near Vienna. April. July. Year.

48+ Feet. 0 0 & 0 0
Hohe Warte 15' 663 29. 5 49. 3 67. 8 50.2 48. 7
Neue Sternwartc 13'. 9 847 29. 3 49. 1 67. 6 50. 2 48. 6
Moelling 5' 787 30 49. 6 68. 4 50.7 49. 3
Perohtóldsdorf 7' 853 20.8 49. 3 60.9 50.7 49.0

Latitude. January. Apr11. July. Year.

0 0 0 0 0 0
A 48 6 29.9 49.4 68. 7 50.7 49.3
B 48 14. 5 29. 4 49. 2 67.7 - 50.2 48.6
o 48 13. 28. 6 47. 7 65.5 48. 7 47.1
(i-B -0. 8 -1.5 -2. 2 -1.5 -1. 5
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is the case of the temperatures in open fields about Vienna and in the
Vienna forest. The elevations vary by less than 200 feet and the ob-
servations are corrected for the variation. The mean temperatures
about Vienna are obtained from four stations.
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They are generally in larger or smaller open places, generally on the
north side of the building. They are, therefore, often of the nature of
"glade" stations. While they will not show the relation between the
interior air of forests and the surface air of prairies, they will bear on
the practically more interesting question of the differences between
these spots of a wooded region which are occupied by man and the
prairie or pTain, or the treeless region. The results, however, will dif-
fer somewhat from those obtained by a system of parallel stations.

The meteorologist who has published the most elaborate study of
this subject is Dr. Woeikoff, who has devoted a chapter to it in his
book on the climates of the earth. A striking case given by him in
some detail is that of northern India. April to July are here the hot
months. From July on the heat is tempered by abundant rains. - The
temperatures are compared, for the hot months, over a territory that
includes the three different characters of treeless, transition, and
wooded. In tile first the vegetation is already burnt up by March, ex-
cept for small stretches where irrigation is practiced. The third is the
great forest region of the middle course of the Brahmaputra and its
southern tributaries, where the surface is covered with the densest for-
ests, and the openings are little else than islands in the sea of forest.
The transition region lies over the delta of the Ganges and northward
arnd has no extended forests, but groves and scattered trees and abun-
dance of bamboos. The table which follows is Dr. Woeikoff's, except
that for the most of the stations the temperatures have been taken from
a later publication, that of Mr. Blanford's "Climates of India."

The fall of the temperatures in the hot months as the forest is reached
is very noticeable, and it is still more so in the reduction of the maxima.
The cooling in the forest region even appears to surpass that due to
proximity to the sta. It is true that this difference in temperature
may be in part due, as has been claimed, to other causes. The tern.

Station. Mean temperature. Mean maxima.

Dis- A
Name. Lat. Alt. Year. Apr. May. June. July. Dec. Year. ad

sea. y.

Open territory.
0 Feet. Mites. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Agra 27 555 679 79 88 94 95 87 62 116 106
Lucknow 27 369 533 78 87 92 92 86 61 114 104
Allahabad 25. 5 307 432 78 88 92 91 85 61 116 106
Patna 25.5 181 303 78 87 89 88 85 62 110 101
Burhanpur 24 66 161 78 85 85 84 83 66 109 101

Intermediate territory

Sangod 21. 5 26 0 79 82 85 85 83 67
Durbnnga 20 116 357 77 84 85 85 84 63 105 96
Purneah 26 125 283 77 84 83 84 84 63 105 98

Forest territory.

Silohar 25 104 131 70 78 80 82 82 66 99 87
Goalpara 26 384 249 76 78 78 80 81 65
Sibsagar 27 333 364 73 74 78 83 84 61 99 86
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perature in latitudes 200 to 30° N. seems to fall slowly from Western
India to China and Tonquin, but Dr. Woeikoff finds that it rises in the
east, in the hot season, where there are extensive treeless regions, and
instances Hanoi, in 21° N., where the annual temperature is 75°.6, May
83°.8, June 880.2, July 860.9.

Dr. Woeikoff also gives series of temperatures near parallels of lati-
tudes across Europe and into Asia. A correction of 00.9 is made for
each degree of latitude, and of 10.3 for each 100 meters of elevationS
All temperatures are reduced to a uniform elevation of 200 meters (656
feet). The order is always from west to east.

Mean temperatures for July on the parallel of 5O .Z'T.

Degrees. Degrees.
Valentia 57. 6 Orel and Kursk 67. 6
Leipsic 62.6 Po1jinki 65.7
Warsaw 64. 7 Orenburg 69.1
Tschemigow 65. 1 Akmollinsk 70

The mean temperature is lowest on the Atlantic coast. It rises up
to Poland by seven degrees, then remains steady over the forests of
the Bug and Dneiper, then rises over the black-earth region of Central
Bussia with extensive cultivation (Orel and Kursk), falls again in the
forests over the sources of the Sura (Poljänki), to become again higher
over the Kirghiz steppes.

July mean temperature along 500 iq.

Degrees. Degrees.
Guernsey. 59.5 Troppau 68
Brussels 62. 6 Arvavaralija (Carpathians)--------64.2
Wllrzburg 68 Lirow (Leinberg) 65.5
Promenhof (N. W. Bohemia) 64.4 Kieft 66.2
Prague 68 Charkow 68.4
Hocliwald. 63.9 Semipalatinsk 72.7

The temperature increases rapidly to the Main valley, then rises aiid
falls over the forests of Bohemia and the Carpathians, becoming hardly
higher at Charkow, where there remains some forest, than at Wtirz-
burg. Eastwaru from here it rises rapidly.

July mean temperatureB along 480 H.

Degrees. Degrees.
Brent 62.2 Bistnitz (Transylvania) 68
Versailles - - 65.5 Czernowitz -----------------------68.9
Carisruhe 66.6 Ekaterinoslaff 71.6
Vienna 67.8 Lugau 72.5
Debreezin (Hungary) 70.7 Irgis (steppes) 75.6
Rosenau (Hungary) 68.9

Here the rise is about eight degrees from the Atlantic to the prairies
of Hungary (Debreczin). it .is cooler in Eastern Hungary and in
Transylvariia, where there is yet much forest. Czernowitz is near the
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South Russia steppes, but it escapes their warming influence by the
beech forests around it. This is the eastern limit of the beeches.

July mean iemperature8 on 46° N.

Degrees.
La Roelielle. - - - . 7
Milan 62.9
Trieste.... 72.7
Agran .... 71.1
Szegedin (Hungarian prairies) - 71.6
Arad (Hungarian prairies) 73
Rairnsk and Kasalinsk 76. 1

Degrees.
OraviozaMountains,Southeast Hun-

gary 67.5
Pojana Ruska (Hungary) .... 67.8
Odessa - . . - 71.2
Chersson 72.5
Astrakan 75. 6

The high temperature of Trieste agrees well with its bare and burnt
surroundings. In Croatia, far from the sea and where there are woods
in the plain, it is cooler, warmer again in the Hungarian prairies,bnt
50 or 6° cooler in southern Hungary and Banat, where the vegetation is
luxuriant.

July mean temperatures along 4r0 .N

Degrees. Degrees.

Oporto .... 67.6 Poti 70.9
Rome 75.2 Tiflis 78.8
Ragusa 74.5 Kutais 73

Poti is in the midst of the swamps and forests of Mingrelia and its
temperature is 40 lower than in the Dalmatian towns on the Adriatic.
Even Kutais is cooler than Ragusa, though the former lies far in the in-
terior and the forests have been cut freely in its vicinity.

July mean temperatures along S8° N.

Degrees.
Lisbon 70. 5

Canipo Major 76.3
Palermo 76.5
Atlioiis - - - - 76.2

Degrees.
Smyrna 77.9
Lenkornu - 74. 7
Krasnoodsk 82.0

The low temperature of Lenkorau is especially noteworthy because it
is deep in the interior of a continent and the cloudiness and rainfall
are light. Yet in the vicinity are extended forests with luxuriant
vegetation, It is on the Black Sea, while Poti is on the Caspian. Near
both aie extensive forests. If the July temperature is reduced to 42° N.
but not corrected for elevation it proves to be 73°.6, only 00.4 higher
than that of Poti.

Dr. Woeikoff also calls attention to the remarkable relations of
Bosnia, Herzegovina, and Dalmatia, along latitude 440 N The tem-
peratures are here the annual means.

Degrees. Degrees.

Banjatefla, Bosnia 70. 3 Klissa, Hersegovina 74.8
1)oiuja Tusla, Bosnia 68. 2 Mostar, Herzegovina 76. 1

Trawnik, Bosnia - 70. 3 Knin, Ijalmatia 73.6
Serajowo, Bosnia 69.3 Lissa, Dalmatia 72.3



Leavenworth lies near the margin of the wooded and treeless district,
but iii no case are the woods heavy and unbroken. The mean tem-
peratures show no unmistakable effect of the woods, but there is an
evident difference in the December temperatures and a still more
marked difierence in those of June. The difference is most marked in
the extremes, as was to be expected. This is most clearly shown in
the mean amplitudes obtained by taking the minimum from the maxi-
mum. The amplitudes for December at stations in the order given in
the above table are 17°, 15°, 15°, 15°, J 16°, 21°, 28°. The change at
the edge of the plains is very noticeable. For June the amplitudes are
18°, 18°, 15°, 18°, 20°, I 24°, 30°, with the same change as berore.

This comparison is not entirely convincing of the effects of forests,
because with the change of condition as to trees there is a large change
of elevation, so large that the correction fôr'it surpasses by far the dif-
ference which may be expected from the action of forests. This
difficulty can not be entirely overcome in the American stations, for the
plains form an interior table-land, but individual pairs of stations can

* 1885, pp. 82-84, and 1886, pp. 408-411.

- Lati-
tude Ii.

A1ti
tude.

'
temper-
attire.

June temperatures. December temperatures.

Mean. Max Mm. Mean. Max. Mm.

° Feet. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Lynchburg 37 652 57 73 82 64 40 47 30
Lonisyile 38 551 56 72 82 64 38 45 39
Cairo 37 359 56 74 81 66 77 44 29
St. Louis 39 571 54 72 82 64 33 42 27
Leavenworth 39 842 53 73 83 63 30 40 24
Dodge City 38 2, 517 56 79 91 67 34 47 26
Las Animas 38 3, 899 58 80 96 66 35 52 24

l4 FOREST INFLUENCES.

Here it appears that the densely wooded Bosnia is 50 or 6° cooler than
rocky, nearly treeless Herzegovina, and even cooler by 2° or more than
the small island of Lissa, which is exposed to the full influeiice of the
Adriatic.

All this goes to show that in the western part of the old world the
presence of large forests has a very sensible influence on the tempera-
ture, so much so that the gradual rise of temperature from west to east
is almost invariably broken by it.

Comparisons similar td those of Dr. Woeikofl' can be made along
parallels in the United States with results similar in character but not
so striking in quantity.

The writer has made this comparison for the parallels which follow.
The data are taken from the annual reports of the Chief Signal Officer.*
They are reduced to a common elevation of 1,000 feet above sea level.
No reduction is made for latitude, but the stations used are selected siot
far to the north or south of the chosen latitude.

Teinperature8 a'ong paraliti 38° N.
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be selected, otherwise suitable arId where the differences of elevation
are less marked. Such are given in the accompanying table. One
station is in the wooded district, the other in the plains, and they have
been selected with reference to being in the same latitude, to being as
near the margin as possible, and to having at the same time only mod-
erate differences of elevation.

Meau temperatures for stations in pair8.

The mean annual temp eratiires are persistently lower at that station
of the pair which is situated in the wooded district. The same is true
of the mean Jnne temperature, while it is reversed for the I)ecember
one. The maxima are lower at the stations in the wooded area and
also, generally, the minima. The mean monthly amplitudes for each
pair for June are 18°.3 to 22°.7, 21°.8 to 24°.6, 17°.7 to 22°.7, 23°.4 to
23°.O, 240.3 to 240.1; for December they are 15°.7 to 16°.O, 2O°2 to
24°.4, 15°.6 to 22°.1, 19°.7 to 19°.9, 20°.5 to 18°.7. They are generally
larger at the station on the plains-always so at the lower latitudes.

It appears, therefore, that wooded districts have an advantage in
temperatures over treeless areas. The forests lower the mean tempera-
ture slightly and also cut down the range.

There has been much discussion over evidence of change of tempera-
ture at individual stations, or over more extensive areas, which might
accompany changes in the quantity or distribution of the forests. The
general opinion is that the data are not sufficient to give satisfactory
conclusions. To be sure of a chaiige, one must be sure of a definite
and marked change in the amount of forests and must also be sure of
the temperatures before and after the change. The first requirement
is not without its difficulties, and the second is usually impossible.
The early observations, if any were taken, are always defective in
methods, instruments, and the care given to them. A variation in
the exposure of the thermometer alone might cause a greater difference
of mean temperature than we would expect to find between forests and
prairies.

Lat.x. Alti-
tude.

Annual
'°°

temper-

June temperatures. December temperatures.

Mean. Max. Miii. Mean. Max. Mm.

- o Feet. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Little Rock 34. 7 288 60. 0 75. 3 85. 7 67. 4 43. 4 50. 9 35. 2
Fort Sm 34. 7 1, 200 60. 8 79. 1 00. 5 67. 8 38.2 53. 1 37. 1
Fort Smith 35. 4 451 57. 7 75. 0 87. 5 65. 7 39. 2 50. 8 30. 6
Fort Elliott 35. 5 2, 650 60. 7 82. 1 92. 3 67. 7 38. 1 52. 7 28. 3
Davenport 41. 5 615 49. 1 64. 4 76. 6 58. 9 2.9 34. 9 19. 3
North- Platte 41. 1 2, 841 53. 3 75. 6 87. 6 64. 9 28. 1 42. 9 20. 8
itloorhead 46. 9 026 36. 4 64. 5 75. 6 52. 2 0. 5 20. 1 0. 4
Bismarck 46.8 1, 694 41.2 67. 9 78. 6 55. 6 11.9 26. 6 6. 7
St. Vincent 48. 9 804 32. 6 61. 4 73. 1 48. 8 4. 0 14. 7 5. 8
Fort Assinniboine 48. 5 2, 720 45. 8 69. 9 82. 5 58. 4 21.5 32. 8 14. 1



Fin. 49.Evaporation and precipitation.

(B 0) and woods (B W) with the precipitation. It will be noted that
the evaporation under trees is about one-half of that in open fields.
The precipitation is that of the open fields and, for the German stations
and years reduced (the ten years, 1879 to 1888), its annual value was
34.3 inches (871 mm.). The evaporation in the fields for the same sta-
tions and time was 12.7 inches (322.5 mm.) annually, and that in the
woods 5.4 inches (137 mm.). The corresponding percentages of evapo-
ration were 37 and 16, showing a saving of 21 per cent, of the precipi-
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RELATION OF EVAPORATION TO FORESTS.

The amount of evaporation depends especially on the temperature,
the wind, and the amount of vapor already present in the air. The first
two are much changed by the presence of the forest, and it is to be ex-
pectecl that the evaporation in and about woods would show some
peculiarities. The evaporation varies very much also with the char-
acter of the surface from which it proceeds. Some surface must, there.
ftre, be taken as a standard for evaporations, and the measurements be
made with reference to this. There is considerable variation in the
standard surface selected, but in the German service it is that of water.
The reductions have been made, in this section, to terms of evapora-
tion from a water surface. At the same time, since the evaporation
is chiefly of meteorological interest because of its relations to precipi.
tatiou, the amount of the latter is also included in the comparisons.
The observations were carried on in the open fields and in the forest.
The instrument employed is described on page 39.

Fig. 49 exhibits the comparison of the annual evaporation in fields
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tation by the woods Fig 50 exhibits the distribution of the evapo
ration for the year. The upper line represents the progress for the
water surface in the open air, the lower that for the same in the woods.
The shaded space indicates the saving, in inches, of a sheet of water

21N
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WINTER. SPRING. SUMMER. AUTUMN.
Fin. 50.Monthly evaporation in the fields (upper curve) and woods (lower curve).

which is affected by the cover of the forest in lessening evaporation.
The evaporation arid its saving by the woods are both greatest in May
and June and they decrease symmetrically on each side of these months.
The amount ito the winter months is very small, and it is, moreover,
somewhat uncertain, as it is difficult to make tlie observations at that'

I 00
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Fin. 52Ratio of evaporation from water surface in field (upper curve) and forest (lower curve) to
precipitation (top line).

of field evaporation which is saved by the forest. This covers a full
half of the diagram, with some addition to this from May to November.
It is also interesting to compare the evaporation from a water surface
with the precipitation from month to month This is done in Fig 52

1I32No. 7-7
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Fio. 51.Percentage of evaporation in the woods as compared with that in open fields.

season. The annual evaporation in the woods is 44 per cent of that in
the fields. Fig. 51 represents'the percentage for the different months
of the year. The upper straight line stands for 100 per cent, or the
evaporation in the fields during the year, and the curve below repre-
sents the percentage in the woods. The shaded space is the percentage
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The upper straight line represents precipitation, while the upper curve
represents evaporation in the fields, the lower that iii the forest. Pre-
vious diagrams showed that the amount of evaporation increased rap-.
idly up to May and June; this one shows that the percentage of rain
evaporated increases even more rapidly and reaches its maximum in
April, a month earlier. From this point it descends more slowly to the
winter months; when the minimum is reached. Almost the same course
is taken by the evaporation within woods. The hatched spaces below
represent the percentage of precipitation evaporated within woods and
without,the cross-hatched part that saved by the woods or evaporated
in open fields in excess of that evaporated in woods. The saving is
greatest at the time when the evaporation could dispose of the largest
percentage of precipitation, iamely, in spring and summer

It is interesting to see whether the evaporation phenomena present
any difference with different kinds of trees or with trees of different
ages. Figs. 49b and c exhibit the annual quantity of precipitation
and evaporation for stations under and outside of deciduous and ever.
green trees respectively. It will be noticed that the saving of evapo-

too
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EVERGREEN TREES DECIDUOUS TREES YOUNG TREES.

Fjo. 53Percentage of evaporation in woods to that in the open air

ration under trees is more marked for deciduous trees. The percent.
age of evaporation in forests to that outside is 41 for deciduous trees and
45 for evergreens. Fig. 49d gives the same data for young trees. It
will be noticed that the percentages are here entirely changed. The
evaporation in fields approaches the quantity of precipitation (which is
here small), while the evaporatioii under trees hugs closely that in the
open. The evaporation in the open is here 73 per cent of the rainfall
while that under trees is 58 per cent, which is 80 per cent of the former.

Fig. 53 gives the percentages of evaporation in woods compared to
that outside for the various months. That for deciduous trees (the
dotted line) varies more during the months and sums up slightly less
for the year. The effect of the leafless condition in early spring is
faintly visible.

The unbroken line represents the percentages for young trees. It is
very uneven (on account of the series of observations, only seven years),
but it runs much higher and occasionally the evaporation -under the
trees is greater than that outside.
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Dr. Ebermayers series of observations included more laborate ones
on evaporation than those of the German service. In addition to the
evaporation from a water surface he also measured that from bare soil
outside the forest and within, and that from soil in the forest which
was covered by forest litter. The latter observations were made only
in the months from April to October. His instruments were first a
simple olie, somewhat like that of the German service already described,
and then the evaporometer of Lamont. The evaporatioll from earth,
either naked or covered with litter, was measured by an apparatus
which worked on the principle of the student lamp and kept the earth
always saturated. The vessel containing the earth is of zinc. The
instruments are protected from the sun, rain, and sno, but the air i
given free access to them. The following table gives the percentages
which are derived from his results, with some corresponding ones from
the German stations to permit comparison. The evaporation from a
water surface is the mean for six stations for three years; the other evâpo-
ration percentages are for two, with the exception of two months. The
precipitation is for one year. Thepercentages are always made from the
averages for corresponding years. The data from the German observa-
tions are for ten years.

Evaporation in woods in per cent of evaporation in the open.

This table brings to light several interesting facts. The ratio of
evaporation without and within woods is about the same in the two
services, giving confidence to the generality of these figures. It ap-
pears, however, that the evaporation from a bare soil is about the same
as that from a water surface. This is very large and is probably due
to the fact that the soil is always kept saturated. The ratio between
evaporationfrom bare soil within woods and without is about the same
as that for the water surface.

The most striking feature of the table is the effect of the presence of
forest litter on the evaporation from the soil within forests. The char-
acter and depth of this litter would make much difference, and it was
probably kept as nearly as possible like that lying naturally in undis-
turbed woods. in this series of observations, even with saturated soil

April 1 .45 1.15 .64 .27 1.75 1 51 1.37
May 1 43 .91 .37 .16 68 1 .47 1.35June 1 36 1.07 14 1.46 1 .41 1.91July 1 .35 .89 .34 12 1.02 1 .38 2.33
August .34 .87 36 .11 1.00 1 .36 1.98
September 1 .33 .92 39 11 59 1 .35 2.54
October 1 .41 1.26 .44 18 3.45 1 .37 8.49

May-September 1 36 .93 .35 .13 95 I .39 2.02

Dr. xberniayer's results. German observations.

Water surface. Bare soil. Soil un-
der for-

Water surface.
estlit-
ter and

Rain-
fall.

Rain-
fall.

Open. Woods. Open. Woods. within
forest.

Open. Woods.
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underneath, it permits an evaporation of only 0.13 per cent of a free
water surface About seven eighths of the evaporation from the forest
is cut off by the woods and litter together.

The ratio of evaporttion from a water surface to the precipitation
for the same months is surprisingly large. According to these obser-
vations 5 per cent more than the precipitation during the warm season
could be disposed of by evaporation from a water surface. Many sur-
faces permit a readier evaporation, and if we add to evaporation from
a meadow, for instance, the large transpiration from the grass, it would
appear that on the average more water must be evaporated than falls
during this season, which is very improbable. The German observa-
tions give a more probable value, that of one to two. Evaporation, is
very readily affected by slight causes, and it appears probable that
Dr. Eberrnayers instruments, or their exposure, may give occasion to
an increase of evaporation as compared with the German stations.
The annual rainfall is about the same for the period for which results
are published from the two services-34.3 inches (871 mm.) in the one
case, 34 5 (876 mm) in the other The amount of water returned into
the air over a forest is a quantity worth knowing, even though roughly
approximated, especially if it can be compared with that from other
Torms of vegetation and from bare soil. The forest air is furnished
with vapor by the forest through transpiration from the trees, through
evaporation from the soil, and through evaporation from the trees.
The transpiration has already been estimated at 6 5 inches This (and
other.special action of the forest) is practically confined to the warm
season, which may be considered as extending from May to September,
these wonths included The evaporation from a free water surface in

.the open, at the German stations for this time is 8.39 inches (213 mm.).
The transpiration is, therefore, 6.5---8.39= 0.77, or 77 per cent of this
evaporation.
- The evaporation from the soil under forest litter is, according to
Ebermayer, 13 per cent of that of bare soil in the open in the warm
season. Dr. Wollny has carried on several series of observations on
evaporation through a forest litter, and from these it appears that the
litter reduces the evaporation by one-fourth or one-third. This would
give three-fourths of 0.39 or two-thirds of 0.39, which are 0.30 or 0.26,
numbers considerably larger than Dr. Ebermayer's. As the latter's
observations were made on an observational scale while Dr. Woilny's
were only on an experimental one, we will take Ebermayer's result of
0.t3 as the measure of evaporation in woods.

Only 70 per cent as much rainfall reaches the rain gauge in the
woods as falls in the open fields, the rest is caught in the leaves or
branches and'moistens these and the trunk.

Very little runs down the trunk, as has been shown by the observa
tions at Nancy.1 This 30 per cent of rainfall must be again evaporated,

'This statement is based on observations made under one tree, the kind and con-
ditions of which are not even stated, and the conclusions have been refuted by the
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- since the plant takes up little or no water in that way. We have, there-
fore, to add to the other forest additions to the vapor of the air 0.30 x
2.02 = 0.61 per cent of evaporation from a free water surface in the open
air. To this should be added the amount of dew which is evaporated,
but this is unknown, and as it is condensed from the adjacent air at
night to be added to it again in the daytime, its omission will not make
the result less significant. The moistnre added to the air i, therefore,
roughly, for the warm season:

By transpiration, .77 per cent of the free surface evaporation.
By interior evaporation, .13 per cent of the same.
By evaporation of rainfall, .61 per cent of the same.
Total, 1.51 per cent of the evaporation from a water surface in open fields.

To get the total in terms of the precipitation, this result is to be
divided by 2.02, giving 0.75.

As to other forms of vegetation various estimates are given, but Dr.
Woliny within a few years has made a series of careful measurements.
From them, by reducing, we get

For mixed crops and fallow, 1.44 of evaporation.
For clover, wheat, oats, etc., 1.73 of same.
For sod, 1.92 of same.

These values are conservative, other authors giving generally larger
ones. The evaporation from bare soil varies much with the kind of
soil and its degree of saturation with water.

As Dr. Ebermayer kept the soil constautly saturated, his results do
not represent natural conditions. The evaporations from soil in open
fields will be cut down by general lack of sufficient moisture to satu-
urate them. Schubler's value of soil evaporation has, therefore, been
used. By it the soil evaporates 0.60 as much water as a water surface
sheltered from sun and wind, but otherwise freely exposed to the air. -

Tabulating the results, we find that the percentages of additions Of
moisture to the air over different kinds of vegetation are about as fol-
lows for the warm season:

Eva porations from various kinds of vegetation.

Austrian measurements of Riegler, published in the Journal of the Forest Experiment
Stations in 1879, from which it would appear that the rainfall reaching the soil is
increased by from 3.4 to 19.6 per cent through thewater running off along the trunk9,
according to thQ kind of trees; the first figure referring to spruce, the last to beech.
The total loss of water by interception may then be averaged to be 12 per cent of the
rainfall instead of 30. See also p. 134 of this bulletin.B. E. F.

Of evapora-
tion from a
free water

surface.

Of precip-
itation.

Sod
Cereals
Forest
Mixed, etc
Bare soil

1.92
1.73
1.51
1.44
.60

.96

.86

.75

.72

.30
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It appears that the forest is of medium activity in this regard. It is
usually surpassed by the ordinary forage crops, but surpasses ordinary
fallow growths and far surpasses the average bare soil.

Still, the forest exercises a strong, conservative effect on the waters
within and under it. It saves the most o its ground water from evap-
oration, and a great deal of the water above the surface. It differs
from other forms of surface covering in drawing it water from a
greater depth. It therefore does not dry out the surface so much,
and it is also less sensible to temporary droughts. Although less effec-
tive, on the average, in adding vapor to the air than are many less
herbaceous forms of vegetation, it is more steady in its action, and it
therefore adds its moisture when it is most needed. During con-
tinued dry weather the roots of the grasses dry out the surface soil
and exhaust its water. They then cease pouring moisture into the air.
At such times the forest may coTitinue its transpiration and at the
same time, by its preservative action, its soil is charged with moisture
and may continue to feed the springs tributary to it.

FORESTS AND HUMIDITY.

The psychrometer observations, within and without forests, permit a -
study of absolute and relative humidity. The comparative results for
the absolute humidity are given in the accompanying table in the form
of the values of W 0. The plus sign indicates a greater amouiit of
vapor in the air of the forest; a minus sign the reverse. The units are
hundredths of a millimeter of mercury as it would be shown in a
barometer. The first part of the table is derived from the German
observations. To it are added the valuescalculated from the observa-
tions in forest and glade ( W 0), and in forest and plain (WP), from
the Swedish service.

These numbers are very small, so small that, notwithstanding the
absolute humidity is itself of sin all amount, they are usually less than
1 per cent of it. This is true of the German observations, except for
the young trees. Here the value of W-0 is always positive and
reaches up to 4 or 5 per cent of the total absolute humidity. This

Winter. Spring. Summer. Autumn. Year.

At base of ttee:
General average + 2 - 3 - 5 + 8 +0
Deciduous + 2 - 7 + 6 +2
Evergreens + 2 - 3 - 5 + 8 0
Young + 9 +37 +26 +39 +37

At tree crown:
General average -F 1 +10 + 1 +3
Deciduous 0 - 1 10 + 1 - 2
Evergreens + 1 + 2 +10 + 4 +4

Swedish observations at base of tree:
WG A- 7 + 7 +15 +13 +16
WP +10 +13 + 7 + 7 +9
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There is no great difference in the different cases. The surplus in
the tree crown is a little smaller because the temperature is higher
there.

M. Fautrat has carried on some observations of humidity above trees,

may be due to the surroundings of this station, which .is on the Lime.
burger heath, an immense tract of moorlandoecupying the eastern part
of Hanover. There is no distinct difference between tree crown and
base nor between glade and plain. In the individual stations the mean
is frequently larger than the average of all, and is sometimes consist-
ently positive, in other cases regularly negative. It appears, as might
be expected, that there is no general difference between the absolute
humidity in woods and outside, and the differences in individual sta-
tions may be due more to the surroundings of the station in open fields
thin to the forest. The lack of a characteristic absolute humidity in
forests can be completely explained by the fact, already shown, that
the forest is not an especially active producer of the vapor of water. Its
position in this respect is intermediate; and even if it did produce a
peculiarly large or a specially small amount of vapor it would not be
apt to show a peculiar absolute humidity because of the rapid connec-
tion and mixture of gases. A gas spreads in all directions and with
great rapidity usually from the point where it is produced. An obser-
vation by M. Becquerel illustrates the fact that a source of vapor need
not give the air about it a higher absolute humidity. He compared, on
a day, the psychrometer readings in the air at 5 feet, just over
a tree, just over garden vegetables, and just over a stream, and found
the absolute humidities to be practically identical. However much
these surfaces may have differed in the production of vapor, the rapid
connection and mixture prevented this difference from being appreciable
as absolute humidity of the air.

While the absolute humidity depends only on the amount of the
vapor of water in the air, the relative humidity depends on this and on
the temperature also. As a difference in temperature between woods
and open fields has already been shown, there must be a difference in
relative humidity, and as the temperature of the woods is lower the
relative humidity must be higher, or the value of W 0 must be posi-
tive. The following table shows that this is the case:

Winter. Spring. Summer. Autumn. Year.

At the base
General average +2 +2 +6 +5 +4
Deciduous +2 +1 +7 +5 +4
Evergreens +2 +4 +5 +4 +4

In tree crown:
General average +1 +2 +3 +2 +2
Deciduous +1 +1 +2 -j-1 +1
Evergreens +1 +2 +4 +3 +2

Swedish observations: - -

+1 +4 +4 +2 +3
+2 +5 +4 +2 ±
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but his results, as published in the Comptes Eendus, are fragmentary
They are given in the accompanying table as they were published.
The results in absolute humidity were not published. The observa-
tions over trees are compared with those at the same height over fields
and abQut a thousand feet distant. The psychrometer was several feet
above the trees in the case of the deciduous trees, but close to the top
of the evergreens.

The surplus of relative humidity over deciduous trees is not great,
but that just over the foliage of evergreens is so large as to be signifi-
cant. The published results do not admit of a ready computation of
the absolute humidity, but the surplus of the relative is great enough
to suggest a surplus of the absolute, large enough to be easily meas-
ured. The special, elaborate, and refined observations at Ried, in
Austria, show slightly greater variations in absolute humidity than
previous ones, and though they are nearly evanescent, some uniformity
can be traced in them. As they were taken at irregular intervals they
are not suitable for a general tabulation and their number forbids their
being quoted at length. The conclusions reached by the discussion of
them and given by Dr. Lorenz Liburnau are as follows:

The absolute humidity decreases in the forest from the soil upwards.
The rate of decrease is usually the greatest under the trees and the
least at the level of the foliage. The rate above the trees is interme-
diate between the other two. This rate is least in -the late hours of the
night, when it may be zero. It increases with the increase of the tem-
perature of the air, becoming greatest in the midday hours, when,
under exceptionally favorable cucumstances, it may make a difterence
of 10 per cent, or even more. Occasionally, in high winds, the absolute
humidity is greater over the trees. Over the field station the daily
progress of the absolute humidity was about the same as in the forest,
butthe maximum difference was only about half as great. The abso-
lute humidity in and above the forest is greater than that over the open
fields, and there is some trace of an increase of this difference to the
timeof maximum.

No. of
years. w. 0. wo. No. of

years. w. 0. wo.
3anuary U p
February 1 87 84 1 80 71 +
March 2 71 69 +2 1 74 63 +11
April 2 64 62 +2 2 55 48 +7

ay
June

2
2

64
60

61
57

+3
+3

2
a

57
61

48
55

++6
.Tuly 2 60 57 3 57 48 +9
August 1 56 54 +2 2 57 50 +7
September 77 75 +2 2 65 58
October - 1 80 77 +3 2 79 71 +8
November 1 82 79 + 2 79 72
December 1 83 81 +2 2 65 60 +

rorest of flalatte decidu- Forest of Ernienonvile
ous trees. evergreen tr5es.



INFLUENCE ON HUMIDITY

The relative humidity decreases upwards iii forests, but there is an
occasional reversal of this at night. Over the open fields it decreases
upwards with wet soil, but increases with dry. It is almost invariably
greater about the forest, above as well as inside, over the field station,
and it is higher above the forest than it is at 5 or 6 feet above the'
open field. The small significance of the vapor poured into the air
by forests in raising the absolute humidity suggests the question of
the relations of the forest to other constituents of the air. The forest
takes up large quantities of carbonic acid, retaining the carbon and
rejecting the oxygen. Does it sensibly change the relative quantity of
either constituent so that the composition of the air is slightly differ-
ent in the woods Repeated observation shows that each constituent'
is curiously uniform in quantity in the free air. It has been thought
the carbonic acid is quite variable, but the introduction of better
methods of observation shows that, except in confined places where
the gas is produced, the variations are very small.

A studyof the numbers involved will show that the carbonic-acid gas
taken up by a forest is a vanishing quantity compared with that which
passes the forest in the same time with the moving air. Grandeaii
gives the annual product of carbon by a forest of beeches, spruces,
or pities as about 2,700 pounds per acre. This corresponds to 9,900
pounds of carbonic-acid gas, or 69,300 cubic feet. Now, if the average
motion of the air is 5 miles per hour (a light breeze, a low estimate),
and the layer of air from which the gas is taken be estimated at 100
feet thick, there would pass over an acre 550,000,000 cubic feet in one
hour. This air must contain about three parts in ten thousand of car-
bonic gas, and the total amount of the latter per hour is 165,000 cubic
feet.. But this is 2, or more than twice as much as that taken up by
the trees in the entire season, so that the air could provide in thirty
minutes for the wants of the trees for the entire seison. If this sea-
son is taken at 5 months, or 150 days, the amount of air passing is
55x107x24<150=198x10'° cubicfeet, and the amount of carbonic-acid
gas is 594 x 106. The ratio of carbonic acid used to that furnished is

69300only
594000000'

or one part in 8,600.

The additions of oxygen to the air would form a still smaller perceflt-
age of the oxygen already present, for this gas makes up a quarter Of
the air instead of a thirtieth of 1 per cent.

The case is somewhat different with ozone, as it is formed in certain
definite localities and its eagerness for combination is such that it can
not pass far from its source before it will disappear. The resins of
coniferous woods should be an abundant source of ozone, and although
the decaying matter in and about woods provides abundant occasion
for its disappearance before passing off into the outside air, still the
amount of ozone in such woods should be sensibly greater than outside.
Observation has not shown this unequivocally, but that may be due to
the numerous imperfections of the method employed.
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RAINFALL IN, ABOVE, AND NEAR FORESTS.

The first result from the parallel system of forest observations with
regard to rainfall is the determination of the quantity of rain under

- trees as compared with that outside. Aside from ay possible differ-
ence of rainfall over forests and outside, the tree and its foliage serve
as a cover for the spae underneath. The result is that the rain
gauges under the trees fail to get as much precipitation as those which
are in the open fields. Generally the rain gauges are alihe in the two
stations. Much difference is caused by the position in which the for-
est rain gauge is placed, whether under a crown of dense foliage or
near its edge, or under the lighter foliage ofsinaller or scattered trees.
Very little information is given on this point. The rain actually caught
annually under trees in the Germall service varies from 89 per cent of
that in the open (at Carlsberg) to 52 per cent (at St. Johaiin). The
average is 75 per cent, or three-quarters; and ten of the sixteen sta-
tions do not vary 5 per cent either way from this mean. A twelve-
years series of observations gives, for the three Swiss stations, 90, 84,

FIG. 54.Percentage of precipitation, received wider trees (all kinds) German observations.

and 77 per cent, giving a mean of 84 per cent, considerably larger
than that given by the German stations.

The station at Beilefontaine, near Nancy, also gives 84 per cent as
the mean of eleven years of observation. -

The proportion of the precipitation which passes through the foliage
varies slightly with the season. Fig. 54 shows the relative amounts
(percentages of outside precipitation) for the individual months. The
percentage withheld is somewhat greater in the warmer season, though
the difference is not great. Fig. 55 distinguishes between the ever-
green and deciduous trees. The values for the evergreens are rep-
reented by the broken line. They appear very even, with only a slight
tendency downwards in the warm season. The dofted line is the curve
of the percentages for deciduous trees. It is less even than the other.
The dip downward is decidedly more marked, but it is not great. It
would seem that the advent of the foliage would have a much greater
effect than that represented by the slight turn downwards of the curve

I00

25

o WINTER. SPRING, SUMMER. AUTUMN.
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from April to June. The drop for deciduous trees during these months
is from a percentage of 77 to that of 66, then to 65, making the foliage
catch but 12 per cent of the precipitation, while the bare limbs and twigs
in March caught 14 per cent, and in April apparently 23 per cent. The
evergreen trees permit 73 per cent of the rajilfall to pass through their
foliage in April and identically the same in June. Admitting (though
there are some reusons for doubt) that the rainfall is actually the same
over a wood and a place outside but near, this small action of the foliage
as compared with the branches and twigs requires explanation, and,
whatever the explanation may be, it must apply only to deciduous trees,
as evergreens show no difference in these months. No satisfactory
explanation occurs to me. The catch in winter is largely influenced
by the form of precipitation, the snow being caught temporarily and
let fall later into the gauges below, but this would not affect the fall
from April on

- DECIDUOUS TRESS. EVERGREEN TREES..

Fr. 55.Percentage of precipitation, received under trees (different kinds).

The foliage catches more of the rainfall during the warm season, even
in the case of deciduous trees. The percentages for the German stations
are as follows, the warm season being taken from May to September,
five months:

It seems that the deciduous trees withhold rn-ore of the precipitation
(3 per cent) through the entire year than do the evergreens, and that
this percentage additional becomes 9 in the leafy season.

Less than two-thirds of the rainfall in open fields, during this season,
succeeds in reaching the gauge under deciduous trees more than three-
quarters reaches it under evergreens. This difference may be easily due
to the character of the foliage in the two cakes.

As an average from sixteen stations, and about 150 years of observa-
tion, it is found that, in the warn-i season. 30 per cent of the rainfall in

lao

75 - ------
50

-..-------- --------

(25

o
WINTER SPRING. SUMMER. AUTUMN.

General avei'age 75 70
Average for (lecidnous trees 74 65
Average for evergreens 77 74

Entire Warm
year. - season.
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the open fails to reach the gauges under the trees. Taking all seasons
together this deficit under trees is 25 per cent. The disposal of this
water is easy to explain. It does not include the water that drips from
trees, for this is fairly accounted for by the gauges. It is the water which
moistens the tree and its various parts, and also that which flows down
the trunk. The latter part reaches the soil and is meas,urable; the former
is evaporated again without reaching the soil. At Nancy arrangements
were made for including in the catch of the gauge the part which flows
down the trunk. A.t two stations large gauges were put in; they were
of the same size as the tree crown and they embraced the trunk, a collar
about which directed the water into the receiver of the gauge. The
percentage of catch in the woods was here 92, the largest in stations
provided with ordinary gauges. The latter were used at the Belle-
fontaine station, which was riot very distant, and the catch was here 84 per
cent. This is larger thaii for most other reported returns, but the differ-
ence between this value and that for Cinq-Franchées may perhaps he

FIG. 56Precipitation through trees at Cinq-Frauchêes and Be lofontaine.

taken as an approximation to the quantity of rainfall which flows down
the tree trunk. This would be 8 per cent. These are means from eleven
years of observation. Fig. 56 gives the distribution of the percent-
ages through the year. The upper curve is for Cinq-Franchées with
its large rain gauge; the lower curve is for Bellefontaine wLth ordinary
gauges. They both show something of the dip for the warm season.
At Cinq-Franchées the frecipitation under trees for one month (Febru-
ary) is slightly larger than that in open fields.

M. Fautrat's observations include those on precipitation above forests.
The rain gauge over the forest was compared with one at the same
height and a thousand feet away, over fields The two pairs of stations
were in the forests of Halatte and Ermenonville, and have been already
described. The accessible data wer'e, for Halatte, the monthly values
for February to July, 1874, and August, 1876, to July, 1877; for Ermesi-
onville, the monthly values fro.m 1875 to July, 1877. These have been
changed into inches and condensed into the accompanying table:

1jIT
SUMMER. AUTUMN.WINTER. SPRING.
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These results are of so great interest that it is unfortunate that the
published series of observations is so short. Rainfall observations, to
give satisfactory results, must be derived from a long series ofobser-
vatioñs. M. Fautrat's observations are very consistent among them.
selves, however, and the uniformity of signs of W- 0 and the distribu-
tion of the values through the season, show that they are not due to
accidental limits of heavy rains so arranged as to include one station
and exclude the other. According to these observations, the simple
precipitation over woods is 9 per cent more than that over open fields
in both cases. The amount which reached the ground under the woods
was 90 per cent of that over the fields for one year in the case of the
deciduous trees, and this gives the large average percentage of 39 for
that which was caught by the foliage. For the evergreen trees and
the whole series of observations the amount which reached the ground
under trees was only 56 per cent of that in the open, giving here 53
per cent as the catch of the trees. The arrangements of rain -gauges
by M. Fautrat did not permit the measure of the amount flowing down
the trunks. Usin,g the per cent obtained at Oinq-Franches as the
measure of this, we have the following curious and interesting relations
between the precipitation over woods, in woods, and outside. The
data are percentages of the rain 0 all outside, in this case at the
height of the upper gauge, as that at the lower gauge is not given.

While Fautrat's observations show that there was a higher rainfall
over trees in the department of Oise than over comparativestations in
the open fields, they do not show that that occurs in Germany or else-
where, but gives, enough of a presumption to that effect to make it
worth while to examine the subject more fully. It frequently happens
at the German stations that the heaviest rainfalls for the month (which
are always noted) are greater nuder trees than at the field station, but
as this could easily be due to heavy local rains it is not especially sig-
nificant. It is otherwise with the monthly rainfalls. If the monthly

Fall over
woods,

Reached
gauge
under

Reached
ground
under

b
the

. .woods, woods. 0 lags.

Deciduous trees. 1. 09 0.70 0.78 0.31
Evergreen trees 1.09 0.86 0.64 0.45
Average of two 1.09 0.63 0.71 0.38

Halatte, deeidnous trees. Ermenonville, Evergreens.

w 0 w- 0 TV 0 TV.- 0

Winter 7.44 7.35 +0. 09 6.11 5.41 +0.7g
Spring 6.90 0.54 +0.36 7.47 6.74 +0.73
Summer 7.11 6.69 +0.42 9.20 8.29 +0.98
Autumn 8.88 7.32 +1.56 7.24 7.20 +0.04
Year 30.93 27.90 +2.43 30.07 27.64 +2.43
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arnoilllt under trees is greater than that outside, there is a. fair pre-
sumption that the rainfall over the trees is persistently heavier, and
where this is found for several mouths, and in the warm season when
the precipitation is rain and can not be very long sustained ill the
foliage, the presumption becomes very much stronger. There were a
good many cases in the two hundred years of observation at the Ger-
man stations when the monthly catch under woods was greater than in
the open fields. I will take a few of the most interesting, for the warm
season:

Carlsberg, May, 1881 (1.24), aml September (1.11); aJso September, 1885 (1.20),
June, 1887 (1.20), and May, 1888 (1.lt); Sehoo, May to September, 1886 (1.05, 1.00;
1.04, 1.40, 1.40).

These are both stations among evergreens, and the summer reduction
of the catch under trees for this season, for the German stations, is .26
per cent. If this is added to the above they become

For Oarlsberg 1 50, 1.37, 1.46, 1.46, 1.40
For Sohoo - - - 1.31, 1.26, 1.30, 1.66, 1.66

and it appears that the monthly fall in the woods may be from a fourth
to two-thirds more than in adjacent fields. If instead of the .26 per
cent of the German service, the .45 per cent found by Fautrat, by actual
measurement, as the difference in rainfall above and below evergreens,
be added, these values become .19 per cent greater, and the rainfall
observations at the forest stations generally become larger than those
in open fields.

But Fautrat's .31 per cent for deciduous trees and .45 per cent for ever-
greens are the results of brief series of observations at only two sta-
tions and can not be extended to the results of observations at other
stations without uncertainty.

They afford, however, some grounds for the presumption that rainfall
is heavier over woods, and it is not hard to find reasons why it should
be. But it is most satisfactory to wait until the fact has been proven
beyond a doubt, and in the lack of sufficient observations on this point
lies the chief and most important gap in forest meteorological work.
For the completion of the theory of the action of forests on climate
exact observations are needed above trees at many stations and for
long series of years, and the most important data to be obtained are
those relating to precipitation. The rainfall caught under trees is of
minor importancefar subordinate to the amount caught above trees.
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PRECIPITATION OVER WOODED AND TREELESS DIS-
TRICTS.

This branch of the forest meteorolOgical problem is the most impor-
tant of all, has been most discussed, and the discussion has resulted in
all shades of opinion, froth those absurdly favorable to trees to those
utterly adverse. Direct comparison of observations is here not possible,
or at least comparable observations have not been carried on, and, as
in the case of temperatures- over wooded and treeless districts, there is
always occasion for doubt whether the differences found at the selected
different stations are not due to other things than the presence or
absence of fbrests. The difficulty is, in fct, greater here than in the
case of temperatures, because the rainfall is especially sensitive to all
sorts of conditions and surroundings, and is also apparently very capri-
cious (changing from month to month or year to year by large amounts
and without any discoverable cause). In addition to all this, when a
difference of rainfall corresponding to a difference of forest conditions
has been found, there is still occasion for doubt as to which is cause
and which effect. There is every reason to believe that with increased
rainfall, other things being favorable, there will be an increased growth
of trees. -- -

The facts at hand do not prove, with entire conviction, that forests
increase the rainfall. The historical method is lacking generally in
the character of the data for the beginning of the comparison. Be-
sides, where a change of rainfall is actually shown to be coincident
with a change in the forest growth it is not entirely certain that
the former is due to the latter; it may be due to what are called
secular changes of the rainfall, the reasons for which lie beyond our
knowledge. The geographical method is not entirely satisfactory, for
the reasons already mentioned. The entirely convincing method de-
pends on observations above forests and with systems of radial sta-
tions as proposed by Dr. Lorenz-Liburnau, and from these there is not
yet a sufficient amount of published results.

It will be of interest, however, to see what is the character of the
geographical method so far as it relies on purely meteorological facts.

In 1866-'68 M. Becquerel took a series of observations of rainfall at
five stations, at Montargis and Chatillon-sur--Loing, and their vicinity. -

They are in the department of Loiret, 50 to 5 miles (80-121 kilom.)
south of Paris, and contained within a range of 25 or 30 miles (40-48

-
kilom.) of a country with fields and woods interspersed. His observa-
tions gave results as follows: -

Station. Condition. For 1866. For 1866-68.

Inches. Inches. Mm.
La Jacqueminiere Wooded ------ 33. 30 27.10 688
La 5a1vionnilre Wooded 32. 5] 27.09 - 688
Le Olarme Woojod - 31. 09 (27. 08) 687
Chatillon Open 24. 38 26. 25 666
Montargia Open 24. 16 26. 94 684
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At the end of the first year's pbservations M. Beequerel calls atten-
tion to the larger amount of rainfall at the more wooded stations; at
the end of three years, however, he pactically recalls this mild sug-
gestion. The observations were taken for two years only at Le Charme
and were corrected to make a mean corresponding to that foF.the three
years at the other stations. M. Becquerel also examined the relations
of rainfalls to forests in Denmark, but the results were somewhat am-
biguous.

The observations made near Nancy were arranged in such a way
that some conclusions could be drawn as to the relative rainfall among
forests and in open country.

Cinq-Franchées was in the midst of the large wooded plateau called
the forest of La Haye, composed of deciduous trees about forty years
old.

The field station was in an open space of 10 or more acres, in which
was the house of the forester. It was five miles southwest of Nancy.
Bellefontaine was on the edge of the forest, about four miles northwest
of Nancy. The field station was uncultivated land, dvoted to nur-
series. It was in the bottom of a valley running northwest and south-
east. Six miles northeast of Nancy was the station of Amance, near
the summit of a hill, and surrounded by cultivated lands, not entirely
treeless, but devoid of forests. Observations were begun later at the
agricultural station near Nancy. It was in the open fields about
eleven miles from the forest of La Haye. There are only seven years
of observations from this station, but eleven from the others. The
mean annual precipitation at these stations is given in the accompany
ing table:

The stations at Cinq-Franchées and Amance are as comparable as
stations can be made, and the forest precipitation proves to be about
7 inches greater than that of the, open fields. Bellefontaine, on the
edge of the forest, has an appreciably greater precipitation than Nancy.
These stations were all under one direction, and their results may be
considered as significant, especially as to the first and third, which are -

at the same elevation. The position of the second is unfortunately of
such a character that its rainfall might be very sensibly affected.

The rainfall at parallel pairs of field stations has been determined
by a series of careful observations. These stations are always near

Station. Condition. Altitude.
Mean

of seven
years.

Mean
of eleven

years.

Feet. Inches. Inches.
Cinq-Franchdes Forest 1,247 32.5 31.5
Bellefontaine Forest 787 31.8 30.7
.Amance Open 1, 247 25.5 25. 7
Nancy Open 712 30.4
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forests, and it will be of interest to compare their results with those
given for extensive regions near them but without forests. Such a
comparison is made ill Dr. ILorey's handbook of forestry; in repro-
ducing it the units of measurement are changed to feet and inches.
The stations are arranged in the order of their elevation above the
sea. The averages for the larger regions are those published by Dove
in 1871.

It seems from this that, where the results at the stations near forests
are compared with the general results in the section of country in
which the station is situated, the forest station usually shows more
rainfall. Lintzel is exceptional, because near young trees on an exposed
moor.*

* In regard to this station Dr. Miittrich has lately published an interesting account
which should correct the above result, and would go far to show a noticeable influ-
ence of the growing forest cover upon rainfall.

This station, situated in the Luneburg heath, was begun to be planted to forest in
1877, at the rate at first of 1,000 to 1,500 acres per year, afterwards more slowly, and
by this time over 8,000 acres have been planted to forest in that locality. Around
the meteorological station a young forest of 10 to 12 years old, of pine and bak, has
grown up. The station is placed in an open field of about 75 acres extent sur.
rounded by the forest growth. The change of conditions immediately around the
station Lintzel, making Liutzel central for an area of about 25 square miles, is repro.
sented as follows:

Before reforestation:
12 per cent field, meadow, eto.
85 per cent heath.
3 per cent old forest.

After reforestation:
10 per cent field, meadow, and water.
10 per cent heath, roads and openings.
80 per cent of forest.

There are now regular meteorological observations for nine years on hand.
The rainfall observations are compared with those from stations outside of the

forest conditions, but near enough to Lintzel to be available for comparison in the
1032-No. 7-8

Field station. Compared with average over open regions.

Mean an- Mean an.
Name. Eleva- nualpre. Name. mm! pIe-

tion. cipita-
lion.

cipita-
tion.

i'eet. Inches. Inches. Inches.Schoo 10 28. 4 North Sea coast 27.5 + 0.5Eberswalde 77 21.9 Brandenburg 21.8 + 0.1Fritzen 98 25. 6 East Prussia 24. 1 + 3.5Hadersloben 112 30. 1 Baltic coast 26.0 + 4. 1Lintzel 312 23. 3 Hanover 26. 9 - 2.6Kurwien 407 24. 5 East Prussia 24.1 + 0.4Marienthal - -.
flagenan

469
500

22.5
31. 6

rhurinen and Saxon Province,
AIsace-orraine

23.2
30.4

- 0.7
+ 1. 2l4euinath 1,159 32.3 do 30.4 + 1.9Friedrichsrode 1, 158 26. 5 ThOringen and Saxon Provinces 23.2 + 3. 3Lahnbof 1,975 44.2 Westphalia 30. 7 +14.5Hollerath 2, 005 38. 5 Rhino country 25. 6 +12.7Schneidefeld 2, 230 50. 2 ThOringen and Saxon Provinces 23.2 +27.0Carlsberg 2,400 38.9 Silisian Mountains 27.2 +11.5Sonnenberg 2, 549 55.5 Han 36.4 +10. 1Melkerei 3,071 69.9 Alsace-Lorraine 30.4 +39.5



following tab]e; the values having in both oases been equalized to e1iminate irregu.
larities by calculating the means of each three to four years by the formula

f'a+b, a+fb+c, b+2c+d, etc.
3 4 4

TABLE 1.-Egualired values of precipitation, in millimeter8.

From this table the percentage of rainfall in Lintzel, as related to the rainfall of
each of the other stations, is calculated as follows:

TABLE 2.-Rainfall at .TAntzel caloulated as percentage of rainfall at certain places.

The author concludes that if the increasing reforestation at Lintzel had no influ-
ence on the amount of rainfall, the gures for Lintzel should have been nearly in
constant proportion to those for the other stations, while from the percentage table
it appears that with reference to neighboring stations the precipitation at Lintzel has
increased with the increasing forest growth. The differences in the last years are
not so apparent, because the values could not be properly equalized. It is, however,
undoubtedly proved that at the beginning of observations the rainfall at Lintzel was
less thais at any of the neighboring stations and that subsequently it increased from
year to year, until it was in excess of the other stations, except at Hamburg.

Comparing the rainfall at Lintzel with that of the other stations, and calculating
it as percentage of the mean rainfall of the latter, the following series is obtained:

This constant increase, going hand in hand with the increase of forest cover in ex-
tent and height, leaves hardly any doubt as to the close relation of the two condi
tions.-B. E. F.

Year. Llntzel. Eremen. Lintzel. flamburg Lintzel.

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per eent. Per cent. Per cent.
1882 514.7 797. 6 514.7 643. 7 514. 7 673. 9 561.0 534.
1883 550. 5 798. 8 550. 5 650. 9 550.5 675. 6 575. 1 545.6
1884 639.3 821. 2 639. 3 681. 5 639.3 676.3 819.0 599. 5
1885 620.3 756. 2 620. 3 650.2 620.3 579. 3 588.7 567.6
1886 533.3 636.0 533.3 570.9 533.3 496.1 512.4 467.]
1887 546.3 568.0 546.3 580. 1 546. 3 521. 2 530. 2 454.4
1888 650. 0 608.5 650.0 706. 1 606.3 578.2 625. 2 504.6
1889 .705.0 665.9 736. 2 781.4
1890 688.0 657.3

ear.. Bremen. Ham-
burg.

Oslebs.
hausen.

Lune-
burg.

Garde-
legen.

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
1882 64. 5 80.0 76.4 91.7 96.3
1883 68. 7 84. 6 81.8 95.7 101.0
1884 77.8 93.8 94.5 103.3 106.7
1885 . .

. 82. 0 95.4 107. 1 1(5.4 109.2
1886 - . . . . . 83.9 93.4 107. 5 104. 1 114.2
1887 06. 2 94.2 104.8 103.0 120.2
1888 . 106. 8 92.1 104.9 93.8 120.1
1889 .

105. 9 94, 2
1890 . .. .

jOl.6

Per ôent.
1882 81.8

1883 86.3

1884 95.2

1885 99.8

1886 100.6

1887 103.7

1888 103.9
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There. are, however, considerable variations in the elevations of the
stations employed to get the average values given.
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To ehniin ate this, compare the stations mentioned with other German
stations of about the same elevation. For this purpose the rainfalls at
192 stations given by Dr. van Bebber were used, and these and the
previous ones were combined for each hundred meters.

This comparison throws some light not only on the amount of sur-
plus over woods, but on the distribution of it. It increases rapidly
with the elevation. For 328 feet (99.9 m.) or under; it is but 1 per cent;
from this to 1,300 feet (396 m.) it is 7 to 14 per cent; between 1,950
(594 m.) and 2,270 feet (692 m) it is 19 per cent; between 2,270 (692 m.)
and 2,628 feet (801 m.) it is 44 per cent; and above the last the sur-
plus appears to be 84 per cent, or the precipitation over forests is nearly
doubled.

It is easy to show that, in general, heavily wooded districts have a
high rainfall, as compared with similar districts without forests. This
is notably true in India, as shown by Dr. Brandis and others. It is
enough to say that the heaviest known rainfall occurs in one of the
densest and most extensive known forests, that of the middle and -

lower Brahmaputra. But in all these cases it is more probable that
the forest exists because of the rainfall, rather than vice versa. A
case which is more favorable to the influence of forests on rainfall is
given by Dr. Woeikoff, depending on the rainfall distribution on Java
and Celebes. Java has extended and dense forests in the south and in
the southwestern interior, while the north coast has been largely defor-
ested. The station Tjilatjap on the south coast is at a distance from
mountains. Its annual rainfall ls 182.3 inches (4,630 mm.). That for
three stations on the north coast (Batavia, Tegal, and Samarang) is
78.4 inches (1,991 mm.) or 43 per cent only. In this region the north
side of the islands is the weather side for the northwest monsoons and
should have,- at least from December to March, more rain than the
south side, because this wind descends to reach the latter. As a mat-
ter of fact there falls in these months-

At Tjilatjap 45.7 inches (1,161 mm.)
At the north coast stations .43.3 inches (1,100 mm.)

or almost as much on the lee side as on the windward, while there
should be very much less on the latter.

Elevations. 100-200. 300-400. 600-700. 100-BOO. iOO-1000.

Inc1es. Inches. Inches. Inche.. Inchee. Inahe.
Average from forest field station 25.8 26.2 29.4 42.9 55.5 69.9Average from van l3ebber 25.5 22.9 27.4 56.0 38. 6 38.0Surplus for forests + 0. 3 + 3. 3 - 2.0 + 6.9 +16.9 +.1. 9Percentage of surplus 1.0 14.0 7.0 19.0 44.0 4. 0
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Celebes, where there is no such deforesting, gives the normal annual
values:
Celebes:

Northern peninsulawindward, 110.6 inches (2,809 mm.); leo, 55.1 inches
(1,399mm.)

Southwestern peninsnlawindward, 136.2 inches (3,458 mm.); lee, 100.0 inches
(2,540 mm.).

West Central Java:
Windward, 78.4 inches (1,991 mm.); lee, 182.3 inches (4,630 mm.)

It appears that in Celebes the windward side has a notably higher
rainfall than the lee side, while in Java it is reversed. Is this not due
to the relatIve lack of forest growth on the north side of Java Where
forest growth exists the tainfall is higher, even, there. For instance,
at Lormadjang, in n densely wooded level area, the annual rainfall is
73.7 inches (1,872 mm.), while at the two nearest stations on the same
side it is only 46.9 inches (1,191 mm.).

The literature of the historical treatment of this problem is very
great, and the most eitreme and absurd opinions can be found registered
in it. It usually suffers under the objection, first of imperfect data at
the beginning, and always under that of uncertainty as to the cause of
any variation of rainfall which may be found.

The argument founded on chailges in regions mentioned by ancient
writers deserves consideration only to point out its extreme unreliabil-

ity. The condition of the countries in question at the beginning of the
comparison is based on incidental references in the classics which are
not only incomplete but which are usually in ambiguous terms. The
elassical terms for forest have an extensive range of meaning, as will
be seen by reference to any classical dictionary, greater than that of
our word forest, which is used in law English to designate. areas which
now have no woods, and in some cases there is no evidence that they
ever had any.

Much more trustworthy are the more modern cases which depend on
meteorological observations; but in these the earlier observations are
not so trustworthy as to give assurance that any differences found are
not the result of imperfect observations. The writer endeavored, some
years ago, to show that along the parallels of latitude 40° and 42° in
the Mississrnpi Valley the lines of higher rainfall were moving slowly
westward with the advance of settlements, but it was abundantly
shown that the sparsely scattered earlier observations were quite un-
trustworthy.

There is one further case, which is quoted by Dr. Brandis, for India.
In the part, of the central provinces between the Nerbudda River and
Nagpur and Rajpur, embracing a part of the Satpura range of moun-
tains, much attention has been paid for several years to the care of the
forests, and specially to protection against forest fires. In consequence
a large territory, with scattered tree growth or entirely treeless, has
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From the 37-year series of observations at Nagpur, and. the 40-year
series at Jubbulpore, on the north side of the Satpuras, it appears that
the probable error of a 10-year series of observations is 5 per cent.
Farther, it appears from the combination of rainfall observations ill
India that in 1876-18S5 the rainfall was 0.66 inch (17 mm.) greater
than in 1866-1875.

If one half of the above difference be attributed to error and to a gen-
eral increase of rainfall, there yet remains an appreciable addition which
might be attributed to tile growing forest. At least it may be taken
as an indication which, combined with the results of observations above
trees, makes a good presumption that a forest does actually increase the
rainfall by an appreciable percentage. It should be noted that the for-
est fires practically ceased before 1865, and that at that date the forest
growth had been fairly started over small siirfaces. By 1875 it had
extended over a surface of about 1,000 square miles.*

"N0TE.It seems appropriate in this connection to quote the following extract from
Mr. Fernow's annual report for 1888: -

ccBlanford, who has recorded these observathins in the above manner, adds that
these results, of themselves, are not proof absolute for the influence of forest preser-
vation, since possibly the earlier observations were less reliable than the later, but
that these observations may be considered as addenda to the accuixu1ating signs of
the existence of such influence on rainfall.

"But even this method, which would class with my retail methods, although
seemingly simple, before it can be admitted as conclusive, must, a-s the writer says,
be guarded by those special precautions which are demanded by strict scientific
inquiry.

"The above figures were hailed with satisfaction by those who are bound to prove
by statistics the forest influence on rainfall.

"Unfortunately, as this report goes to press, their value is entirely vitiated by the
following statements made in the Indian Forester, January, 1889, which again ad-
monishes us to be careful in placing too much weight on statistics.

"Mr. Blanford, in order to assure himself of the value of the rainfall returns he
employed in the discussion of the Central Provinces, wrote to the chief commissioner
on the subject, to which the reply was received that 'the chief commissioner fears
that these records of rainfall previous to 1883 call not be accepted as altogether reli-
able.' The commiioner explaius the reasons why the records appear unreliable, and

been covered with a dense growth of young trees. Over this region the
rainfall has been as follows, at the stations named:

1875 and before. 1876
to

1885.

Per cent
of

increaseYears. Mean
annual.

Inches. Inches.Badnur 1867-1875 39.83 47.83 20Chiudwara 1865-1870 41.43 48.48 17
Seoni 1865-1875 52.07 54.76 5
Mandla 1867-1875 53.58 56.32 5
Burha 1867-1875 64. 51 71. 65 11
Bilaspur 1865-1875 41.85 54. 81 21
Rajpur 1866-1875 5L 59 54.41 5

Annual average 49.27 55.47 13
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The balance of waters 111 forest regions can not be made up until
there is greater certainty as to the precipitation over forests.

It has already been shown that the forest preserves a considerable
proportion of the waters which reach its soil. This is due, for the
most part, to its lessened evaporation, and this alone would account
for the moisture of forest soil, for the preservation of bodies of water,
and of perennial springs in regions of dense forest. If the forest also
condenses more moisture from the air, then the same effects would fol-
low in regions more lightly clothed with woods.

FOR]ISTS, WIND, AND STORMS.

There remain a few points of more or less interest, which have
received considerable discussion, but have not been the object of sys-
tematic observation. Among these is the windbreak effect of the
forests. Like any other elevation above the surface, the forest pro-
tects from thewind objects which are in its lee, and, over a very much
snaller area, those which are on its windward side. The outlines of
the protected area are defined by the outlines of a snowbank before and
behind a fence. A section is given in the accompanying figure, where
A B is the fence, W the snow to windward of it, L that to leeward.
The windward protection is so small as not to deserve discussion in
this connection. As to the leeward protection, the chief point of inter-
est is the length of the line B C as compared with the height A B, or

adds: 'Hence one result of the unsystematic registration of the rainfall in the Central
Provinces is to postpone the decision of the influence of forests on rainfall in that
area for another twenty years. It is only one of the many cases of the worthless-
ness of unsystematic

It is of interest also to note the following from the same source:
"In the following extract from the same report Mr. Eliot refers to the observations

recently undertaken in the forests of the Saharunpoor district. For the reader un-
acquainted with the Western Himalayas it is necessary to explain that a rae is a
water course issuing from the hills, and having, generally, a broad, shallow bed,
which consists mainly of bowiders and shingle, and is therefore quite dry or almost
dry, except after a continuous heavy shower. Mr. Eliot has not mentioned that in
each rao levels are accurately taken every year along one and the same line, in order
to note the changes that may occur in the section of the ra in consequence of the
fire conservancy of the entire basin above.

"A different method has been introduced in the Saharunpoor forest division.
Twelve representative rao8, between the Ganges and Jumna rivers, have been selected
for purposes of observation by the inspector-general of forests and conservator of
the school circle, and in each forest chowki a rain guage is suitably placed. Five
of them are located iii the forest of Sakrauda, which is neither closed to grazing nor
protected from fire. The rainfall measurements will be made by the forest guards,
and the returns submitted to the meteorological department for critical examina-
tion These observations will probably give a valuable series of data for testing
the oflect of different forest conditions in modifying the amount of rainfall, and
hcncc also probably throw some light on the general question of the influence of
afforcstatiou on rainfall."
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the ratio of the width of the protected strip to the height of the obstruc-
tion. M. Becquerel says that in the Rlione Valley a hedge 2 meters
(6 feet) high will protect delicate garden plants to a distance of 22
meters (70 feet). This is a ratio of 1 to 11, and this ratio is about that
given in the following cases gleaned from Dr. Hough's report on fores-
try for 1887. Judge Whiting, of Iowa, is quoted as saying that this
protection, "with almost mathematical precision, amounts to 1 rod on
the ground to each foot of height" of the protecting trees. This is a
ratio of 10 to 165. Mr. Barnard, of Pawnee County, Nebraska, stated
that a windbreak will protect an orchard a rod for every foot in height,
but Prof. Thomson wanted trees 25 feet high for every 10 rods of pro-
tectioii. The two latter cases relate to orchards which rise 10 or 20
feet above the surface. A probable estimate i, that the forest creates a
calm area on its leeward side, which is, at the ground, ten to fifteen times
as wide as the forest is high. The protected area has the same relations

Fin. 57.Snowbank before and behind a fen

to temperature that a glade has. The air is relatively stagnaut, and
temperatures rise higher in the direct sun's rays and fall lower on clear
nights. Evaporation is also somewhat decreased in thit space, but-its
chief advantage is founel iii the protection from injurious cold or dry
winds. The rough surface of the forest must also decrease the velocity
of the wind, with the result of affecting the character of a stoim which
passes over it, especially if the storm be small or local. Dr. Waldo
has given two interesting cases where the results are due undoubtedly
to several causes, one being the retarding effect on the wind of a sur-
face of city buildings. At both New York and Boston there are three
meteorological stations, one out in the harbor, the second in the city,
the third faly beyond the city (Central Park and Cambridge). The
mean velocities at these three stations in order are, in percentages:

The reduction of the velocities as one goes inland thrOugh the city
is remarkable, and something siniiliar may be expected for a wind pass-
ing over a forest.

Harbor. City. Snburbs.

New York 1. 00 0. 67 0. 37
Boston 1.00 0. 67 0. 33
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Fj. 58.Forest circulation.

)bstaeles to its flow and gradually pour out near the ground. Its place
will be taken by the air above which will settle, and thus there may
be set up a forest circulation, as represented in the figure (Fig. 58)

FIG. 59.Day circulation.

exactly corresponding to such a system of winds as is found in land or
sea breezs, or may be found over a lake at night.

During clear nights the forest air is generally warmer than that out-

-

Fio. 60.Night circulation.

side. When this happens a reverse circulation might be set up. This
circulation must be siow, and though somewhat enlarged on by writers
on the subject seems never to have been directly observed.
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As the interior air of the forest is generally cooler, in the warm sea-
son, than the air outside, it must be heavier, and the difference of tern-
perature must be often so great that the heavier air will overcome the
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rNFLUENcYE OF FORESTS ON FOGS AND CLOUDS.

The influence of forests on fogs and clouds has been frequently men-
tioned, and observed in single cases. The fog seems to linger in the
woods after it has cleared off elsewhere. Trees also act as condens-
ers,* as gatherers of dew, hoarfrost, and ice, and the latter plienonie-
non is especially remarkable in the so-called ice-storms, where the ac-
cumulation is so great as to overload and break the larger limbs and
branches. In these cases, however, the tree acts like inorganic bodies.
This is illustrated by a celebrated case on the island of Ascension, the
details of which are due to Prof. Cleveland Abbe, who in 1890 per-
sonally inspected the phenomenon. This case is especially worth quot-
ing because its records have been so badly understood. The principal
water supply for the garrison of this naval station is gathered several
miles away, at the summit of Green Mountain, the upper part of which
has always been green with verdure since the island was discovered;
almost all of this water comes from slight showers and steady dripping
of trees enveloped in cloud-fog on the windward side of the mountain.
Every exposed object contributes its drip; these do not condense the
water, they simply collect it mechanically after it has been condensed
in the uprising cooling air. Whatever fog-drops are not thus collected
sweep on over the mountain and quickly evaporate again. Thirty years
ago or more efforts were made to plant a few trees in the arid spot at
the garrison lauding; none survived, but some few new shrubs were
added to the flora of the mountain top; extensive additions were also
madeto the mountain reservoirs and drip collectors and pipes of the
aqueduct system. The few artificial scrubby plants have had no julia-
ence whatever in increasing the water supply.

INFLUENCE OF FORESTS ON HAILSTORMS AND BLIZZARDS.

M Becquerel found, by a careful study of the destructive hailstorms
in sone of the departments of Central France, that these storms show
a marked disinclination to enter forests. On the maps of the depart-
ments studied by him he has marked the severe storms by spots of color.
A glance at the maps shows how persistently the colors keep outside
the forests, especially the larger ones. To controvert these views,
eases of hailstorms in forests have frequently been pointed out, but the
question is not of absolute but of relative immunity of forests frQm
severe liailstorms, and that these cases do not affect. The subject re-
mains where it was left by M. Becquerel. It still appears proven that
in Central France hailstorms avoid forests.

Many other relations of forests to storms have been suspected and
advocated For instance, that the storm precipitation is more intense

* See p. 124 of this bulletin.
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over prairies, that the heavy windstormssueh as blizzardsdo not
long survive the traverse across a forest area, etc., but these relations
still remain in the condition of hypotheses only. Forests also have
broad and important relations to the flow of 'water on the surface, to
the protection of movable soils, and to many other features of practical
importance. These are matters for discussion by engineers rather thaii
by meteorologists.



111.-RELATION OF FORESTS TO WATER SUPPLIES,

By ]3. E. F1nNow.

THE TOTAL WATER SUPPLY.

The water capital of the earth consists of two parts, the fixed capital
and the circulating capital. The first is represented not oniy. in the
waters on the earth, but also by the amount of water which remains
suspended in the atmosph ere, being part of the original atmospheric
water masses which, after the rest had fallen to the cooled earth, re
mained suspended and is never precipitated.

The circulating water capital is that part which is evaporated from
water surfaces, from the soil, from vegetation, and which, after having
temporarily been held by the atmosphere in quantities locally varying
according to the variations in temperature, is returned again to the
earth by precipitation in rain, snow, and dew. There it is evaporated
again, either immediately or after having percolated through the soil
and been retained for a shorter or longer time before being returned to
the surface, or, without such percolation, it runs through open chan-
nels to the rivers and seas, continually returning in part into the
atmosphere by evaporation. Practically, then, the total amount of
water capital remains constant; only one part of itthe circulating cap-
italchanges in varying quantities its location, and is of interest to us
more with reference to its local distribution and the channels by which
it becomes available for human use and vegetation than with reference
to its practically unchanged total quantity.

As to the amount of this circulating water capital we have very
imperfect knowledge; in many cases an approximate estimate of the
amount circulating in any given area can not be satisfactorily made
with the means of measurement at command, for often the precipitation
is so unevenly distributed, as in the ease of lOcal thunderstorms, that
two rain gauges a short distance apart collect varying amounts; hence
a record from one gauge alone would give avery erroneous idea of the
rainfall over the entire area. Furthermore, when improperly situated
or exposed to high winds a rain gauge may furnish quite inaccurate
records, and in the majority of cases the amounts collected by the
gauge will be iusufficient. (See Prof. Abbe's paper in this bulletin.)

123
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A singular illustration of these errors is presented in Sr hydrographic
investigation of the river iRhone and its watershed. While the amount
of annual discharge of the river corresponds to a rainfall of 44 inches
over the watershed, the rainfall records themselves for a certain period
gave a precipitation of only 27.6 inches. Even the close estimate of
the waters of the. upper Elbe, according to which they drain one-fourth
of the total rainfall, calculated by the ingenious methods of. Prof. Stud-
nicka, does not inspire confidence. The attempts of the U. S. Weather
Bureau to relate river stages to rainfall measurements have also so far

- failed to yield satisfactory results. Again, much of the moisture which
is condensed and precipitated iii dews escapes our observation, or at
least our measurements, entirely; * this is, however, so smalla quantity
that it may be neglected in its. relation to the total precipitation.

iLate investigations have brought convincing proof not only that the
amount of dew is much smaller than was supposed, but also that the
larger part of the deposit is derived from the, moiture of the soil and
not from that of the atmosphere; that, therefore, dew formation in
many cases can not be considered an additional water, supply, but
rather an element of dissipation. While G. Dines calculated the
annual amount of dew at best equivalent to 38 mm. rainfall as against
127 mm. as formerly 'estimated for England, Woilny, upon careful
measurements, calculated it for Munich at 28 to 32 mm. or less than 3
per cent of the total rainfall. The theories regarding dew formation,
according to which the moisture is deposited from the atmosphere in a
manner corresponding to the familiar phenomenon on the ice pitcher,
whih was first antagonized in 1833 by Gerster and later by others,
among whom our countryman, Stockbridge, seeniiu part at least ineom-
plete and needing revision.

The distribution of the circulating water capital is influenced by
various agencies. The main factor which sets the capital afloat' is the
sun, which, by its heat and the air currents caused by it, produces the
evaporation which fills the atmosphere with vapor. Anything, there-
fore, that influences the intensity of insolation 'or obstructs the passage
of winds must influence the local distribution of the water,capital, and
hence a foret cover, which withdraws a portion of the soil from the

A few experiments on condensation .of aqueous vapor made by L. Hampel with
forest tree leaves are of interest:

Centigrs.
Austrian pine (4 needles) condensed per (lay in the average 4.84
Lindcu (one leaf) condensed per day in the average 24.40
Oak (one leaf) condensed per day in the average 25.56
Spruce (a branchiet) condensed per day in the average 9.80

The linden, of which one leaf condensed 24.40 centigrams of dew, had 1,763 leaves.
It would, therefore, if all leaves had done the same, which is to be sure not the
case, have condensed 430 grams (nearly 1 pound).

On grass the amount of dew per year was found by G. Dines to be 27 millimeters;
i e, if collected an amount corresponding to 27 millimeters (over 1 mcli) height of
water would hxive resulted.
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influence of sun and wind, must have an influence, however small, on
the local water conditions, which may or may not become appreciable
in human economy.

The question of forest influence on water supplies may be considered
under three heads, namely: (1) Influence upon precipitation or upon
the distribution of atmospheric water; (2) influence upon the disposal
and conservation of available water supplies; (3) influence upon the
"run-off" or the distribution of terrestrial waters.

INFLUENCE OF FORESTS UPON PRECIPITATION.

The question whether forest cover has or has not an influence upon
the quantity of rain or snow that will fall over a given area is discussed
at length on pp. 111-117 of this bulletin and also upon additional
data in my annual report for 1888. It may suffice, therefore, to state
Only the conclusions which may fairly be drawn from our present
knowledge and experience:

Finding the air strata above forest stations moister and cooler,
although only slightly so, than over field stations, we would infer that
the tendency to condensation over wooded areas might be greater than
over open fields. Experience and measurements seem to sustain this
reasoning.

These cooler and relatively as well as absolutely moister air strata
carried away by air currents must modify conditions near the forest
and possibly increase in its neighborhood also the tendency to forma-
tion of dew and to other precipitation under certain conditions.

While the forest may not everywhere increase precipitation over
its own area and near it, yet the presumption is that large systenis of
forest growth over extensive areas alternating with open fields may
establish sufficient differences in temperature and moisture conditions
and in air currents to modify, if not in quantity yet in timely and
local distribution, the fall.

It must lot be overlooked that the extent, density, height, anl
composition, and relative position of the forest in making it a climatic
factor are.important conditions, and furthermore that there are certain
rain conditions prevailing in climatic zones (rainy or rain-poor locali-
ties, with periodical, seasonal, or irregular rains) which are due to cosmic
influences and can not be altered, yet may be locally modified by forest
cover. Hence experience in one climatic zone or under one set of con-
ditions can not be utilized for deductions in another.

Altogether the question of appreciable forest influence upon pre.
cipitation must be considered as still unsolved, with some indications,
however, of its existence under certain climatic and topographical con-
ditions in the temperate zone, especially toward the end. of winter and
beginning of spring.

As one of the most striking examples of au increase of precipitation,
seemingly due to forest planting, the experience at Liutzel, on the LUne-
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burg heath, may be recalled, where, with a definite increase in forest;
conditions over an area of 25 square miles, a regular definite increase
in rainfall beyond that of neighboring stations to the extent of 22 per
cent within six years was observed, and a change from a deficiency to
a considerable excess over the rainfall of these other stations.

RESULTS OF OBSERVATIONS NEAR NANCY, FRANCE.

The following observations were made at two stations in the neighbor-
hood of Nancy, France. The instruments and their disposition were
identical at the different stations. A is a forest station; C, a field sta-
tion; B is on the verge of the forest and at a lower level. The follow-
ing table gives the amount of rainfall in centimeters for the seven
years 1867, 1868, and 1872, 1873, 1874, 1875, and 1876:

RESULTS OBTAINED IN BOBEMIA.

It may also be appropriate here to recall the method by which Dr.
Studnicka tried to establish the influence of forest areas upon the dis-
tribution of rainfall, an account of which I reproduce here from my
report for 1888:

The latest, most valuable scientific work which has been done to decide the impor-
taut but difficult question of the influence of forests on precipitation is the work of
Dr. F. J. Studnicka, professor of mathematics at the University of Prague, published
under the title, "Basis for a Hyetography of Bohemia," in which the results of
many years of observation at seven hundred ombronietric stations are embodied, criti-
cally sifted, and scientifically considered. The author employs a wholesale method
which is quite novel, complying with Woeikoff's idea that it is necessary to reduce
the observed data to a common basis for comparison. To understand the significance
of these observations an inspection of the map of Bohemia will be desirable, which
shows it to be a basin surrounded on all sides by high mountgins.

The work of ombrometric observations, although begim in Bohemia during the
last century, was newly organized in 1879 or 1880, when a systematic net of ombro-
metric stations was instituted, and in 1885 and 1886 it was extended to over seven
hundred stations, for the purpose of obtaining accurate data of the quantity and
distribution of precipitation over the Kingdom. Uniform ombrometers were used
and very carefully placed. As at present organized, there is one station for every 75
square kilometers (about 30 square miles). No other country, I believe, can boast
such a service. Although the time of observation at most stations has been short,
and the averages would have been more accurately represented by an extension of
observations for ten to twelve years, yet the last four years of observations, for which

Time of observation,
Station A

(forest
glade), 380

meters.

Station B
(forest

verge), 240
meters.

Station C
(field), 380

meters.

February to April
May to July
August to October
November to January

Year

('rn
15.9
18.9
20. 7
21.2

Gin.
16. 2
17.1
17.2
18.8

('in.
14.9
16.6
15.7
17.7

76. 7 69.3 64.9
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all stations furnish data, according to the author, repreáent two extreme and two
average years, and are therefore quite useful.

The very large mass of material permitted a sifting out of doubtful observations
without impairing the number of available ones for the construction of a rain map
of Bohemia, showing by isohyetal lines seven rain-belts or zones; the zones are
arranged so that the lowest shows less than 500 mm. rainfall, the three following
differ by 100 mm. each, the fifth and sixth by 200 mm., and the seventh by 300 mm.;
the last showing, therefore, a rainfall of 1,200 to 1,500 mm.

The central basin divides itself into two halves by a line from north to sOuth,
running somewhat east of the middle Moldau, crossing the Elbe near the mouth of
the iser, and following the latter river; the western half showing the smaller ainoun't
of precipitation, namely, 500 to 600mm.; the eastern with 600 to 700mm., continuing
in a small belt along the foot of the Erzgebirge and the Boehmerwald encircling the
first zone.

The other isohyetal lines do not embrace continuous areas, but follow in small
belts the trend of the mountains. The largest amounts of precipitation are found in
belts or islands in the higher altitudes of the mountains which surround this great
basin. The continuity of the zones is much interruptel, so that it would be difficult
to describe them without a map.

The maximum of rainfall, with over 1,200 mm., is observed in the south, near the
sources of the Moldau and Motawa; in the north, near the sources of the Elbe, Iser,
and Aupa, on the range of the Schueekoppe. In regard to the distribution through
the months, the experience has been confirmed that with increasing absolute height
tliewinter precipitation increases in greater proportion than the summer precipita-
tion, while those of spring and autumn are nearly equal.

Sufficient material was on hand from which to calculate the influence of altitude
on the increase of precipitations, although for altitudes above 500 rn. the material
is not considered sufficiently reliable. Yet the general law is well shown that with
the altitude the quantities of precipitation increase in a retarded progression.
This progression is calculated by forming altitude zones from 100 to 1000 m., group-
ing the stations in each, calculatig the mean elevation and also the mean annual
precipitation as observed for each class; then by dividing the difference of precipi-
tation in the neighboring two zones by the difference of altitude the amount of
precipitation which corresponds to each 1 m. elevation within that class is found.
With thisfigure the average amount of rainfall which theorOtically belongs to each
station according to its absolute elevation can be approximated by adding to or sub-
tracting from the mean precipitations of the class as many times this amount as the
actual altitude differs from the mOan.

An example will make this clear: Tetschen, for instance, is situated 150 m. above
sea level. According to the table the average elevation of thirteen stations of the
lowest zone, to which Tetschen belongs, is 182 m., with an average precipitation of
506 mm. Now, Tetschen has an elevation 32 m. lower than the average; its normal
rainfall should therefore be 32 x 0.79 = 25.4 mm. less than the mean of the class;
hence, theoretically, according to its altitude, the quantity of rainfall for Tetschen
should be 506 - 25.4 = 480 mm.; that is 248 mm. less tban that actually found in an
eight years' average By using the figures for the two extreme zones and dividing
by 100 the mean increase of precipitation for every 100 m. elevation is found to be
69 mm.

And now comes the application of this method to our proposition. The author
argues that if the actually observed rainfall differs considerably from the theoret-
ically determined, this is an indication that special agencies are at work. He finds
now that of the one hundred and eighty-six stations which he subjects to scrutiny
(these offering the longest and moit trustworthy observation), forty-eight show a
considerable difference between the observed and the theoretically expected rain-
fall, and he finds also that these stations are situated in the most densely wooded
portions of the Kingdom.
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The increased rainfall on the forty-eight stations is so considerable that a suffi-
cient quantity may without losing significance be ascribed to other local causes, as,
for instance, height and form of a nurnntain range in front or back, etc. Besides,
the greater amounts of rainfall at these stations have been used in calculating the
averages for the altitude zones, magnifying, therefore, these averages so that the
actually observed one appears really smaller than if the quantities from deforested
and forest areas are compared.

Expressed in percentages of the height of precipitation, an increased rainfall is
shown for several localities in very large quantities, which will allow considerable
reductions for other infinenees without losing their significance for the main proposi-
tion. Especially important appears the fact relating to two stations near the rain
minimum, which also shows this influence of the forest.

Lastly, as a matter of interest I may state that the water balance is drawn for the
wholO Kingdom, which is of special value, because the political boundaries cpincide
with those of the upper Elbe watershed; therefore it is easy to determine how
much of the yearly rainfall is removed by the natural waler courses. According to
the calculations made for the varions zones by addition, the total precipitation
upon the area of 51,955.98 square kilometers (about 20,000, square miles) of the
Kingdom is found to be 35,398,670 cubic meters, of which the Elbe carries about one-
fourth, or 8,849,667 c. m., to the sea. This figure represents a mean rainfall for the
whole country of 681 mm., while the mean of observation is 693 mm.

RBSULTS 015 OBSERVATIONS IN INDIA AND BRAZIL.

The following interesting observations show the remarkable in-
fluence of forest areas in tropical and subtropical countries (Annual
Report, 1889). Conditions iii India are exhibited in the following table:

Influence of forest areas on rainfall in India.

* Mean of two years.

A glance at this table will show that the presence of woods has a far greater influence
in mitigating the temperature during the hot and dry months of April and May than the
proximity of the sea. The same is true of the relative humidity, especially at Sibsagar,
i. e., in the middle of the forests. Most striking is the effect of the presence of woods in
the diminution of the extreme maxima. The greater or less proximity of the sea has but
little effect, but as soon as we reach the wooded region the extreme maximum falls 9 de-
grees. Thus in 1875 the maximum thermometer did not rise above 35.3 degrees at
Goalpara, while at Lucknow there was not a single day from March 14 to June 22
on which a higher temperature had not been observed. The great humidity of the
air even during the hot and dry mouths of April and May is the cause why, in the
forests, the rains begin early in March and gradually increase in intensity until

Mean temperature, a Relative humid-
ty. Precipitation.

Name of place. "
. . .i

Woodless country: Km.s Urns. Urns. Urns. Urns.
Lucknow 847 10.1 33.3 33. 1 30.4 45.8 30 36 54 74 0. 5 1. 8 13.3 39.4Benares 590 30.2 13. 2 32. 8 29. 7 45. 0 41 60 81 82 0. 5 1. 3 12.9 32.4Patna 445 30. 3 31.4 31.4 29. 2 44. 5 ................ 1.0 2. 5 16.9 27. 8Barhampur 270 29. 6 30. 1 29, 2 28.7 44. 1 52 60 75 79 5. 6 10. 1 24.2 25. 8Wooded coun'y:
Goalpara 427 25. 2 25.9 26. 9 27. 7 35. 1 66 77 85 84 14. 8 31. 6 6t. 3 50.0
Sibsagar 555 23. 5 25. 3 28. 2 28.5 35. 6 81 82 83 83 25. 9 30. 8 19.5 40.6



* Ten months, from October to July.
Pornambuco does not belong to the Amazon basin; its means are only given for comparison with

those of San Antonio. The shore line near Pernambuco is wooded, but a certain distance around tho
city the forests are cut down to give way to fields and sugar-cane plantations.

Thus, owing to the vast primeval forests on th Upper Amazon and its tributaries,
the temperature of the hottest month and the extreme maximum are not greater than
on the seacoast, and the extreme maximum is far from reaching the values some-
times observed in middle latitudes. It is also to be observed that there are few re-
gions on the earth where the "Trades ". blow with such violence as on the coasts of
northern Brazil; Pernambuco is therefore subject not only to the influence of the
sea but alse to thatof a furious trade wind. Along the lower course of the Ama-
zon the "Trade" also blows with great force; but as soon as we turn into the side
valley of one of the tributaries running in a southerly and northerly direction calm
weather is found to prevail. The height and density of the forest arrests the wind.
There can be no doubt that the vast tracts of forest land on the Amazon, contribut-
ing to maintain the moisture of the air and weaken its motion, increase the amount
of waterfall. At Iquitos 284 centimeters fall in the course of the year. It must be
remembered that Iquitos lies in a plain 2,100 kilometers from the ocean and 350 from
the mountains. Nowhere on the earth is the rainfall so great under similar circum-
stances.

SUPPOSED INFLUENCE OF FORESTS UPON HAILSTO1IMS.

In this connection the claimed influence of forest areas upon hail.
storms may be discussed. While in France the conclusion was reached
that such influence existed, it is doubted by A. Biihler (Influence of
topography and forests on frequency of hailstorms, 1890), who discusses
this question on the strength of observations over the whole Kingdom
of Wurtemberg through sixty years (1828-.-'87) in great detail. An in-
fluence either upon the frequency, intensity, or course of hailstorms, it
seems, could not be established.

There is, however, in these statistics and the conclusions to be de-
Tived therefrom one factor, that unist not be overlooked, and which the
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Name of station,
Height
above
sea.

South
latitude.

Distance
from

Atlantic.

Temperature.
Relative
hiunidity
for the
year.

Annual
mean,

Mean of
hottest
month,

Extreme
maxima

Para*
Manaos
Iquitos
Pornsmbuco*
San Antonio on 3fadeira River

Meters

37
95
51

Degrees.
1
3
l
8
9

Kiloms,
100

1, 150
2, 100

0
1, 750

27.0
*26. 1
24. 8
25. 7
2S. 0

27. 0
25. 7
27. 1

27.7

27. 0

*35 7
32. 4
31.7

*80
81
72
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June or July, while in the woodless plains of the Ganges the amount of rainfall
suddenly increases from May to June or from June to July.

The Amazon basin.At the present time there are in the basin of the Amazon four
stations where observations are made; this river basin is the most extensive forest
region on the earth. The middle and upper portion of the course of the Amazon is
over 1,000 kilometers distant from the Atlantic Ocean, while it is separated by
mountains from the Pacific. Were it not for the forests we ought to expect, at this
distance from the sea and so near the equator, very high temperatures and great
dryness. The following table shows the results of the observations:

Difference of temperatures of four stations in the basin of the Amazon.
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able author does not fail to observe. It is the fact that these obser-
vations refer to a mountainous region throughout. That means that the
influence which the forest areas might exercise in the distribution of
hailstormns is vitiated or wiped out by the more potent influence of
slope and elevation. It is, therefore, impossible to study the isolated
forest influence in such regions where other known but quantitatively
undetermined disturbing influences must be discounted. For such
studies the plain offers a more satisfactory field. The forest on hilly
or mountainous terrain is never effective by itself; it could, therefore,
here only be the question whether it plays a determinative or only a
subordinate part. The forest besides is not like lull and mountain, a
constant and evenly effective factor, since its condition and in most
eases its area is constantly changing. The author also recognizes the
fact that his material does not permit the discussion of the practicallyim-
portant question, whether and why, as is often observed, hailciouds will
pass by single fields or confined areas within the general route of the
storm. The careful observations of the route and extent of a hailstorm
on June 6, 1891, in Thurgau, Switzerland, recorded in Meteorologische
Zeitschrift, 1891, p. 403, would also show that at least in this case, in
mountainous regions and with extraordinarily violent hailstorms, no
effect of forest distribution was noticeable. The writer would recall
here a case of his own observation on the North German plain, where
the farm of one of his relatives of 5,000 acres is on three sides sur-
rounded by forest areas of considerable extent. The owner for a long
series of years has had no damage from hail, while his neighbor, only
one mile outside of this forest-inclosed district, reaps the benefit of his
hail-insurance money every other year.

INFLUENCE OF FORESTS UPON THE DISPOSITION OF THE W&TEE
SUPPLY.

(1) ELEMENTS OF DISSIPATION.

In analyzing the relation of forests to the conservation of the water
supplies, we shall examine first the factors of dissipation, or those
which diminish the available supply. They are represented in the
quantity of water which is prevented by interception from reaching
the ground, in the quantity dissipated by evaporation, in the quan-
tity used by plants in their growth, and in transpiration daring th
process of growing.

Ititerception.

The amount of rainfall and snow which is prevented by a forest
growth from reaching the soil varies considerably according to the
nature of the precipitation and the kind of trees which form the forest
as well as the density and age of the growth.

A light drizzling rain of short duration may be almost entirely inter.



The results fbr spruce become vitiated by the fact that large amounts
of water run off from the tips of the branches, which have an inclina-
tion away from the trunk, and which could not be measured.

The intensity of the precipitation and the condition of foliage have
much to do with the amounts reaching the soil, so that sometimes prac-
tically all the rain reaches it and sometimes hardly any.

The amount of interception in the open growths which characterize
* The maximum rainfall observed in Germany is 4 inches in twenty-four hours and2 inches in one hour. In Switzerland there has been recorded a rainfall of 18 inches

in twenty-four hours, and 2* inches in three-quarters of an hour. This would eqnal5,000 gallons per acre. Of such falls the foliage will retain only an inappreciable
amount. Intensity of rainfall in the United States becomes clear from a few records:
Paterson, N. J., i inches in eight minutes; Sandy Spring, Md., 5 inches in two and
one-half hours; Clear Creek, Nebr., 4.50 inches in one hour and twenty-seven mim
istes; Castroville, Tex., 5.80 inches in twenty-four hours; Ellsworth, N. C., 13 inches,
of which 9 inches in three and one-half hours; and rainfalls from 1 to 4 inches per
twenty-four hours are quite frequently reported in almost every month, especially in
the Western States.

Species. Rain on
crown,

Fell
through

the crown
upon soil.

Run off
trunk.

Reached
Soil alto-
getlier.

Lost by
evapora-

twa.

Percent-
agoofrain
reaching
soil alto-
gether,

Beech
Oak
Maple
Spruce

Liter.
26, 021
24, 273
36,901
12,044

Liter.
17, 068
17, 873
26,384
4, 793

Liter.
3,343
1, 387
2, 198

165

Liter.
20, 411
19, 260
28,582
4, 958

Percent.
21.8
20. 7
22.5
58.8

78.2
79. 3
77. 5
41.2
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cepted by the foliage and at once returned to the atmosphere by evap-
oration; if, however, the rain continues, although fine, the water will
run off at last from the foliage and along the trunks. And this amount,
of which the rain-gauge takes no account, represents, according to
measurements from the Austrian stations, from 8 to 14 per cent, thus
reducing considerably the loss to the soil by interception.

While the careful measurements at the Swiss stations in a twelve
years' average show the interception iii a larch forest as 15 per cent, in
a spruce forest 23 per cent, in a beech growth 10 per cent, the figures
for the Prussian stations arefor beech growth 24 per cent, for spruce
at various stations 22 per cent, 27 per cent, and 34 per cent, respectively.
Altogether, for the rainfall conditions of the countries cited, a dense
forest growth will, on the average, intercept 23 per cent of the precipi-
tation; but if allowance be made for the water running down the trunks,
this loss is reduced to not more than 12 per cent.* (See page 100 of this
bulletin.)

According to A. Matthieu's observations during eleven years at Oinq.
Franehées (Météorologie compare agricole et forestière, 1878), only 8.5
per cent were retained by crowns (5.84 per cent in winter, 11 per cent
in summer). The more exact observations of Riegler are compiled as
follows:
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many of our western forest areas would be considerably smaller, es-
pecially as the rains usually fall with great force, and much of the pre-
cipitation is in the form of snow. Although branches and foliage catch
a goodly amount of this the winds usually shake it down, and conse-
quently but very little snow is lost to the ground by interception of the

foliage.
There is also a certain amount of water intercepted by the soil cover

and held back by the soil itself, which must be saturated before any of
it can run off or drain away. This amount, a part of which is eventually
dissipated by evaporation and transpiration, depends, of course, upon
the nature of the soil and its cover, especially upon their capacity to
absorb and retain water.

Altogether an appreciable amount of the precipitation does not run
off or drain through the forest cover but is retained by it; yet while this
is apparently a loss, we shall see further on that this moisture retained
in the upper strata fulfills an important office in checking a much greater
loss due to evaporation, and thus becomes an element of conservation.

Evaporation.

The loss by evaporation, after the water has reached the ground, de-
pends in the first place upon the amount of direct insolation of the soil,
and hence its temperature, which again influences the temperature of
the air. The nature of the soil cover, the absolute amount of moisture
in the atmosphere, and the circulation of the air are also factors deter-
mining the rate of evaporation.

A considerable amount of experimental data is available showing
- the rate and total quantity of evaporation in different climates and at
different seasons. Recent observations made by the U. S. Sigral
Service and the Geological Survey show that the evaporation from a
water surface on the western plains and plateaus of the United States
may amount to from 50 to 80 inches, and in special localities to even
100 inches, in a year, while the rainfall (diminishing in reverse ratio)
over this area is from 30 to 12 inches and less. Thus in Denver, where
the maximum annual precipitation may reach 20 inches, the estimated
evaporation from a water surface during one year was 69 inches.

These experiments, made by the Signal Service and the Geological
Survey, have thus far referred only to the rate of evaporation from
water surfaces; the muëh more difficult question of the rate of evapora-
tion from soil surfaces has been the subject of tentative experiment,
but as yet without such results as can here be generalized.

If the loss by evaporation from an open ñeld be compared with that
of a forest-covered ground, it will, as a matter of course, be found to
be less in the latter case, for the shade not only reduces the influence
of the sun upon the soil, but also keeps the air under its cover relatively
moister, therefore less capable of absorbing moisture from the soil by

evaporation. In addition, the circulation of the air is inipeded be-
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tween the trunks, and this influence upon available water supply, the
wind-brealcing power of the fore$t, mast be considered as among the
most iniportant factors of water preservation. Especially is this the
case on the Western plains and on those Western mountain ranges bear-
ing only a scattered tree growth and where, therefore, the influence of
shade is but nominal.

The evaporation under the influence of the wind is dependent not
only on its dryness, but also on its velocity, which being impeded, the
rate of evaporation is reduced.

Interesting experiments for the purpose of ascertaining the changes
in the rate of evaporation effected by the velocity of the wind were
made by the Signal Service in 1887. The result of these experiments
(made with Piche's hygrometers whirled around on an arm 28 feet in
length, the results of which were compared with those from a tin dish
containing 40 cubic centimeters of water exposed under shelter) show
that with the temperature of the air at 84 degrees and a relati-ve hu-
nudity of 50 per cent., evaporation at 5 miles an hour was 2.2 times
greater than in a calm; at 10 miles, 3.8; at 15 miles, 4.9; at 20 miles,
5.7; at 25 miles, 6.1, and at 30 miles the wind would evaporate 6.3
times as much water as a calm atmosphere of the same temperature
and humidity.

Now, if it is considered that the average velocity of the winds which
constantly sweep the Western subarid and arid plains is from 10 to 15
miles, not rarely attaining a maximum of 50 and more miles, the cause
of the aridity is not far to seek and the function of the timber-belt or
even simple wind-break can be readily appreciated.

What the possibilities of evaporation from hot and dry winds may
be, can be learned from statements regarding the Foehn, which is
the hot wind of Switzerland, corresponding to the "chinook" of our
Western country.

The change in temperature from the normal, experienced under the
influence of the Foehn, has been noted as from 280 to 3j0 F. and a re-
duction of relative humidity of 58 per cent. A Foelin of twelve hours'
duration has been known to "eat up entirely a snow cover of 2 feet
deep.

In Denver a chinook has been known to inducea rise in temperature
of 57° F. in twenty-four hours (of which 36° in five minutes) while the
relative humidity sank from 100 to 21 per cent.

The degree of forest influence upon rate of evaporation by breaking
the force of winds is dependent upon the extent and density of the
forest, and especially on the height of the trees. For according to
an elementary law of mechanics the iiffluence which breaks the force
of the wind is felt at a considerable elevation above the trees. This
can be practically demonstrated by passing along a timber plantation
on the wind-swept plains. Even a thin stand of young trees not
higher than 5 feet will absolutely calm the air to a considerable dis.



A balance calculation of the amounts of pretipitationand the amounts
lost by evaporation for sixteen stations at varying elevations shows
that with increasing altitude the surplus of waterremaining for the soil
increases, the mountain forest decreasing evaporation to its minimum
of 9 to 13 per cent, and leaving from 87 to 91 peT cent to penetrate the
soil.*

This i.s a larger amount than that given on page 101, where the water running
ff the trunks of trees is counted as lost.

Evapo-
rated,

Retained
more than

in open
fallow field

Under beech growth
Under 8prUCC growth
Under pine growth
From cultivated field

Per cent.
40.4
45.3
41. 8
90.3

Per cent.
59.6
54.7
58.2
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tance and height beyond the shelter. Unfortunately no accurate ex-
perimental data concerning this influence are at band. According to
Becquerel, a simple hedge 6 feet in height will give protection for a dis-
tance of 70 feet; and, according to Hardy, a belt of trees every 300 feet
will defend vegetation almost entirely against the action of the wind.
&iiother authority finds for every foot in height 1 rod in distance pro-
tected. (See also p. 149 of this bulletin.)

From many reports received in this office on the effects of windbreaks
upon agricultural crops, we may quote one from a farmer in Illinois,
which expresses the observations generally made:

My experience is that now in cold and stormy wInters wheat protected by timber
belts yields full crops, while fields not protected yield only one-third of a crop.
Twenty-five or thirty years ago we never had any wheat killed by winter frost, and

every year i fall crop of peaches, which is now very rare. At that time we had
plenty of timber aroumi our fields and orchards, now cleared away.

The damage done to crops by the cold, dry winter winds is mainly
due to rapid evaporation, and plants are liable to suffer as much by
winter as by summer drought.

This is certain, that since summer and winter drought, i. e., rapid
evaporation,due to the continuous dry winds, is the bane of the farmer
on the plains, rationally disposed timber belts atone will do much to
increase available water supply by reducing evaporation.

How the forest cover, and especially the litter of a well-kept forest,
may decrease the amount of evaporation within the forest to nearly
seven-eighths of that in the open has been discussed on page 99 of this
bulletin. The reason for this important influence of the forest is due
not only to the impeded air circulation, but also to the temperature and
moisture conditioiis of the forest air and forest soil.

The stations of Prussia allow the following average for evaporation;
the amount evaporated in the open fallow field being called 100:



Altogether, it will have to be admitted that the factor of dissipation
represented in the evaporation from the ground is considerably reduced
by the forest-cover; and since the rate of evaporation in our Western
Territories is probably the greatest element in the dissipation of mois-
ture, the greatest attention to cheëkirig it will be necessary in the hus-
banding of water supplies. This check to evaporation refers not only
to the preservation of the water supply where it falls, but also in the
natural and artificial channels through which it may be conducted or
in the reservoirs where it may be stored.

The surface exposed determines the amount of evaporation from
water-courses and reservoirs; but if the amount evaporated is related
to the available volume of water, it will appear that the smaller and
slower run loses proportionately more than the larger, which thus ex-
hibits the value and protective character of accumulation.

Take a brook 6 feet in width and only a foot in depth; this for a
length of 30 feet would contain 180 cubic feet of water. If from this
surface only one-tenth of 1 inch evaporates, the amount evaporated is
equal to 1.5 cubic feet or of the entire supply. On the other hand
one-tenth of 1 inch evaporation from a river 60 feet broad arid 12 feet
deep for a length of 30 feet, containing therefore 21,600 cubic feet of
water, would bring the loss to 15 cubic feet or only 1440 of the avail-
able supplies; the loss, in proportion to the supply, being twelve times
greater in the former case.

Stations. Altitude.

Surplus of precip-
itation over evap-

oration.

Of poreipita.
tion evapor-

ated.

In the
open.

In the
forest.

In the
open.

In the
forest.

Schoo
Fritzen

M.

30

Mm
322. 5
3875

Mm.
313. 6
32a5

Per ct.
55
40

Per CO.
28
28Hadersioben

Ebrswaide
Lintzel

34
42
95

405.8
142. 1
174. 6

481. 4
237. 5
180. 6

35
73
70

20
44
67

Average for the region 0-100 305. 3 313. 1 55 37

Kurwien 124 346. 1 365. 7 44 26Marienthal
Hagenau 143

145
1849
436. 1

254. 7
434. 3

68
46

37
26

Average for the region 100-200 322.4 351.6 53 30

Neumath 340 328.5 510. 9 60 23Friedric1iro4e 353 291.0 385.8 57 26

Average for the region 300-400 309. 9 448. 3 58 25

Lahnhof
Hollerath 602

012
850
7175

685. 2
400.2

24
26

15
21

Schmiedefeld 680 1,468.2 1, 114. 3 13 7Carisberg 690 718.8 839. 1 27 10

Average for the region 600-700 938. 7 782. 2 22 33

Sourenborg 774 1, 196.4 1, 003.8 15 9Melkerei 930 1,142.1 1,196.8 19 11
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Traaspiraiion.

All vegetation takes up a certain amount of water, a part of which
is consumed in building up its body, and a still larger part returned to
the atmosphere by transpiration during the process of growth.

The factor of dissipation having been fully discussed on pp. 96, 130 of
this bulletin, it need not be further considered here, except to recall the
conclusion that forest growth transpires considerably less than other
kinds of vegetation.

Since this water is given off again to the atmosphere in the locality
where it has fallenthus enriching the atmospheric moistureand is
therefore only diverted temporarily for the purpose of doing duty in
producing useful substance and retaining it in the locality where it has
fallen for a longer time, transpiration may even be considered as an
element of conservation.

There is still to be considered a certain amount of moisture which is
retained and stored up in the body of the plant, partly as a necessary
permanent constituent, partly as a temporary constituent, being evap-
orated when the plant dies or the wood is seasoned. The amounts thus
retained vary considerably according to age, capacity for transpiration,
site, soil, climate, density, slow or rapid growth, weather, seasons, and
even the time of the day. It is therefore almost impossible to give
anything but very rough approximations, especially as also the differ-
ent parts of the tree vary considerably in the amounts of water
present.

The water which enters into chemical composition of the wood substance repre-
sents about 50 per cent of the weight of dry substance.

The water hygroscopically retained in the living tree varies within the wide range
of from 18.6 to 51.8 per cent in the wood, while the leaves contain as much as 54 to
65, and some even over 70 per cent while living; when dry, still 10 to 12 per cent.
The wood of deciduous hard woods, like oak, ash, elm, birch, beech, contain in the
average 38 to 45 per cent; soft deciduous trees 45 to 55 per cent, and the conifers 52
to 65 per cent. White pine when young may show as high as 77 per cent of its
weight as w.ater, while larch, of all conifers, has the smallest water capacity,
namely, 45 to 55 per cent, ranking with the deciduous soft woods.

This hygroscopic water is reduced by seasoning to 10 or 12 per cent; this amount
being retained even in well seasoned woods.

Given the entire mass of wood and foliage on an acre of forest, an
approximative calculation of the total quantity of water contained in
the trees will show that 56 to 60 per centof the weight of the forest
must be attributed to water, while only 44 to 40 per cent is repre-
sented by dry substance. In agricultural crops it is known that the
amounts of water are still larger, reaching sometimes 95 per cent of
the whole weight. The production of dry substance in a well-kept
dense timber forest may amount annually to from 2,500 to 3,000 pounds
per acre, leaving, then, for the hygroscopic water, 3,750 pounds, and
the chemically fixed water, say, 1,250 pounds; so that for this factor
of dissipation 5,000 pounds in round numbers as a maximum will
suffice.
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ELEMENTS OF COESERVATION.

In discussing the elements of dissipatioll as to the degree of their
effect under forest-cover, compared with the same elements at work
in the open field, we have seen that the shade, the low temperature,
the relative humidity, the absence of violent air-currents, the water
capacity of the forest floor, are all acting as factors of conservation.
We have seen that the quantity of water lost by evaporationthe
most fruitful source of dissipationmay be more than six times as
great in the open as in the forest. There is only one other element of
conservation affecting water supplies which requires special mention.
This is the retardation in the melting of the snow, which is due to
forest-cover. According to Dr. Biihler, of Zurich, this retardation in
Switzerland amounts to from five to eight days in general, and may,
according to weather conditions, be several weeks, thus giving a longer
period for distribution. The evergreen coniferous forest in this respect
naturally does better service than the deciduous one.

Effect of forest8 j, case of 8flOW.

Snow will lie in the forest more evenly and continuously than on the
open, wind-swept areas. Thereby not only the amount finally remain-
ing for drainage is increased, but the soil is prevented from freezing,
and is kept open for percolation when the snows melt. The retarda-
tion of the melting has been determind by BUhier in Switzerland to be
from eight to fourteen days.

Mr. R. H. Piper, in his Trees of America, states that an unobstructed
warm wind will dissolve the snow more than ten times as fast as when
it is protected from the wind, the temperature being the same, and he
adduces in verification of his statemeilt the following experiments tried
by himself: En the first, a body of snow 1 foot in depth,protected from
the wind, but partially exposed to the sun, after a thaw of two weeks,
was not wholly melted, while another mass 6 feet in depth, more shel.
tered from the sun, but fully exposed to the wind, was melted in less
than a week.

In the second, equal quantities of snow were placed in vessels of the
same kind and size and exposed to the same temperature, one being
covered and the other having a current of air constantly passing over
it. The snow in the latter vessel was melted in sixteen minutes; that
in the former was not entirely dissolved at the end of eighty.five min-
utes.

In the third experiment, in a room with the temperature above
800, the mercury in a thermometer rose from 320 to 800 when exposed
to a warm current created by a fan, or seven times as fast as when the
heated air was still.

The conservative effect of the forest-cover is especially of value on
the western mountain ranges, which are liable to be swept by the
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chinook, dissipating as if by magic the snow-cover over which it
sweeps. (See p. 133.)

Even without this specially dry wind it is well known in Colorado
and other mountain districts that the regular wind sweeping over the
bare slopes above timber line, or where the forest-cover is removed,
while they drift the snow hither and thither, they "wear it out" at the
same time. By the blowing of the wind the snow is reduced to finest
particles, and, by the shifting, new surfaces are constantly exposed
two processes which greatly facilitate evaporation, and thus the snow
is literally worn out.

The proposition, then, to remove the forest-cover in order to allow
the drifting and compacting of the snow, from which possibly to secure
a longer period of distribution, even if there were no other objection,
must be considered a hazardous and ill-advised expedient.

The influence of the forest upon the condition and drifting of the snow
is graphically related by Middeiidorff in his description of Siberia,
speaking of the Buran or snowstorm characteristic of the treeless
plains of tundras:

As far as the forest reaches and impedes the action of the winds the snow lies
everywhere evenly and loosely, so that in the beginning of winter one can travel
only on snowshoes. As soon as the tundra is reached there is no need of snowshoes.
The snow lies either like a thin carpet, or drifted together in incredible masses, so
compacted as to bear man and beast, etc.

General effect of forests in reducing evaporation.

The popular notion which ascribes to the moss-cover or spongy char-
acter of the forest floor a conservative function beyond that of retard-
ing evaporation and expediting infiltration seems to be entirely errone-
ous and needs revision. The idea that the moisture of the soil and the
flow of springs is increased by water from the spongy cover is alto-
gether in contradiction to physical laws, and can be shown experimen-
tally to be a mistaken one.

Water filters through the cover by the law of gravitation until the
whole mass has become fully saturated. With an addition of water it
will filter through to the soil, as long as the supply continues and as
long as the soil is not so saturated that it can not readily absorb any
more water. At last, the supply continuing, the cover will refuse to
convey it and will shed it superficially, leaving opportunity to reach
the soil only where the moss-cover is interrupted. When the water
supply ceases, evaporation begins above, and by capillary attraction
the cover supplies its loss of water on. the surface from the soil below.

To give water to the strata below, it would be necessary that these
should have become dry, or at least drier than the moss-cover before the
latter had lost its water. This may occur and depends naturally upon
the structureTand nature of the soil. If the soil is strongly fissured,
thus rapidly draining the upper strata, then, if the moss-cover is still
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saturated and an additional pressure is exerted by water standing or
falling on it, a further supply of water may be given up to the soil; if,
however, the moss is only just saturated and no further access of water
takes place from above, then there is no physical law by which a sur-
render of this saturation water tO the soil could take place as long ai
the underlyiiig soil is of a gravelly or nonabsorbing nature. If it
nature is like clay, marl, fine sand, capable of attracting water, then the
further process of water absorption depends upon the difference be-
tween the water capacity of the cover and that of the soil.

In a sand soil in which the upper strata lose their water rapidly to
the lower, the moss-cover, which holds water more tenaciously, can be
made to give up water to the soil as long as the capacity for absorption
by the sand is greater than the capacity for retention by the moss.

A loam or clay soil takes up water very slowly, but takes up a
great deal before it is saturated, and the process of filtration goes on
very slowly; if, therefore, a plentiful rain falls, there is formed
under the moss-cover a shallow, nearly saturated layer of soil, which
acts as an impermeable stratum. This layer is protected by the cover
against rapid surface drying, and since it gives up its water only slowly
to the lower strata, it remains moist so long as the moss-cover is not
dry. As soon as by evaporation the cover has lost its water, the soil
must give up some of its moisture by capillary attraction to supply the
deficiency in the cover. It must be noted here, however, that accord-
ing to Oltman's experiments, moss does iiot take up water from an only
moderately moist soil. A deficiency of moisture occuring in soil earlier
than in the cover can be presumed only when the water is utilized by
the roots and transpired, which is not likely to occur.

These are the extreme cases between which in nature many interme-
diary conditions occur. The litter cover does not act analogously to
the moss-cover or to a sponge. A difference must here be noted between
the newly fallen loose litter of the previous year and the closely packed
and felted litter accumulations of former years. The former allows a
rapid filtration; the latter, according to IRiegler's experiments, is nearly
impermeable, and the water practically can enter the soil only where
the litter is interrupted. The compacted litter serves admirably to re-
tard evaporation. In reality there rarely exists an uninterrupted cover
of such litter or a cover of one uniform nature; open spaces, moss-covers,
varying thicknesses of litter cover interchange, and accordingly th
water penetrates readily, while the cover performs its duty as a conserv-
ing agent against evaporation.

There is an additional conservative action of the forest floor to be
noted, which will be more fully discussed further on, as an influence
upon the distribution of the run-off. It is the mechanical protection
which the cover affords against the compacting of the soil by the fall-
jug raindrops; by this protection the soil is kept porous, permits ready
percolation, and therefore less water remains at the surface to fall a
prey to evaporation.
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It is, then, the protection against evaporation alone, due to greater
relative humidity of the forest air, to the shade, to the breaking of
the winds, and especially to the protective soil cover, which makes the
forest a conservator of moisture everywhere, even where it does not by
its peculiar location increase the amount of precipitation.

Springs, then, may be influenced in the amount of their discharge by
a removal of the forest, not because the forest supplies them directly
with more water, but because by its removal the rate of evaporation is
increased.

SUMMATION OF THE CONSERVATIVE AND DISSIPATIVE INFLUENCES.

The total conservative action of the forest with reference to available
water supplies, aside from an increase of precipitation, is expressed by
the difference between the elements of dissipation and those of conser-
vation; the former comprised in the loss of the water by retention or
interception, evaporation, and transpiration, the latter in the protec-
tion against evaporation. This balance is known to be in favor of the
forest cover in some localities and under certain given conditions; but it
will have become apparent that a general statement or quantitative
expression of the amount of benefit is in general quite impossible. Yet
in an ingenious manner a calculation for one of the Prussian mountain
districts is proposed by Dr. Weber as follows: lJsirig the figures which
are exhibited in the table on page 113 he argues that the amount of
water left, over and above the amount evaporated in the open at low
altitudes, deducted from the amount left over and above evaporation in
the forests of high altitudes, will suffice to cover the amount of trans-
piration; thus, in the spruce forest at the station of Sonnenberg, the
surplus of precipitation above the water needed for evaporation had
been 1,093.8 mm.; deducting from this the quantity which was found
remaining in the open at Schoo, and which would suffice .for purposes
of transpiration and plant growth, a balance for drainage of 771.3 mm.
results; for the beech forests at Melkerei and Hadersieben, the calcula-
tion gave a balance of 1,176.8-495.8=681 mm. for drainage. On the
average, therefore, 700 mm. of the precipitation in the mountain forest
in this locality are saved for the" run-off," that is, 100,000 cubic feet of
water per acre.

To get a conception of what these 100,000 cubic feet moan in the river
flow, it may be stated that with average water level the Rhine above
Manheim has a flow of 47,700 cubic feet per second, an amount which
would be yielded by 40,000 acres of mountain forest, provided all water
is drained into the river; and to keep the river continually flowing at
this rate would require, on the basis of these figures obtained experi-
mentally, a forest area of 23,472 square miles, a calculation which by no
means leads to absurd results for practical probability, since the drain-
age area of that part of the river is in reality about 30,000 square miles,
largely in forest.
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I also recall here the water balance drawn for the upper Elbe River
watershed on p. 128, from which it appears that the river flow repre-
sents about 25 per cent of the precipitation.

The amount of river flow, to be sure, does not permit a calculation of
the amounts of water originally avajiable (after they have fallen and
been diminished by the factors of dissipation) for local use in both sub-
terranean and surface runs, since the river flow exhibits both kinds of
drainage,.but not at the same time. Nor do the wholesale methods
sometimes employed to determine the relation of river flow to precipita-
tion promise a solution of either that question itself nor of the ques-
tion, how far surface conditions of the soil have a bearing upon drain-
age.

A detailed study of smaller and confined catchment basins alone
like those referred to hereafter (see p. 154) will give results that may
eventually lead to practicable methods of calculations.

DISTRIBUTION OF TERREST1lAL WATEIS.

The distribution of the available water supply is almost as important
and often a more important factor in the economy of the water than
the quantity of available supply itself, and the manner in which this
distribution takes place influences considerably the ultimate availa-
bility of the supply for hum a use.

In discussing the distribution of the water supply it is desirable to
follow the natural division of the waters into superficial and under-
ground drainage. The surface run-off gives to brooks and rivers all
their rapid variations of stage; the underground drainage gives them
their permanent regime.

ANALYSIS OI' p1TRMININO INFLUENCES.

The proportionate division of these two classes of run-off, then, is of
the highest possible importance; we will, therefore, analyze the condi-
tions which determine their relative proportion in order to find how
the forest may influence the same. It is evident that the first condi-
tion is to be found in the amount and cli aracter of the precipitation.
A violent rainstorm will furnish more superficial run-off than when,
the rain falling slowly, time is given for the soil to absorb it.

Rainy and rain-poor or arid climates, short and insignificant rains,
short but violent, long and mild, or long, plentiful rains, also periodical,
seasonal rains and irregular rainfalls, all these constitute differences
in the nature and time of occurrence of the rainfall, which must neces-
sarily affect the relative amounts of the run-off. The effect is still
further complicated where the precipitation is partly snow, when not
only the mass of accumulated supply but also the progress of melting
determine the result of the run-off.

We find, therefore, based upon this one factor, namely, the nature
and time of occurrence of precipitation, differences in the run-off which
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are dependent upon differences ill climatic conditions. Thus tropical
rivers show one or two regular high stages of water according to
whether they have one or two rainy seasons; in regions of equinoctial
rains a spring and fall freshet is normal, while the rivers may be almost
dry in summer or winter; the frequent thunderstorms in the mountains
of Switzerland produce short but rapid floods during the summer,
while the autumn is characterized by low water in the rivers. This
climatic difference in water flow it is important not to forget when dis-
cussing the influences which may modify the discharge of waters.

W. he, in Meteor. Zeitschr., 1890, discusses the relation of water
stages in a stream and outflow in relation to precipitation. He comes
to the result that a direct relation from one to the other is impossible
to find, because of the complication of other conditions, which disturb
this a priori seemingly direct relation.

He finds that amount of precipitation and water stages or even water
stages and amount of water flow are not proportional, so that with the
same water stage different amounts may run off. If this discrepancy
appears in the annual mean water flow, it is still more noticeable in the
monthly means. In the river Snale the mean water stage for March,
1886, indicated a flow of 378,000,000 en. m., while the daily measure-
ments gave 508,000,000, or 34 per cent more. The mean water stage in
March was 2.13 m., in December 2.15 m. Yet the amount of flow in the
latter month was 23 per cent smaller than in the former. With the
stage twice as high it was found that three times the flow resulted.
From these more detailed measurements it appears that changes in
the amount of river flow are not necessarily due to changes in amount
of precipitation.

In 1886 the amount of river flow was 14 per cent less than in 1884,
although the precipitation was by 1 per cent less in 1884.

The greatest influence on river flow is assigned to the distributou
through the year of the precipitation, at least in regions with persistent
frost periods, where, as in the Saale catchment basin, the river flow in
winter is three times as great as in summer, namely, 51 per cent of the
precipitation in winter against 17.3 per cent ill summer. Hence the
annual mean river flow reflects more the winter precipitation than those
of summer, as the following figures show:

The larger amount of flow in 1882'83 seems to depend on the fact
that much precipitation fell in winter, and, at tile same time, the greater
percentage of flow in that winter is accounted for from the daily meas

Year. Winter. Summer.

1882-83. 1884-85. 1882-83. 1884-85. 1882-83. 1884-'85.

Precipitation 10, 913 10, 757 4, 441 4, 047 6,572 6, 710
River flow, cubic meters, millions 4, 476 3, 1i2 3,340 2, 142 1, 127 840
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urements showing repeated high rises, which, as has beeiishown, predi-
cate disproportionate flow. The winter besides was warm, most of the
precipitation was rain, or, if snow, was quickly melted and carried off.
We see then that, besides the local and timely distribution of precipita-
tion, temperature, direction and strength of winds, condition of topog-
raphy and soil, other dynamic influences are exhibited in the river flow,
which make this as an immediate expression of condition of precipita-
tion uncertain.

After water has reached the ground its distribution is determined,
first, by the character of the topography and, second, by the nature of
the soil and the surface conditions.

The topography determines the rapidity of rmi-off and of collection.
The more diversified the countrycut into dells, coves, rills, and fur-
rows, steeper and less steep slopesthe larger the number of runs of
unequal length in which the water is collected, while the less diversified
the ccjntour the more water must be carried off in each run. Yet
where the diversity of configuration is accompanied by steep slopes
the run-off may be so rapid that the valley river is filled more rapidly
than the river of the open plains country with even slopes of moderate
inclination.

Thus in some of the river valleys of West Virginia the watersheds
are scooped out into such an array of coves, gashes, and water courses
and minor watersheds, and so steep and rapid in descent that, in
spite of the forest cover, a rainfall of a few days will induce a rapid
rise of the rivers, while the same amount of rain will hardly wet the
ground in a prairie country like Iowa.

The second of the above-mentioned conditions determining distribu-
tionthe nature of the soil and the surface conditionscomprises a
large number of separate, though related, factors. The composition,
structure, and stratification of the soil itself, its water capacity, its
permeability, and other physical properties; the nature of the under-
lying rock and its susceptibility to disintegration under the action of
erosion; the surface conditions of the soil cover, whether frozen or
sunbaked, cultivated or uucultivated, barren or covered with grasses
or forests; these are a part of the factors which affect the distribution
of the water supply and determine the proportions of surface and
underground drainage.

On a given territory, then, with given geologic, topographic, and cli.
matic conditions, the only directly variable conditions influencing the
manner of draiiiage are those of the upper soil strata of the soil cover.
We are, then, mainly concerned with the water capacity of soils and
soil covers, the intensity of their water absorption and the amounts of
water which are drained through them in given times. We are inter-
ested in studying by what means the draining capacity of the soil is
increased, and by what means altogether the run-off may be changed
in its nature from a superficial to a subterranean one and the reverse.



Full or maximum capacity of soils according to Mei8ter.

[Volume unit 1 cubic foot].

From the above tables it appears that with the depth of the soil the
minimum water capacity Varies greatly, and the same may be expected
for the maximum water capacity. In sand it may sink within 15 inches

0 .

Height
of layer
in centi-
meters.

Weight of
water ab-
sorbed in

grams.
Volume,

nelat ion
of weight
to volume.

Per cent.
10 44.6 26.90 44. 6
20 68. 0 24.04 34. 0

Sand, loose
1 30 83. 8 20.37 27. 2

40 92.9 17.58 23.2
10 43.5 48. 27 43.5
20 76. 2 47. 59 38. 1

Loam, fine, loose 30 106. 8 42. 68 35. 6
40 138. 2 38.42 34. 5
10 48.2 49.13 48.2
20 79.2 47.37 39.6

flumose lime sand, loose, fine 30 113.1 45.11 37.7
40 129. 2 43. 60 32.3

Soils.
Weight of

water
absorbed.

Volume.

Pounds. Per cent.
Clay 21. 99 50.0
Loam 26. 40 60. 1
Humus 30.90 70.3
Peat 27.99 63.7
earden mold 30.33 69.0
Lime.. 24.00 54.9
Chalk 21.74 49. 5
Sand (82 per cent) 19.94 45.4
Sand (64 per cent) 28. 67 65.2
Quartz sand 2042 46.4
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WATER CAPACITY AXD WATER CONDUCTIVITY OF SOILS AID SOIL-COVERS.

We must discern two kinds of water capacity in soils, namely, the
absolute or minimum water capacity and the full or maximum water
capacity. The former, also called "moisture coefficient" in soil analy-
ses, is that water quantity which the soil will retain, no matter what
the drainage conditions, provided the supply is not deficient. It is this
water retained in the capillaries which determines the designation of
the soil as moist, wet, or dry, which latter is oniy comparatively so. If
the drainage is impeded by an impermeable layer underlying a porous,
permeable surface soil, and if the slope of the impermeable layer does
not favor rapid drainage, then if additional supplies reach the soil, all
interstices and largest capillaries will fill up and the amounts of water
then contained in the soil represent it greatest (full or maximum)
water capacity. Any surplus above this greatest water capacity is
bound to drain off at once either superficially or subterraneously.

Absolute or minimum water capacity of soils according to Von Klenze.

[Volume unit, 3.5 cm. diazn. by 10 cm. height.]
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to one-half of what it is at the surface, while in loam, owing to smaller
capillaries, the reduction is only one-third. The finer the capillaries
the more water they can keep up proportionately in balance against the
force of gravity, and hence humus and garden mold, with their fine
capillaries, show the greatest water capacity.

The degree of such retention, as has been shown by Prof. C. E. lii-
gard and others, is also somewhat influenced by the temperature of the
soil. The least retentive soil is a coarse quartz sand followed by finer
sands, and it is increased by an addition of lime loam, or vegetable
matter.

For a "second-class" Florida sand soil the "moisture coefficient" is
stated by Hilgard as 1.64 per cent of its own weight, while it is 23 per
cent and more in a peat soil; a pure clay rarely exceeds 12, while the
moisture coefficient of calcareous clay soils rises to 15 and 20 per cent.
The maximum water capacity may be many times that of the absolute
water capacity, depending on structure and more or less compact strat-
ification of the soil. According to Ebermayer, the amounts of water
held may vary between 3 and 88 per cent. Dr. IRaman's investigations
show the maximum water capacity of sand soils of fine and medium
fine texture to be from 3 to 4 per cent.

According to Prof. Schuebler at Tiibingen, who experimented on
soils under natural conditions:

Sand soil may hold 25 per cent of its weight in water; loamy soil 40 per cent of
its weight in water; clay loani 30 per cent of its weight in water; pure clay soil 75
per cent of its weight in water. -

The most impervious soils, as was to be expected, showed the greatest
retentive power, and since by compacting the soil particles the capillar-
ity is increased, the imperviousness of such soils is increased.

Impermeable soil strata, such as loam and very fine sand, allow, when.
a surface run-off is readily possible, only a passing and inferior retention
of water after rainfall, in springtime taking up no more than 10 or 12
per cent of their weight, while a stratum of sand of medium grain, 20
to 25 feet deep, was calculated by Raman to be capable of taking up
and holding the entire annual precipitation of 24 inches.

The capillarity of sand soils of the North German plain investigated
by Raman was not capable of raising the ground water higher than 1
feet, so that the upper strata of the soil, which was within reach of
ground water, did not show any greater amount of water than the soil
which had no ground water to fall back upon.

Mr. F. H. King (Agric. Expr. Sta. Wise. Ann. Bept., 188) has investi-
gated the water capacity of soils with special reference to the function of
groundwater in plant production. Six thousand observations of ground
water stages under varying surface conditions show insufficiency of
capillary actions to supply water for plant transpiration rapidly enough.
He found that a column of 1.5 in height of natural soil (consisting of
loamy marl, red clay, sandy clay, and fine sand) could hold an amount

1032No. 7-10



Season. 25 years old.

Spruce.

.60 years old. 120 years old.
Naked soil.

These figures show that a loam soil under forest cover is apt to be
drier in the depth of the root region, and that at all seasons, than in the
open field at the same depth, less so under an old and scattered growth
than under a younger growth or thicket.

A repetition of these experiments, in which various depths from the
top to 32 inches were included, gave during two years the following
averages of water capacity, expressed in percentages of the weight of
the soil:

Averages of seater capacity, expressed in perceutages of the weight of the soil.

Ebermayer combines the values for depths from 6 inches down to 32
inches, and then concludes that the forest soil is less moist, due to the
transpiration of water by plants. This conclusion is, however, not at
all warranted. . For if one combines the figures found in all the strata
from the top to 3 inches down, they figure as follows: Spruce 25 years

0 to 2 inches 30.93 29.48 40.32 22.33

0 to 8 inches 19. 19 18.99 19.30 20.62
12 to 14 inches 19.10 16. 07 18. 28 20. 54
19 to 20 inches 18. 40 16. 26 20. 16 20. 14
110 to 32 inches .17.91 17. 88 21. 11 20.54

Average 18.65 17.10 19.71 20.46

16
inch.

32
inch.

Aver
age.

16
inch,

32
inch.

Aver-
age.

16
inch.

12
inch.

Aver-
age.

Winter (January and
February) - 20,23 17.00 18. 61 15. 06 17. 76 17.91 19. 75 22.44 21. 09

Spring (March to May) - - 18. 62 18.02 18. 32 15.29 16.28 15.78 17.47 20. 83 .19. 15
Surnmer(Juneto Augtst) 15. 10 16.22 15.96 14.42 17.03 15.72 17. 78 20. 90 19. 97
Foll (September p No-

vember) 16. 57 17.57 17.07 13.49 16.52 15.00 14. 88 19.46 17. 17

Spruce.

Depth. Unshaded
soil.25 years 60 years 120 years

old, old. old.

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
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equal to 54 cm. precipitation, which is equal to three-fifths of the mean
annual precipitation at the station, of which the author presumes not
more than 30.5 cm. are used for an average crop of agricultural grains.

Coming now to the influence which a fOrest cover may have upon the
water capacity of the soil, we have to record the results of Dr. E. Eber-
mayer, who has investigated the water capacity of a heavy loam soil,
both protected and unprotected by a forest cover.

The following table contains the measured amounts of water contained
in such a soil under a forest of spruce, twenty-five, sixty, and one hun-
dred and twenty years old, and a naked soil at16 inches (40 cm.) and
32 inches (80 cm.) depth.

Water COfltCflt8 of a loamy sand.; results by seasons expressed in percentages of the weight
of the soil.

Aver-
age,

3216
inch. inch.

2473
20.51
19. 98

22.35
20.58
19.97

is. 96
20.66

37

20.1220.2004
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old, 24.79 percent; spruce 60 years old, 23.39 per cent; spruce 120years
old, 30.01 per cent; naked soil, 22.39 per cent.

Hence, take italtogether, the naked soil contains considerably less
water than the forest-covered soil. But the distribution of the water

- through the different layers of the soil is different in the twocases; the
naked soil, due to rapid evaporation, no doubt, contains the least
amounts in its upper strata, where the forest soil with its absorptive
cover preserves the largest amount. Measurements of the stratum
from 2 to 6 inches would probably have shown the preservative effect
still more prominently.

The water capacity of soils and soil covers in general has been re-
ferred to as an element of interception. With reference to the run-off,
this capacity becomes influential in determining the manner of run-off.
As soon as the soil cover and the upper soil strata are saturated, and
especially when the latter are more or less impermeable and the rain
continues, either no water or only a small part gradually can find en-
trance into the soil, and the run-off becomes in the main superficial, or,
if the ground be not sloping, stagnant water results.

For every watershed, no matter what its conditions, there may, there-
fore, come a time when the rain or snow-melting continuing, the entire
run off becomes superficial, the soil being unable to take up more.

It is evident that this time must occur later in the forest than on
the unforested and especially naked soil, because the water capacity
of the soil cover as well as of the protected soil in the forest is greater
than that of the naked soil or that covered with field crops.

The water capacity of litter, which Woilny investigated, depends on
its nature and, of course, its thickness to a certam degree, and is quite
considerable, much greater than that of soils.

The water capacity of various litters was found to be as follows in
volume per cent:

No soil cover was found so variable in water contents as moss, while
litter would hold two or three times as much water as mos and twice
as much as the soil.

The variation of water capacity at different depths appears from the
following figures:

Depth of litter.
.

Moss. ens lid

When 2 inches deep 50. 77 38. 93 19. 82
When 12 inches deep 45.42 39. 78 41. 65 36. 28 24.93

Depth of litter. les.
Two inches 50.77 38.98Four inches 52. 99 47.76Inghl illehes 53.09 41. 03
Twelve inches 45.42 41.65
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That is to say, the increare in water capacity ceases with about 8-inch

depth.
The quantity of water which the soil cover caii contain appears from

the following measurements of Dr. Ebermayer: On the 17th of August,
1885, after rainy weather, the moss cover in a 60-year-old spruce
growth contained 72.33 per cent at the top, 76.64 per cent on the lower
side, and 71.67 per cent in the humus soil beneath.

After a rainstorm lasting one and a half days, on September 9, 1885,
the moss cover contained 80.45 per cent at the top, 7461 per cent on the
lower side, and 74.42 per cent in the top soil.

In this connection the following note regarding the enormous water
capacity of moss covers in Alaska may be of interest:

In the interior plateau of the Cordilleran and St. Elias regions of Alaska, accord-
ing to Mr. C. W. Hayes, surface degradation is greatly retarded by the luxuriant
growth of moss, which covers practically the entire surface of the country. The
annual precipitation is largely confined to the winter months, and the water from
the melting suow is held by the sponge-like moss, which remains saturated through-
out the short but hot and dry summer. Thus, with a rainfall which, in lower lati-
tudes, would condition an arid region, a large part of the surface is swampy, quite
irrespective of slopethat is, wherever the material composing it is sufficiently com-
pact to become impervious to water on freezing. On account of this slow and
imperfect surface drainage, the slopes are not cut into the ravines and arroyas so
characteristic of arid regions.

WATER CONDUCTIVITY OT SOILS.

Of still more importailce for the run-off than the water capacity is the
water conductivity of the soil, or the rate of water absorptionfiltra-
tion.

The rapidity with which the water is conducted from above down-
ward must necessarily influence the nature of the run-off.

Gravity tends to drain the water downward, capillarity to carry it
upward; the difference of these two forces in the main must, besides
'the mechanical obstructions of the soil particles, determine the rapidity
of drainage. Experiments to establish the rate under various conditions
are very few and unsatisfactory.

The capillary conduction from below has frequently been made the
subject of investigation, but the downward movement has not yet been
studied with sufficient detail, and' it has hardly yet been recognized by
the experimenters that this depends upon the difference of gravity and
capillarity as two opposed forces. According 'to E. Woilny's experi-
ments in 1883 and 1884-

Water is conducted downward the more rapidly the larger the soil particles
(i. e., the less capillary attraction exists).

The noncapillary interstices of the soil accelerate the downward movement of
the water (i. e., the less mechanical obstruction of soil particles).

In granular soil the water penetrates faster than in powdery soil (i. e., pene-
tration is the slower the denser the stratification). It is most rapid in quartz and
slowest in clay; in humus at a rate between these two, but in a mixture of clay soil

and humus faster than the average of the two.
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(4) The rapidity of drainage in a granular soil is independent of the size of the
grain.

The experiments were made with soils of varying grain in tubes 110 centimeters
deep, the water dropping on top constantly; the results are exhibited in the follow-
ing two tables:

Water conductivity in soil with varying size of grain.

Water conductivity in granular soils.

Water sank to a depth of-

According to Fesca the downward movement proceeds quickest in a
dry dust, only slowly in clay soils; the same amount of water being
drained through the former in one hour which it took two days to drain
through the latter.

The influence of a soil cover on the physical condition of soils has
been investigated directly by Woliny; he comes to the result that veg-
etation and cover with dead material (straw, litter, etc.) tend to pre-
serve the loose granular structure of the soil.

The forest cover, then, has a tendency to preserve the granular, porous
structure of the soil, which is favorable to filtration; and as, moreover,
the roots furnish channels for unimpeded drainage, it must have the
tendency, other things being equal, to allow a more rapid filtration
than the naked, mostly compacted soil, or even that of a field of crops
after cultivation ceases.

The temperature, too, appears to have an influence favorable to rapid
filtration in the forest; for, according to Pfaff, in the field during winter
three-quarters of the precipitation will sink to 2 feet depth in the soil,
amid not more than 10 to 30 per cent in summer

Unless, therefore, the forest cover itself had a tendency to retard

Soils.
After one-
half hour.

After 1
hour.

After 3
hours.

After 4
hours.

After 23
hours.

After 59
hours.

Loam powder Cm. Cm. Cm. Cm. Cm. Cm.
0 to 0.25 millimeters 9. 0 32.1 20.2 23.4 57.4 97. 6
0.5 to 1.0 millimeters 18.8 52. 2 82.4 100. 0

Loam granules
1 to 2 millimeters 19.0 32.2 83. 1 100.0
2 to 4 millimeters 19.3 32. 0 81.5 100. 0
4 to 6.75 millimeters 18. 8 30.4 77.5 99.6
6.75 to 9 millimeters 18. 5 31. 0 80. 5 100. 0
Mixture 4. 0 8.0 11.0 19.5 24. 1 100. 0

Soils.

Water sank to a depth of-

After 5
minut0.

After 10
minutes.

After 15
minutes.

After 25
minutes.

After 45
minutes.

After 65
minutes.

After 120
minutes.

In soil of grain: Cvi. Cm. Cm. Cm. Cm. Cm. Cm.
0.01 to 0.71 millimeters - 8. 8 12. 8 16. 2 21. 3 30. 0 36. 7 52. 0
007i to 0.114 millimeters. 18. 0 27. 0 37. 0 52.5 79. 0 103.0
0.114 to 0.195 millimeters. 28.3 48.0 65.0 96.0
0.175 to 0.2 millimeters. 45.0 82.0 110.0
0.25 to 0.50 millimeters.. - 84. 0
Mixturoof various grains. 11.0 19.0 24.5 53.2 50.8 65.5 106.0



* From May to November.

The grass cover, therefore, reduced considerably (by 50 per cent and
more) the percolation of water. Eberinayer experimented with boxes
43 square feet surface (4 square meters) arid 4 feet deep, filled with
garden soil, leaving one bare, covering another with moss, and two
others each planted with 6.year-old plants of beech and of spruce, with
the following results, arranged according to seasons:

Amount of filtration.

Pounds. Pounds.

In these experiments it is remarkable how small a percentage of the
rainfall was filtered through, which would lead us to look at the results
with caution, namely:

Year. Rain.

Filtration water in height-.

Under
beech.

Under
spruce.

Under
nioss.

Naked
s(,il.

1886. mm. mm. mm. mm. 1nrn.
March to May 156. 98 12. 65 10.52 16. 90 10.93
June to August 560. 22 15.89 12. 09 31. 60 26.13
September to November 114.45 1.12 0.70 7.17 3.27
Deecinberto February 126.30 9.73 5.98 1L 40 9.08

Total 057.05 39.39 29.35 07.13 49.41

1887.
March to May 219.20 10. 61 5.05 14.40 9.97
June to August 210. 60 2.50 1.49 13.00 3.91

Calcareous sand, with humus 1, 593, 216 782, 334
Quartz sand* 3, 044, 250 661,548
Loam soil * 1,529, 671 59, 105
Peat soil 2,048, 124 405, 162

Kinds of soil. Fallow Grass
field, covered.
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penetration, which we will see is not the case, the influence of the for-
est upon the intensity of water absorption would be in the direction of
diminishing superficial flow and facilitating subterranean drainage.

This factor is of the utmost importance in the discussion of the
causes of floods. Without a consideration of the water capacity, and
still more of the intensity of water absorption, it will never be possible
to draw conclusions as to probable floods from the amount of precipita-
tion alone.

The influence of various soil conditions and soil covers upon the
amount of water that will filter through has been investigated by
Woilny and Ebermayer in an extended series of experiments.

Experiments of this kind which will yield results applicable to nat-
ural conditions are exceedingly difficult to arrange, and require not
oniy many precautions, but must be continued for a long time before
generalizations can be attempted. One of Woliny's series of experi-
ments was intended to show the influence upon filtration of a grass
cover on different soils. The results calculated for 1 acre are as follows:
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Of the total raiiifall was filtered-

In regard to the amount of filtration which various soil-covers allow,
we have the following very instructive results from the experiments of
Wolhiy, in which the amounts of rain and corresponding filtration on
62 square inches suiface are given:

These figures show that a litter will filter considerably larger amounts
of water than a soaked soil of the same depth, and that the moss cover
allows less water to filter than the litter. This is accounted for by the
soil needing a larger amount of water to supply the moisture evapo-
rated than the litter which remains moist.

Notable is the influence which the thickness of the cover exerts upon
the amounts of drain water and also the relation of the amount of pre-
cipitation to the amount of filtration.

It will be noticed that with a thicker cover to 1 foot in depth (30
centimeters) the amount of precipitation hardly changes the amount of
drain water, while the lighter covers have much less power to preserve
a small precipitation, for of course the amounts not drained are evapo-
rated.

E. Ebermayer (Sickerwassermengen in verschiedenen Bodenarten
WoIlny 1890) from a long series of experiments comes to the conclusion
that besides clay, it is especially humus, which imbibes almost all pre-
cipitation and gives up very little water below.

A layer of garden mold of 1 m. furnished only 3.2, 5.7, and 7.1 per

Amount,
grams.

Per cent
of rain.

fall.
Amount,
grams.

Per cent
of rain-

fall.

Oak leaves:
5 centimeters

iS centimeters
17,591
19,482

61.7
68.3

1,894
7,353

42.3
39.4

20 centimeters 21, 160 74.1 12, 954 69.4
00 centimeters 21,061 73.8 13, 272 71.2

Spruce litter:
5 centimeters 17, 793 02.4 8,613 48.4

10 centimeters 19, 277 67. 5 7,856 39.4
20 centimeters 19, 523 68. 3 14, 611 78. 3
00 centimeters 19, 467 68. 2 13,912 74. 6

Pine needles:
80 centimeters 19,734 69.2 9,784 52.4

Moss:
5 centimeters 14, 993 52.5 7,200 28.9

Bare soil:
80 centimeters 11,610 40. 7 3,616 19. 5

By soil covered with moss - 6.2
By soil naked 5. 1 3.5
By soil covered with beech growth 4.1 2.9
By soil covered with spruce growth - - 3 1.5

May to September,
1886 - total rain

April to September
1087-total rainfall

28,5 grams. 18,652 grams.

1886. 1887.

Per cent. Per cent.
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cent filtration water from precipitation in fall, spring, and winter. "If,
therefore, he says. our earth were covered with a humus soil of 1 m. in
depth, subterraneaii drainage would be so slim that springs would be
scanty and continuously flowing springs absent.

From these experiments it would then be conceivable that the forest
floor could be of such nature as to prevent rapid filtration to the soil
(close uninterrupted moss carpets, or compact humus), when with sud-
den large masses of rain falling less water would become available for
underground drainage than without the forest cover. Such conditions,
however, are exceptional; the possibility of their occurrence, on the
other hand, makes it necessary in every additional case to ascertain not
only the nature and stratification of the soil, but also the nature of
the soil cover or forest floor, before we can determine whether or not
the presence of the forest is conducive to practically greater percolation.

There iu another element favorable to the absorption of water by the
soil, and to percolation and subterranean drainage, which, as far as I
know, has not been elsewhere noted. It is the fact that snow will lie
in the forest more evenly and continuously than on the unprotected
surface. This element of conservation not only increases the amount
finally remaining for drainage, but also prevents the soil from freezing,
keeping it open for percolation when the snows melt in spring.

In open fields the snows are not only apt to be dissijiated by evapora-
tion, but the soil is more apt to become incrusted with an impermeable
surface stratum which would turn over the melting snow waters into
surface drainage.

It is these snow waters, preserved to the subterranean drainage,
which above all account for the continuity and equality of flow in
springs far away from the eatchment basin, the waters that fell in the
winter and melted in the spring reappearing in summer.

A further element tending to increase the amounts of subterranean
drainage waters lies in the retardatiOn of the surface flow, by which
the time is lengthened during which the soil may take up and filter
through rain and snow waters.

The forest floor, offers such impediments to surface flow not only in
greater degree than any naked soil but than any other vegetation. An
advantage over other killd of vegetation is also found in the deep pene-
tration of the roots of trees, which increases the chance for percolation,
while the more compact soil cover of a green sward would be rather
opposing percolation. All that has been said regarding evaporation
and transpiration within and without the forest needs also be kept in
mind in the discussion of the amounts of drainwaters for underground
disposal.

The conclusion, then, is, that in general a forest floor, although retain-
ing much of the water in its upper strata, allows less waler to run off
superficially, and by rendering the soil more permeable larger amounts
of water are tm ned into subterranean channels.
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While this increase in drainage waters is the general tendency of the
forest cover, geological stratification may be so favorable to drainage
(deeply fissured vertical or tilted-up strata) that on the score of per-
colation at least the effect may become irrelevant, or it may be so
unfavorable (horizontal unfissured strata) that the influence upon per-
coation may become practically of small value.

While underground, one part of the filtered water becomes station-
ary as soil moisture retained in the capillaries of the soil, and finally in
part to be returned to the air by transpiration from the foliage and
evaporation from the surface of the soil. The other partthe surplus
above the water capacity of the soilcontinues to filter through the
soil, gathering into denite channels, collecting in beds or basins, and
finally reappearing as springs. It is obvious that the first part can not
be more than the water capacity of the entire soil layer, unless there
be standing ground water which would replenish the loss by transpira-
tion and evaporation, sustained by the soil moisture.

Now, by reasoning from the statements regarding the greater ease of
percolation in soils kept granular under the protection of a forest-floor,
as well as by the experiments regarding water conductivity and water
capacity of soils under varying conditions, and regarding actual meas-
urement of filtration waters from such soils, we are forced to admit
that in general the quantities remaining for underground runs are not
only larger in the first place, but remain so during their subterra-
nean existence, suffering less loss by evaporation under the forest cover.
This effect,- especially appareilt on shallow soils, will be more sensible
the further away from the catchment basin the water reappears as
a spring, that is, the longer the subterranean run.

FORMATION OF SPRINGS AND CONDITIONS AFFIICTINa THEIR FLOW.

Finally we come to a consideration of the conditions which determine
the final reappearance of the underground drainage in the springs.
The place where a spring appears is, of course, predicated in the first
place by the structure and topography of the soil and rock strata.
The question of the location of a spring is, therefore, a dynamical one,
on which the soil cover can have but little influence. Yet even here,
an indirect influence may be found in the amount of water to be
drained, and in the looseness of the surface soil, both of which condi-
tions would tend to produce more numerous outlets and a wider dstri-
bution of reappearing underground waters.

The following elementary explanation of the formation of springs
may scrve to show how geological conditions influence to a large ex-
tent the manner in which the waters falling on the watershed are dis-
tributed in underground channels, collected and discharged, and that,
in spite of favorable forest conditions, a region may be poor in springs
and that, without any disturbance of the forest cover, a change in the
location or even in the run of springs may occur.
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Fm. 61.Standing or ground-water spring.

Such a standing or ground-water spring ceases to run if precipitation ceases for a
length of time sufficient to reduce the water level below the outlet. Similar condi-
tions can occur alongside of rivers when the seepage of the river supplies the
water to a spring below the river level, and the level of these seepage waters rises
and falls, of course, with the rise and fall of the river level.

Of running springs, there may be distinguished, according to the manner of their
formation, three kindssoil or surface springs, fissure springs, and cavern springs.

A surface spring originates when a more or less impermeable soil forms part of or
lies near the upper soil stratum, allowing the water to enter only imperfectly and
to an inconsiderabledepth, and, passing through the looser parts of the soil, to col-
lect and come to the surface at some point where the top soil is absent. These
shallow- soil springs naturally vary quite sensibly, according to the physical condi-
tions of the surface, and, are dependent directly on the precipitation; dry up easily
if it does not rain or if the soil is exposed to insolation and is deprived of shade;
they are warm in summer and freeze out in winter. They are usually found in local-
ities where the rock consists of easily disintegrated clay slates and sandstones,
capped with a shallow layer of decomposed rock, or in the neighborhood of loam
hills. An addition of broken rock and stones to the soil facilitates the penetration
of the water and increases the comparative flOw of these springs.

Whole districts along the foot of the Alps in Switzerland, Bavaria, Austria, and
the Carpathians in Galicia, etc., have hardly any other kind of springs.

The second class, conveniently called "fissure" springs, originate from the waters
which have deeply penetrated the soil and rock through the flssnres, rents, and splits,
or numberless cleavage strata of the upper rock formations, and ultimately reach a
deeper lying inclined rock formation, which prevents further penetration and causes
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Sprimgs.A spring is water which haspenetrated the soil and reappears collected on
the surface. Springs are in most cases the beginnings of brooks and rivers. Accord-
ing to the manner in which the percolated water reaches the surface, springs may be
classed as standing or running springs.

The standing or ground-water springs are such as collect water in some depression
of the soil and overflow only as long as the water reaches the lower level of the out-
let. Their formation is easily understood from the acccompanying figure (61),..in
which (1) represents a hillside of massive rock, continuing under the overlying
strata at a. The latter consists of impermeable strata 2, 2) clay, loam, marl); above
this a layer of gravel or coarse sand and rock material (3), and above this a stratum
of soil (4), which at X is absent, leaving an open bowl where the gravel layer becomes
visible. All the rain water falling on the plateau op and on the slope o a running
down, when arriving at the impenetrable strata near b, will be diverted into the
gravel bed and spread in this, being prevented by the underlying impermeable strata
from sinking. When sufficient water is supplied the water level rises until it appears
at X, and if there is an outlet over the rim of the bowl and sufficient slope of the
ground the spring begins to flow, forming, it may be, the beginning of a brook.



Fm. 62.Fissure spring.

slates, or clay beds. These springs, as a rule, are mitch less dependent on the cb anges
of precipitation and temperature; they are mostly continuous and even in their flow
and their temperature.

The third class of the running springs may properly be called "cavern" springs,
from the fact that while their waters are drained like those of the second class, they
are first collected in some subterranean basins or caverns, and appear on the surface
as overflow of tbese basins.

In the accompanying figure (63), a b c is the catchment basin, from which the vari-
ous fissures conduct the water to A, overflowing at X into B, and from there over-
flowing and appearing at the urface at Y.

Fm. 63.Cavern spring.

This kind of spring is found frequently in limestone formations, and since the
waters of such often come from great distances from above their discharge at the stir-
face, they are usual]y of very cold and even temperature; they are apt to run low
when the soil is frozen and when precipitation is small; and their discharge is more
or less intermittent. The obstruction of the old and ope1ing of a new outlet by a
ihil of rocks at X am! Y, and the widening of a formerly insignificant fissure atz or t,
may reduce the flow or stop the original spring entirely, opening a new one in an
entirely different part of the locality.
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the water to run along its upper plane until the formation somewhere comes to the
surface and with it the collected water of the spring. These conditions are illustrated
in the aeccompanying cut (Fig. 62), in which b e d ef represents the upper fissured
formations through which the rain and snow waters penetrate to the lower imper-
meable strata below the line b f, necessarily gravitating to pointf, where the oppor-
tunity for discharging as a spring exists; a smaller spring might occur at c. Sich
conditions exist where lime or dolomite rocks overlie hard sandstones, compact clay

a
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While we have here considered conditions under which springs are
formed, there are also conditions under which their formation is cx-
eluded; such might be found in extended plains or low hill lands, with
a compact, impermeable soil, which may give rise to pools and morasses,
but not to springs. Plateaus of fissured limestone dolomites or of com-
pact gneisses or granites may also be poor in springs, their waters sink-
ing at once to such depths that no discharge is met in the immediate
neighborhood of the catch-basin, or else shedding the water at once
superficially.

The most direct influence of a forest cover upon the discharge would
be noticeable on the surface springs, since in these the catchment area
and the place of discharge lie close together, while the underground
run is not only short, but lies near the surface, and hence experiences
most sensibly the effect of the protection against evaporation which
the forest cover offers. Deforestation here would no doubt reduce or
cut off discharge entirely.

In cavern springs an influence could be exercised only in the indi-
rect manner, by the increase of filtration over the catchment-basin. The
same pertains to fissure springs, whose sources of supply are usually
quite removed from evaporative influences, and only where these come
nearer the surface or when the spring is only small, may the removal
of the shade of forest cover reduce the outflow.

With reference to ground-water springs, which come to light at a
considerable distance from the catchment-basin, the conditions of the
latter as far as the influence, increase, and preservation of water sup-
plies, and of the area over and under which the waters run collect, is
of considerable importance, while the surface condition of the area
within which the spring lies (a e of Fig. 61), if of impermeable strata,
is of less consequence, except that a forest growth may lower the ground-
water level by transpiration, should the water quantities furnished
from the catchment-basin not be continuous and sufficient. If these
strata consist of permeable soil, they would act as a second eatchment-
basin, and the effect of the soil cover upon the quantity of drain waters
(precipitation, evaporation, and transpiration) would be directly no-
ticeable. We have seen that the tendency of the forest covertrees,
foliage, litter, mossis to change a certain amouiit of surface drainage
into subterranean drainage, or, in other words, to reduce the surface
waters where they have fallen. Eventually, however, the subterra-
nean waters come to the surface again, and add their stores to the
surface waters that are carried away in open runs, brooks, and rivers.
Finally, then, all the water that falls on the catchment basin, except that
which is returned to the atmosphere by transpiration or evaporation,
becomes surface water; but the manner in which it runs off is the im-
portant point.
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tNFLUENOE OF FORESTS UPON SURFACE DRAINAGE.

Surface waters, like springs, may be considered from three points of
view, namely their quantity, the course and manlier of distribution,
and fiuially their behavior when collected in rivers. All that has been
said regarding the conditions of underground drainage has, of course,
a bearing upon the quantity of surface drainage. The amount of sur-
face run-off is the complement of the amount drained off by springs,
and it follows that where surface drainage is the rule the supply to
springs is scanty, and vice versa.

It is evident that the conditions for a superficial run-off are to be
found, first, in the amount and nature of precipitation, and next in the
soil and surface conditions. A violent rainstorm will naturally furnish
more superficial run-off than when, the rain falling slowly, ti-me is given
for the soil to absorb it a suow cover, fallen on frozen ground, is apt
when melting to shed its water over the frozen surface without pene-
trating the soil.

Nature of soil aild soil cover and t opography determine, with equal
amounts of water to dispose of, what the nature of the run-off will be.
An impermeable soil takes up sufficient water to make it plastic and
then sheds all additional water superficially; a permeable soil continues
to take up water and conducts it into the depth. This difference of
behavior must, influence and determine largely the conditions of any
river bed; for if it run for some distance through impermeable soil
even insignificant rainfalls will rapidly collect and swell the river,
while the permeable soil would have taken up and held all or parts of
the precipitation and would only gradually have given it up.

The topography determines the rapidity of run-off and of collection.
The more diversified the countrycut into dells, coves, rills, and fur-
rows, steeper and less steep slopesin the greater number of runs of
une4ual length is the water collected, while the less diversified thecon-
tour the more water must be carried off in each run. Yet where the
diversity of configuration is accompanied by steep slopes the run-off
may be so rapid that the valley river is filled more rapidly than the
river of the open p1 ains country with even slopes of moderate inclina-
tion.

Thus in some of the river valleys of West Virginia the watersheds
are scooped out into such an array of coves, gashes, and water courses
and minor watersheds, and so steep and rapid in descent that, in spite
of the forest cover, a rainfall of a few days will induce a rapid rise of
the rivers, while the same amount of rain will hardly wet the ground
iii a prairie country like Iowa.

As regards soil and surface conditions it is obvious that the less
permeable the soil or soil cover the less the absorptive capacity of the
same, and the fewer mechanical obstructions are met the more water
runs off superficially.
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JiETAnDATION OF THE WATERFLOW.

It is in the first place this mechanical obstruction which a forest
floor more than most other kinds of vegetation offers, which changes
the distribution in time of surface waters, that constitites the forest an
influeptja1 factor in water flow.

Direct measurements as to the difference in time which it takes for
water to run off from watersheds of different co iditions are difficult or
almost impossible, because it would be necessary that not onlythe same
amount of water should fall upon the two areasunder comparison, but
also that the topography, angles of slopes, and length be the same, and
a ready means of measurement be found. In fact, the absorption and
obstruction to surface flow acting in the same sense, it would be impos-
sible, and for practical purposes also irrelevant, to credit each with its
separate quota of influence. We shall, therefore, have to be content
with general reasoning and more or less inaccurate observations toprove
this retardation of surface drainage. But without any evidence fur-
nished byexperiments, we can at once understand that the surface run-off
is impeded by any kind of mechanical obstruction, such as is offered by
the vegetation of a meadow or of a forest.

The great number of inequalities which the forest floor offers, in ad-
dition to the trunks and stumps and fallen trees, forces the run-off to
many detours, thus retarding its flow and its collection in the open runs
and brooks.

The retardation in the waterfiow begins even before the rain has
reached the soil, for the leaf canopy catches and reëvaporates, as we
have seen from 12 to 25 per cent of the total fall, and certainly retards
the fall of the water to the ground, as can be readily observed; long
after the rain has ceased the water keeps on dripping from the foliage.
Thus, although most of the water reaches the ground at last, except in
case of very light showers, yet the devious ways in which it reaches
the soil makes the flow of water from a forestcovered hill longer in time
than if the rain had fallen on a bare slope. As the result of a long-
continued precipitation, it would be under the same conditions by an
unforested slope, but this stage occurs in the forest later than on nil-
forested soil and later still than on naked soil.

The great importance of the factor of time in surface drainage, both
as regards dangers from freshets and erosion of soil, will be more readily
appreciated when we remember that the dangerous waters in the moun-
tains are generally of short duration.

A difference of 1,000 to 2,000 ëubic feet of water per second from a
square mile of watershed may often determine whether a dangerous
flood is experienced or not. And since a square mile of moss-covered
forest floor is capable of absorbing from 40,000,000 to 50,000,000 cubic feet
in, say, ten minutes (a humus cover is capable of taking up 50 per cent
of its own weight), nearly all of which the naked soil would give up
some twelve to fifteen hours earlier, the surface conditions of the water-
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shed must in many cases be determinative in the excesses of water flow
in rivers.

This important fact should at least be recognized, that the surface
conditions of the soil of a watershed are the oniy controllable factors in
the problem.

Amount of precipitation, topography, and character of the soil are
the practically unchangeable other conditions which determine the
occurrence of fresh ets and floods. With a forest floor in good condi-
tion, small precipitations are apt to be absorbed readily and entirely
prevented from running off superficially; with excessive rainfalls, topo-
graphical and soil conditions have eventually more itifluemice than the
forest floor; from steep declivities and an impermeable soil waters will
be shed superficially in spite of and ovr the forest floor as soon as the
latter is saturated at the surfhce.

Yet even so a difference in the run-off will be experienced by the
fact that the well-protected forest soil prevents erosion, the formation
of detritus and the carrying of debris into the runs and brooks below.

EXPERIENCE flç TilE PRENCTI ALPS.

By this protection of the soil the so-called torrential action of water
is prevented, which, as the history of some departments in southern
France has shown, is capable of devastating thousands of acres offer-
tile land by carrying the detritus into the valleys and depositing ft
there. At the same time the reforestation work of the French Govern-
ment has also progressed far enough to furnish proof thatthe recloth-
ing of the denuded hills is the practical remedy against these torrents.

Not only were the mountain sides themselves devastated and made
useless by the destructive action of the water, but fertile farms for 200
miles from the source of the evil were ruined by the deposit of the
dCbris and the population pauperized and driven out.

According to M. Demontzey, forest administrator of France, it was
estimated, in 1866, that the area of denuded mountain lands needing
reforestation was 2,964,000 acres. The Government has taken hold of
the restoration of the most needing area, some 780,000 acres, on which
so far some $10,000,000 have been expended, while private owners and
communities have increased this expenditure for the repair of past fol-
lies to over $30,000,000, which is estimated to be about one-half of what
is necessary.

flow in our own country this erosive and destructive action of water
jS at work even in the hill country is thus graphically described by Mr.
McGee, in speaking of the bad lands in the State of Mississippi:

With the moral revolution of the early sixties came an industrial evolution; the
planter was impoverished, his sons were slain, his slaves were liberated, and he was
fain either to vacate the plantation or greatly to restrict his operations. So the cul-
tivated acres were abandoned by thousands. Then thehills, no longer protected by
the forest foJige, no longer bound by the forest roots, no longer guarded by the
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balk and brush dam of the careful overseer, were attacked by raindrops and rain-
born rivulets and gullied and channeled in all directions; each streamlet reached a
hundred arms into the hills, each arm grasped with a hnndred fingers a hnndred
shreds of soi], and as each shred was torn away the slope was steepened and the
theft of the next storm made easier.

So, storm by storm and year by year, the old fields were invaded by gullies, gorges,
ravines, and gulches, ever increasing in width and, depth until whole hillsides were
carved away, until the soil of a thousand years' growth melted into the streams,
until the fair acres of arite-bellum days were converted by hundreds into bad
lands, desolate and dreary as those of the Dakotas. Over much of the upland the
traveler is never out of sight of glaring sand wastes where once were fruitful fields;
his way lies sometimes in, sometimes between gullies andgorgesthe "gulfs" of the
blacks whose superstition they arouse, sometimes shadowed by foliage, but oftener
exposed to the glare of the sun reflected from barren sands. H.re the road winds
through a gorge so steep that the sunjight scarcely enters, there it traverses a narrow
crest of earth between chasms scores of feet deep in which he might be plunged. by a
single misstep. When the shower comes he may see the roadway rendered impass-
able, even obliterated, within a few minutes; always sees the falling waters accumu-
late as viscid mud torrents of brown or red, while the myriad miniature pinnacles
and defiles before him are transformed by the beating raindrops and rushing rills
so completely that when the sun shines again he may not recognize the nearer
landscape.

This destruction is not confined to a single field nor to a single region, but
extends over much of the upland. While the actual asreage of soil thus destroyed
has not been measured, the traveler through the region on horseback daily sees
thousands or tens of thousands of formerly fertile acres now barren sands; and it
is probably within the truth to estimate that 10 per cent of upland Mississippi has
been so far converted into bad lands as to be practically ruined for agriculture
under existing commercial conditions, and that the annual loss in real estate
exceeds the revenues from all sources. And all this havoc has been wrought within
a quarter century. The processes, too, are cumulative; each year's iate of
destruction is higher than the last.

The transformation of the fertile hills into sand wastes is not the sole injury.
The sandy soil is carried into the valleys to bury the fields, invade the roadways,
and convert the formerly rich bottom lands into treacherous quicksands when wet,
blistering deserts when dry; hundreds of thousands of acies have thus been de-
stroyed since the gullying of the hills began a quarter century ago. Moreover, in
much of the upland the loss is not alone that of the soil, i. e., the humus represent-
ing the constructive product of water-work and plant-work for thousands of years;
the mantle of brown loam, most excellent of soil stuffs, is cut through and carried
away by corrosion and sapping, leaving in its stead the inferior soil stuff of the La-
fayette formation. In such cases the destruction is irremediable by human craft
the fine loam once removed can never be restored. The area from which this loam
is already gone is appalling, and the rate of loss is increasing in a geometric propor-
tion.

The formation of detritus and deposit in the river beds may also
become the cause of dangerous floods in the larger streams for the
amount of rock material and soil which the rivers carry is one of the
most potent factors in their water flow.

Since this detritus is deposited wherever the velocity of the water
sinks below that necessary to carry it, forming sand banks and rubbish
heaps which obstruct and change the direction of the run, it plays
quite an important part in shaping the bed of the river, besides in-
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flueneing the whole system of dependent brooks and rivers. The na-
ture and shape of the detrituswhether flue sand or earth, smaller or
larger rock masses, stones, roundish, square, or flatcause much differ-
ence; and this in turn depends upon many conditions, geological and
climatical.

According to the nature of the rock from which it is derived, the
detritus appears in different shapes, and again changes in form dur-
ing its further transportation by the waters in different ways, and
therefore exerts a varying influence upon the run. Thus the detritus,
which appears in large plates or shales, is carried more easily than the
square or round rocks the former, even when deposited, hinders the
flow of water between the plates but little, and therefore gives less
cause for stow water tlian the heavy square rocks, which resist the
transportation and obstruct the flow more effectually.

Sand and gravel detritus is easily carried, easily accumulated, and
again with a new flood easily removed; it oilers, therefore, little resist-
ance to the flow of water, but becomes objectionable in filling the lower
channels of rivers, etc.

Clay detritus, although easily carried, is apt to compact and cemeiit
the rock detritus together, and thus becomes one of the worst impedi-
ments of water flow and is the cause of the worst dangers from flood
waters.

From these examples it is apparent that two rivers, although under
similar conditions of rain fall, physical conditions of soil and topog
raphy, may yet show different behavior, according to varying char-
acter of the detritus.

As we have stated in the beginning of this chapter, the underground
drainage gives to rivers their permanent regime, while the surface
run off gives to them their rapid variations of stage.

According to whether a river is mainly supplied by surface waters
that run in trackless courses and open runs over the slopes into its
bed, or whether it is supplied by underground waters, its water condi-
tions must follow a different course, fitful in the first, even in the second
case. Few rivers depend on one of these sources of supply alone;
most of them are supplied in the different parts of their course by both,
so that a stream may begin as a torrent and later in its course find
additional supplies from springs or ground watersor the reverse may
take place, being originated by a spring, it may have no other addi-
tions except from surface waters.

The greater the proportion of the supply by surface run-off the more
liable to disturbances must be the flow. Finally in a larger river, like
the Ohio or Mississippi the question of floods becomes still further
complicated. For here not only the régime of the main river, but also
that of all its affluents and the topographic, stratigraphic, climatic, and
surface conditions of their catchment basins become elements of dis:
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turbance. Here the comparative lengths of the affluents alone may
become all important, since the simultaneous or nonsimultaneous
arrival of flood waters may determine the occurrence or nonoccurrence
of high floods. As far as forest cover is concerned in such cases,
deforestation in one of the side valleys and consequent rapid discharge
may become an advantage for the water flow in the main river, by allow-
ing its removal before the arrival of the flood waters of another affluent.
In view of these considerations it would, therefore, be folly to assign to
the condition of forest cover in the catchment basins an all determinative
function. Nevertheless, in general the influence of favorable forest
conditions in the cateliment basin upon river flow can not be doubted,
although it may become practically of no account in abnormal floods.

The first cause of abnormal floods is the occurrence of abnormal rain-
fulls or the sudden thawing of abnormal masses of snow. Iftheformer
occur after the soil has been saturated, or the latter when the soil
remains frozen, the forest cover will be powerless to influence the run-
off and will shed the water as rapidly almost as the open ground,
although even the brief retardation of the confluence of water masses
which the obstacles of a forest growth cause may be of moment.

But in its further course the drainage of this water, collected in the
rivers is favorably influenced by the presence of the forest, it having
prevented the formation and deposition of detritus in the river bed.

The beneficial influence of the forest in case of abnormal floods can
then probably be claimed oniy in so far as it protects the slopes
against abrasion and the formation of debris or detritus with which
the upper head waters are filled, and which carried down into the
rivers gives rise to sand banks and changes in the river bed which may
increase the dangers of the next flood.

EXAMPLES OF TEE INFLUENCE OF FORESTS ON WATERFLOW.

Besides the detail experiments, which are to furnish explanation of
the physical laws upon which differences in water drainages occur,
there are constantly accumulated experiences. Especially in France this
question of forest influence on waterfiow has been answered by practi-
cal demonstrations. To bring it, however, to a final solution, special
hydrographic surveys and statistics, such as are now contemplated in
Germany, wiJibe necessary. A first attempt at such a work is the hydro-
graphic description of the llhine, a model work compiled by the agency
of the various governments whose lands border on that river, published
in 1889. This, however, was too comprehensive a field, and more de-
tail measurements and observations would promise more striking re-
sults. The conclusions from this survey, and a more detailed one of the
Blauensteiner Alp in the southern Black Forest mountains, are that the
comparative absence of damage from high floods in this Alp country,
when compared with neighboring valleys, may be ascribed to the forest
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cover, occupymg 51 per cent of its aiea, and the general observation is
confirmed that the presence of well-kept large forest areas at the head
waters in the mountains has a favorable influence upon the water
stages in the water channels and per cent of erosion and formation of
detritus to an appreciable extent.

One interesting detail hydrographic survey, which has in view to
establish relation of forest cover to river, is published by Danckelman.
It refers to the river Wupper, an affluent of the lower Rhine from the
Rheiiish state mountains. It was made in connection with the con-
struction of a dam to regulate water supplies. Three catchment basins
were under consideration, two of these, although containing 32 and
39 per cent woodland, are reported as devastated and especially robbed
of their soil cover of litter and humus, the third containing near 50 per
cent of well-kept dense forest.

From the detailed observations and measurements there was not ob-
servable any influence of forest conditions on the average daily and inih.
imum flow, but in case of high water the daily flow was most decidedly
influenced, namely, a diminution or retardation occurred in the well-
wooded basiii: in July, by 55 per cent; in August, by 34 per cent; in
iNoveinber, by 28 per cent; in March, by 21 per cent. It is stated in
addition that the well-forested basin had a larger amount of rainfall
and steeper slopes, a narrower valley, and was, therefore, comparatively
more unfavorably situated.

An interesting note as to the amount of retardation which may be.
produced by the artificial means employed in the French Alps for reg-
ulation of waterfiow, iamely, forest-planting in connection ith overflow
dams, is given in M. Mathien's work Reboisemen,t in .Prance.

The two basins of Faucon and Bourget were visited by.a terrible
downpour of rain of twenty-five minutes' duration. In the upper moun-
tains there fell 42 millimeters, in the lower regions 12.3. The torrent
of Faucon (which was in a devastated, deforested condition, but other-
wise topographically similar to that of Bourget) was at once filled with
flood waters which weFe estimated to consist of 60,000 cubic meters of
water and 180,000 cubic meters of rock material or detritus, the flood
subsiding in two hours.

In the torrent of Bourget, which had been reforested and corrected
in its bed, a simple, somewhat turbulent run of water was observed,
which at the overflow reached the height of 45 centimeters (18 inches)
and lasted about three hours. The report continues:

These facts show the importance of the forest cover. Thanks to the dense forest
growth planted, the flood waters, divided in numberless runs and retarded constantly
in their movement over the declivities in the upper basin, arrive only successively
and little by little in the main bed, instead of those formidable masses of water and
dóbris which, rapidly agglomerated, rush into the channel; the brooks called tore-
place the torrents receive only pure water; flood waters flowing off gradua]ly and
made harmless by the regulation of the torrent bed and of the slopes.
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In the department of L'lleraiilt, in the Cevennes Mountains in
southern France, the following calculation was made of the amount of
water retained by the forest cover after a heavy storm.

The basin of Lampy, comprising 1,600 acres, of which more than 50 per cent are
under forest, the rest in grass and field (6 per cent), rests on impermeable granite
and quartz rock with a layer 2 feet deep of rich humus soil. All the water falling
must pass into a reservoir formed by closing the valley with a dam which stores the
water to a height of 51 feet. The reservoir, nearly 100 years old, has never needed
to be dug out, which is mentioned as a sign of the absence of soil erosion. When
full all the water must pass over the dam in an overflow race, which permits a toler-
ably exact calculation of the discharge of water from this reservoir. The discharge
through pipes and overflow in one year (1860) amounted to 4,060,038 cubic meters,
while from the record of one rain gauge at the reservoir situated, therefore, at the
base of the elevations which rise to 1,000 feet above it, the rainfall was calculated
6,837,350 cubic meters. probably on account of the position of the gauge an under-
statement, showing, therefore, that not less than one-third and probably as much as
one-half of the rainfall had been retained in the soil or evaporated.

On two days (July 28 and 29, 1863) there fell on this area of 1,600 acres, according
to the rain gauge, 530,500 cub. In. of rain. Before the rain the reservoir was full to
high-water mark, and the overflow, the only means of discharge open, had been
delivering for days 3,936 m. or 45 liters per second, which must, therefore, be con-
sidered the natural discharge of the basin.

After the rain the water level rose 8 inches and the discharge was:
Cubic meters.

July 29, morning and evening 30, 504

morning and evening 28, 864

morning and evening 7, 872

Aug. 1, morning 7,872
2, evening 4,920

Total in five days - - - - 80,032

At the end of the fifth day the water level had reluned to its former height and the
discharge the next day was again 3,936 c. m., which it maintained for three months.
If we deduct from the discharge of 80,032 c. m. the water that would have been dis-
charged during these five days without the additional rainfall, namely (5 x 3,936=)
19,680, there renlaiu 60,000 c. in. round, which without doubt were furnished by the
two storms, and since the total fall had been at least 500,000 c. m. it follows that
more than eight-ninths of the rain was absorbed and held by the soil to be delivered
gradually.

In a neighboring basin, that of Salagon, of 16,761 acres extent,with
just 10 per ceilt wooded, also on impermeable rock (permian), but the
soil otherwise considerably washed and thin, observations could not
be carried on with precision. But while the discharge of this much
larger basin in ordinary tunes is calculated at not more than 20 to 25

liters per second, after a storm the discharge into the river is almost
immediate and has been observed to rise to more than 600 c. m. per
second.

Of examples in this country we may give the following as coming
from good authorities and well substantiated.

In a report to the Chief of Engineers of the War Department in
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regard to a survey of the Savannah River, made by order of Con-
gress, it is said:

Reports upon the Savannah Valley and River at Augusta of about the year 1775
show the Savannah to have been a clear, rapid stream, full of excellent fish and sub-
ject to no sudden or marked changes of height. This was previous to the destruc-
tion of the forests and the opening of large traets of land to the plow. Now the
stream has become turbid; the fish, I am told, have nearly deserted the lower waters,
and sudden and marked changes of the water level are the rule.

Maj. Charles W. Raymond, in a report to the Chief of Engineers,on the
west brallch of the Susquehanna River and the practicability of improv-
ing its navigation and of confining its waters, in times of great flood,
to the general course of its channel, attribtltes as the principal cause of
the excessive high and ]ow stages of this river the progressive destruc-
tion of the forests from the mountain crests and slopes of its watershed,
and in discussing the means of protecting the river valley from inunda-
tion in the future, says: "Most important of all, such forests as yet
remain upon areas not valuable for cultivation, especially near the
head waters and the upper slopes of the basin, should be protected."

The New York Forest Commission, speaking of floods in the Adiron-
dack region and the influences of forests in relation to them, say:

In the uplands of the preserve there are many densely wooded tracts adjacent to
others from which the forests have been stripped. The residents agree that in the
former floods are unknown, while in the latter they are a yearly occurrence. Thelr
sppearance was coincident with the disappearance of the woods. It was then
noticed that the bridges, which for many years had sufficed to span the streams
during heavy rains, were no longer safe, and new ones with longer spans became a
necessity.

They refer also to the effect of the removal of the forests in the
Adirondack watersheds upon the navigation of the canals of the State
and the whole system of inland commerce. They say:

With the clearing away of the forests and the burning of the forest floor came a
failare of canal supply that necessitated the building of costly dams and reservoirs to
replace the natural ones which the fire and ax had destroyed. The Mohawk River,
which for years had fed the Erie Canal at Rome, failed to yield any longer a suffi-
cient supply, whereupon the Black River was tapped at Forestport, and its whole
volume at that point diverted southward to assist the Mohawk in its work.

The superintendent of public works of the State has also called
public attention to this subject several times. In the report for 1882
he says:

The importance of the preservation of the woods in the Adirondack region in con-
nection with the water supply of the canals can not be overestimated. With the
continual cutting away of the forests and the burning of the forest floor, thedecreas-
ing water supply has become painfully apparent. Should this continue, the result
on the canals would be disastrous.

Another interesting and impressive example of changes in conditions
of water flow is given in connection with the Schuylkill River. During
the last sixty or sixty-five years this river has shown a marked diminu-
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tion in its minimum flow. In 1816 this flow was estimated at 500,000,-
000 gallons per day; ii 1825, at 440,000,000; in 1867, at 400,000,000, and.
in 1874, at 245,000,000. Iii regard to this a commission of engineers
say in their report in 1875:

This remarkable decrease; not being accompanied by any great change in the
rainfall, nor probably in the total annual discharge of the river, is no doubt largely
due to the destruction of the forests in the drainage area, whereby the conservative
action of the woodland has been lost, and the rainfall is permitted to descend rap-
idly to the bed and pass off in a succession of freshets.

In the year 1881 the State of New Hampshire established a forest
commission, who were instructed to inquire, among other matters re
lating to the forests, into "the effect, if any, produced by the des true-
tion of our forests upoi our rainfall, and consequently upon our ponds
and streams." In their report, made iii 1885, the commission presented
a summary of the large number of replies to their inquiries. These
replies came from all parts of the State. From the summary the fol-
lowing citations are made:

Beginning with the southern portion of the State, and with the town of Rich-
mond, attention is called to a small stream there, which in 1865 furnished sufficient
power for four sawmills nearly all the year. but which began to dry up with the
more rapid removal of the timber occasioned by the introduction of steam as an
auxiliary power. The water and the woods have disappeared together, and the
same is the ease in other portions of the town.

In Fitzwilliam and Riudge the same results have been reached all the more rap-
idly because of the nearer proximity of these towns to a market. Well-known
trout streams, once abundantly stocked with fish, are now dry half of the year,
and the treeless ground andnaked rocks along their banks aild about their sources
are considered a sufficient explanation.

The chairman of the board of selectmen in Henniker, who has given much atten-
tion to the subject, is confident Ihat the water in the Contocook River hasdecreased
fully one-third within even twenty years, and that the tributaries have fallen off
still more, many being nearly dry in the summer. During this period $75,000 worth

of timber has been cut within this one town. In the surrounding towns, also, the
timber has disappeared with equal rapidity, and the water supply has seriously

decreased.
The report from Bow, which covers a period of fifty years, within which most of

the timber has been cut off, and that from Hopkinton, which covers a period of
sixty years, both tell the same story of naked hillsides and diminished streams.

At Hanover the Connecticut River for many years has been decreasing in volume,
and with increasing rapidity the timber from its head waters has been floating by.

In Canaan sixty-five years ago there were nine or more mills of different kinds;
abundant water power all the year around; no thought of reservoirs or double

dams, or precautions against drought. Canaan street, now covered with a firm, dry
sod, was laid out through a swamp, impassable but for the hummocks and fallen
trees, while dense forests of giant trees covered the hills. The writer who fur-
nishes the above facts, a native of the place, returning after an absence of thirty
years, found the hills and rocks bare, the springs choked up, and the mills obliged
to resort to steam power or lie idle.

The great mountain region of the State lies in contiguous parts of the counties
of Grafton, Carroll, and Coos. The numberless streams originating in this region,
protected by the primitive forest, might be thought to be beyond any disturbing
causes, but such is not the ease. The town of Littleton depends upon the Ammo-
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noosuc for its water power, but three of its oldest citizens testify that this power
has diminished one-third within fifty or sixty years. The mountain forests during
this same period have been encroached upon as never before, and it is not surpris-
ing that so commonly these two facts are associated as cause and consequence.

Coos County contains more of the llrt growth of timber than any other portion
of the State. lEn the midst of this region are the sources of the Connecticut,. An-
droscoggin, Saco, and their many tributaries, and a diminished water supply at
this point is felt throughout the course of these important streams. The report
from Jefferson is that the older inhabitants agree that the streams are smaller than
formerly. An intelligent observer at Berlin, on the Androscoggin River, makes the
following important statements, covering a period of twenty-six years. Within a
radius of 4 miles from his residence are eight streams or brooks and two ponds, and
the water in each during the above period has materially diminished. As an illus-
tration of the connection between the removal of the woods and this diminished
supply, he adds that "six years ago he supplied his stock with water from what was
then an unfailing brook, by means of an aqueduct which furnished 300 gallons per.
hour. Now that the trees along the stream have been destroyed by the woodman's
ax and by forest fires, his water supply is cut short in summer by drought and in
'winter by frost. Hundreds of acres of timber have been cleared within these six
years in the same vicinity."

At Lancaster the county seat, on the Connecticut river, an old resi-
dent reports
an alarming decrease in the water of the streams and springs during the past sixty
years, and especially during the last twenty-five years, within which period the
smaller timber also has been removed. Israel's River in his boyhood was a large
mill stream 8 or 10 rods wide, with sufficient water to carry a very large amount of
machinery the year round. Now it is an insignificant stream, with, from May to
November, not more than half the water it had fifty years ago, and not more than
two-thirds there was twenty-five years ago. Other streams have suffered in the
same way, and the springs have, if possible, suffered more than the streams. Many,
once thought to be never-failing, are now for, long periods dry. That the cutting
off the forests accounts very largely for this change he considers as sure as that
effect follows cause, and the result is hastened by the reckless methods in use. In-
stead of cutting timber that is matured, everything is cut to the size of 5 or 6 inches
in diameter, and what remains is cut into firewood or burned at once, leaving a
dreary waste.

In coii elusion the commissioners say:

While the statements given above prove beyond doubt the steady diminution of
our water supply, and show what is the commonly received explanation of this
state of things, a few of the towns heard from, and these mainly in the southern
part of the State, report no very marked variation in the amount of water in ponds
and streams for a considerable term of years, and an increase rather than a diminu-
tion in the amount of woodland. Much of this woodland, however, is the young
growth, brush wood only, 'which can not for years protect the ground from the dry-
ing effects of sun and wind, as did the older woods; and, besides, from its relatively
greater amount of foliage, evaporation proceeds all the more rapidly. That our
wooded districts here and there are on the increase can not, however, alter the force
of the facts which confirm the more commonly received opinion as to the general
condition of things within our limits. If in any instances the decrease in water
power has been checked or averted, it is all the more important to know how the
result has been reached, that the same means may be used elsewhere. In every case
this means has been connected with the preservation or restoration of the forests.

On one point there is no division of opinion. It is not in the open ground, but be-
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neath the trees, that the moisture and the snow accumulate, and are slowly and surely
supplied to the springs and streams, which then have a perennial flow. Let the
same ground be deprived of its shade and this exposure to the sun hastens evapora-
tion, and the rain and melting snow rapidly pass off through the water courses be
fore any sufficient quantity can reach the permanent reservoirs under the surface.
The snow on the exposed hillside may be swept off entirely by the wind; and even
when any considerable portion remains, much will evaporate, and after all be lost to
the soil and the springs. The soil itself is often washed off, and the exposed rocks
given over to perpetual barrenness.

In confirmation of the conclusions of the New Hampshire forestry
commission may be appropriately cited the statement made in the New
Hampshire Geological Report (vol. i, p. 124), that when in the central
and southern portions of the State the bay crop has been cut short by
drought, it has been known to be above the average in the northern
part, even with less rainfall, and as a reason it is claimed that the
forests in the northern section have secured a better distribution of the
results of rainfall and melted snow.

B. W. Piper, in his Trees of America, gives this illustration as com-
ing under his own observation:

Within about one-half mile of my residence there is a pond upon which mills have
been standingfor a long time, dating back, I believe, to the first settlement of the
town. These have been kept in constant operation until about twenty or thirty
years ago, when the supply of water began to fail. The pond owed its existence to a
stream w]jieh has its source in the hills which stretch some miles to the south.
Within the time mentioned these hills, which were clothed with a dense forest, have
been almost entirely stripped of trees; and to the wonder and loss of the mill-
owners, the water in the pond has failed, except in the season of freshets, and, what
was never heard of before, the stream itself has been entirely dry. Within the last
ten years a new growth of wood has.rung up on most of the land formerly occu-
pied by the old forest, and now the water runs through the year, notwithstanding
the drought of the last few years.

A gentleman in eastern Massachusetts makes the following state-
ment: Having made a contract to supply an extensive nail factory with
kegs in which to pack the nails made, he purchased a timber tract in
southern Vermont, through which ran a stream. Upon this stream he
erected a sawmill and began to cut the timber and make it into kegs.
It was not long before the amount of water in the stream was les-
seried to such a degree that he was obliged to erect another mill below
the first, and thus use the water a second time in order to maintain the
requisite power for carrying on his business.

It is a well-known fact that the flow of water in the Hoosick and
Housatonic rivers, in western Massachusetts, has become so irregular
that the mill-owners on those streams have been obliged to make stor-
age basins in which to hold the water of the spring floods for use in the
summer, or else to equip their mills with auxiliary steam engines. The
result is claimed to he due to extensive deforesting.

Mr. David Thompson, of Cincinnati, said to the American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science, in 1881:
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It is not unusual to find in many localities the beds of what were once important
mill.streams, waterless, except when filled by sudden freshets, and in Ohio certain
streams emptyiug into the lake, which were once declared navigable, will not now
float a canoe. Previous to 1832 Capt. Delorac, of Hamilton, Ohio, annually sent a
fleet of flatboats down the Big Miami River at the spring rise; but with the de-
struction of the forests along that river the rise became so uncertain that the enter-
prise was of necessity abandoned.

A farmer in Ulster County, N. Y., gives the following testimony on
the subject before us. He had cut an acre or two, of trees on an ele-
vated portion of his farm. In giving the result he says:

My first loss was the drying up of a beautiful brook which had its source in my
grove, and which ran through a number of fields, furnishing water for cattle while
grazing. Five times the value of the wood I sold would have been refused for this
stream. In the vicinity of the place where the timber stood the ground became dry
during the summer. When rain fell it did not seem to be absorbed, the water ran
down the hillsides, niaking great gullies and doing much damage, while the fields
through which the brook flowed did not yield as good crops. I am now a strong
believer in the value of woodlands on a farm.

A gentleman in Onondaga County states that the streams in that
county have visibly failed since his boyhood, though he is not yet 40
years of age. There was at Conkling's Falls, he says, a grist and saw
mill which in his youth had a plentiful supply of water. Then it grad-
ually diminished. At first a spasmodic flow was marked; heavy fresh-
ets in spring, then low water in summer, until the water failed and it
was necessary to run the mills by steam. So at Pratt's Falls, a few
years ago the flow of water was abundant. The story was repeated
there, violent fresliets in spring, followed by the usual failure, until
now, in summer, hardly a pailful runs over the falls. In this latter
case there was formerly a swamp, some 5 or 6 miles above the falls,
which has.. been reclaim&l and all the trees and shrubs cut off. All
these changes have occurred within fifteen years.

Ex-Governor Davis, of Maine, gives the following statement in re-
gard to the effect of forest removal on the flow of streams, in a case
with which he is well acquainted:

The Kenduskeag River empties into the Penobscot at Bangor. The stream rises some
30 miles from its mouth, one branch in the town of Dexter, and another in the town
of Corinna. I am told that fifty or sixty years ago there was a continuous llow of
water the year round in this stream, and at the town of Kenduskeag, 12 miles north-
east of Bangor, were situated large lumber mills on both sides of the stream. The
water-flow was sufficient to carry them the year round. But during the past half
century the land along the shores of the streum has been cleared throughout the
greater part of its course. The result is that we have heavy spring freshets, also
heavy feshets in the fall, sometimes doing much damage. I recollect, a dozen years
ago or more, when living in the town of Corinth, through which said stream flows,
almost every bridge on the stream was carried away in the month of March. Now,
after the spring freshet subsides, the water falls rapidly until it dwindles to a very
small stream, not one-half the amount flowing during the summer months that did
fifty years ago.
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Mr. Abbot Kinney, of California, an intelligent observer, gives the
following recent testimony in regard to a particular field on his estate:

This field was cleared of a dense brush growth, about 15 feet high, which, in Cali-
fornia, is called chaparral. When first cleared the soil was quite dark in color and
full of vegetable detritus.

For two years no special care was required to prevent gullies forming from the
rains. The rain-holding power of the field has constantly diminished, cross furrows
have now to be carefully prepared and maintained during the rainy season. A sharp
rain now runs off without doing much good where it formerly soaked in. The dark
color has gone and the soil is now a plain red. It packs hard now, after every rain,
when formerly it did not pack at all, except in a pathway. On the edge of the
bluffs where the brash was left the old conditions prevail. I was doing some work
along these bluff edges and found that I could shovel the dirt easily after cutting off
the brush, but on the cleared land adjoining where the plow had missed, near the
edge, the ground was so hard as to require a pick.

In 1885 the Ohio State Forestry Bureau issued circulars to its cor-
respondents throughout the State making inquiries in regard to the
observed influence of clearing the forests upon water supply. The re-
plies received are published in the first annual report of the bureau
and will be found quite in harmony with the testimony above given.

Such reports as these caii be multiplied from every section of our
country, and, while there would always remain the onus of proof that
the change of waterfiow and forest conditions were in causal relation,
it is difficult to conceive of any other causes for these experiences over
so widespread an area, than the change of surface conditions due to
deforestation, especially the burning of the forest floor. ilowever
questionable the position of forest cover as a climatic factor, its rela-
tion to waterfiow and soil conditions is attested by experiences in all
parts of the world.



IV,-NOTES ON THE SANITARY SIGNIFICANCE OF FORESTS.*

By B. E. Fxnxow.

The subject of the sanitary significance of forests has been recently
reviewed by Dr. E. Ebermayer, the well-known physicist at Munich.
Other investigators have also contributed new material toward the
discussion of the subject. Especially the two Italians, Serafini and
Arata, investigated the influence of forests on the quantity of micro-
organisms in the air, and Dr. Puchner investigated the contents of car-
bonic acid in the atmosphere under varying conditions.

Ebermayer shows that the oxygen exhalation of a forest in propor-
tion to the consumption by man is insignificant. He figures that a
family of four persons would require for respiration, in the burning of
the necessary fuel, the oxygen exli aled by 2 acres of forest. The hy-
genie significance of ozone he doubts. Puchner shows that the air in
the forest contains generally more carbonic acid than the open, due to
decomposition of litter. On the other hand, Ebermayer shows the air
in the forest soil to contain less carbonic acid than that in the field soil,
three-fourths times less in winter and five-sixths times in summer; this
is explained by differences in moisture conditions. But, like sea and
mountain air, forest air is freer from injurious gases, dust particles, and
bacteria. Furthermore, the shade and the processes of assimilation
and transpiration have a cooling effect in summer, a warming effect in
winter, hence extremes in temperature are checked. Protection against
winds and extremes of temperature which the forest offers is cited as
desirable for the location of sanitaria and finally a tribute is paid to
psychic influence, and the hygienic significance of the forest is pro-
nounced as scientifically established. But of much more importance
than the air is shown the forest soil, especially since cholera, typhus,

These notes are based on the following publications:
Dr. E. Ebermayer, in Woliny, 1890: (1) Hygienic significance of forest air and

forest soil. (2) Experiments regarding the significance of humus as a soil constit-
uent and influence of forest, different soils and soil covers on composition of the air
in the soil.

Dr. H. Puchner: (1) Investigations of the carbonic acid contents of the atmos-
phere.

&rafini and Arata: (1) Intorno all 'azione del bosohi sui mikro organismi trans-
portati dai venti.
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yellow fever, and malaria are, according to Dr. Pettenkofer "soil dis-
eases of miasmatic origin." In this connection a distribution must be
kept in view between those organisms which are disease producers,
pathogenic, and those which are more or less harmless parasites. The
latter, Saprophytic bacteria, it must be kept in mind, thrive on decom-
posing vegetable and animal matter but pathogenic bacteria thrive
best on living organisms, although they occur also outside of them.

The conditions for the favorable development of the pathogenic
bacteria Ebermayer discusses at great length. The facts are stated or
established by him that the vegetable components of the forest soil
contain less nutritive matter (albuminoid, potash, and phosphates and
nitrates) for bacteria growth; that the temperature and moisture con-
ditions are less favorable; that the sour humus of the forest soil is an-
tagonistic to pathogenic bacteria; finally, that so far no pathogenic
microbes have ever been found in forest soil, hence this soil may be
called hygienically pure.

Only when upper soil strata dry out and a wind, forming dust,
sweeps over them are microorganisms carried into the air; hence, with
less air movement in the forest, we would expect fewer microbes in the
forest air. This expectation is realized in the iuvestigation of Sera-
fini and Arata, who tabulate their countings of bacteria, divided into
three classesmolds, liquefying, and nonliquefying bacteria for 40 suc-
cessive days, from May 6 to July 8and find, that with one exceptional
day, one or two of these classes were always less numerous in the for-
est than on its outskirts and generally from twenty-three to twenty-
eight times less.

With these detail investigations are in accord the general observa-
tions in India, where villages surrounded by forests are never visited
by cholera, and troops are being withdrawii into forest stations in order
to arrest the disease which it has been found is invited by removal of
forests. Extensive moors, which exhibit similar unfavorable soil con-
ditions, have been observed to give the same immunity from the disease.
With regard to yellow fever the same observations have been made in
our own country.

If it is considered, says Ebermayer, that the coma bacillus which
produces cholera makes great demands in its nutrition and belongs to
the most sensitive bacteria, especially, sensitive against free acid, being
destroyed by acid stomach juices, that when dry it dies quickly and is
readily attacked by decay-producing bacteria, that it prospers best in a
temperature of 86° F. to 194° F., and ceases to grow when the tempera-
ture sinks below 54° F., the protective influence of the forest is readily
explained.

Malaria has been shown by Marchiafava and Celli not to be a
bacterial disease, but to be produced by parasitic protozoa, called by
these authors "plasmodia," which are formed in the red blood corpus-
cles and when inoculated upon healthy people produce the disease.
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Although their exterior existence is unknown they probably also
come from the soil, and probably, also, warmth or wet soil, periodically
changing to dry in the upper strata, are the best conditions for their
development. As long as the water covers the soil there is, therefore,
no danger, which only begins with the recession of the same and the
admission of air necessary for the development of the plasrnodia, which
accumulate then near the soil. Since they can not rise very high
houses placed on hills within malarial regions or high above the ground
are free from the disease.

The same reasons which make the forest conditions unfavorable to
bacteria growth, namely reduced temperature and moister soil, with
more ready drainage usually, as well as the absence of dust and, winds
raising the same and the filtration process shown by Serafina by which
the bacteria coming from the outside are reduced in number, are also
reasons thr the observed beneficient effect of forest plantations in ma-
larial districts, such as the Campagna Bomana.

Finally, a word on the value of larger parks in cities. While they do
not, according to these expositions, purify the air directly by the func-
tion of the leaves, as has been claimed, they certainly establish air cur-
rents that may bring fresher air to the ground; but their hygienic
function consists mainly in reducing the temperature by their shade
and in furnishing better drainage conditions of the soil and purifying
the same by absorbing the results of decomposition from animal mat-
ter, and lastly by preventing or reducing at least dust and with it bac-
Lena in the air, keeping it parer than it would otherwise be.





APPENDIX 1.

DETERMINATION OF THE TRUE AMOUNT OF PRECIPITATION AND ITS
BEARING ON THEORIES OF FOREST INFLUENCES.

By CLEVELAND ABBE.

The accurate measurement of rainfall, or the confidence to be placed
in the rainfall data that are being accumulated in such great quanti-
ties, is a matter of profound importance in climatology, in engineering,
and even in storm predictions. This subject excites much considera-
tion in the public mind, since the comparison of the ancient and pres-
ent condition of Asia, Europe, and America leads to ninny forebodings
as to our own future; it is therefore eminently worthy of full treat-
ment and critical discussion. We must be satisfied as to the degree of
reliability of our data before we use them in attempting to elucidate
such queries as are suggested by thoughtful men and such as were in
fact discussed at a recent symposium of the Philosophical Society at
Washington upon the question "Do forests affect rainfall?"

On that occasion extensive statistics were presented by several mem-
bers of that society, but it seemed to me that certain other fundamen-
tal questions which are discussed in this paper must be considered if
we desire to get at the exact truth in regard to this matter.

The question, "Whether forests affect rainfall" can apparently be attacked
from several sides. Some are satisfied to appeal to deductive reasoning, thereby
proving that the forests ought to affect rainfall, and their arguments have much
plausibility; others are satisfied to appeal to the historical evidence and quote the
dried-up streams of Europe, Asia and America, and the deserts that were once gar-
dens. But the instrumental meteorologist and the observer who knows that rain
gauges have been carefully observed here and there for the past 300 years, or since
the first gauges were used by Leonardo da Vinci, still naturally look to the
records of the many stations that are accessible to us and expect these to give a
very definite statistical answer that can be relied on quantitatively as well as quali-
tatively.

Such rainfall records must be the ultimate test of the truth of any hypothesis,
but the question is one of considerable difficulty since we have to determine a small
quantity by means of observations that may be liable to large errors, and it is nec-
essary to be on oar guard against fallacious reasoning and against the liability to
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draw conclusions finer than the data will warrant. To this end the law of errors
or the calculus of probabilities must be appealed to. My present study relates prin-
cipally to subjects of fundamental importance, namely, the accuracy of the mdi-
vidual statistics and the variability of distribution of rainfall chronologically and
geographically.

RELATION OF PATTERN AND ALTITUDE OF GAUGES TO ACCURACY OF RAINFALL
MEASUREMENTS.

With regard to the accuracy of rainfall measurements viewed simply as com-
parable data, two matters have been studied experimentally, namely, the size and
style of the gauge and the altitude above ground. With regard to size it is satis-
factorily shown that no error of more than 1 per cent systematically attaches to
gauges of the ordinary forms and of diameters anywhere between 4 and 44 inches.
With regard to the altitude it must be conceded that for a hundred years it has been
known in a general way that observations by gauges at various heights above the
ground are not comparable with each other. The remarkable influence of altitude
was first brought to the attention of the learned world by Heberdon, who, in a me-
mob in the transactions of the Royal Society of London, in 1769, stated that a gauge
on Westminster Abbey over 150 feet above the ground caught less than half as much
as a gauge at the ground. Since his day numerous others have instituted similar
observations in their respective localities. Usually they have been satisfied with
observing only one or two elevated gauges, but of late years, in order to fully eluci-
date the subject, more elaborate measurements have been made; thus Phillips and
Gray, at York, England, have observed at eight different altitudes including the
gauge on the tower of York Minster.

Bache, at Philadelphia, observed four gauges on top of a square tower, and four
others on poles above them; CoL Ward, at Caine House, Wiltshire, observed ten
pairs of gauges at elevations of 20 feet or less, each pair consisting of an 8-inch
and a 5-Inch gauge; Bates, at Castleton Moor, similarly observed ten pairs of
gauges; Chrimes, at Rotherham Reservoir, six gauges, at elevations of 25 feet or less;
('i) at Hawsker, four 3-inch gauges, at altitudes of 10 feet or less; Wild, at St.
Petersburg, six 10-inch gauges, at altitudes of 5 meters or less, and one at an altitude
of 25 meters. A very laborious series of six or eight gauges at altitudes of 40 feet
or less has, to my knowledge, been carried on for some years by Fitzgerald, at Chest-
nut Hill, near Boston, but the results are not yet published.

It will be seen, therefore, that abundant observational data are at hand for the
elucidation of the peculiarities of the rain gauge, and the results that can be deduced
from such data command our immediate attention. Whttever mystery has hitherto
attached to the undoubted fact that elevated gauges catoh less rain is now fully
explained away. This phenomenon is of the nature of an error in the rain gauge
depending upon the force of the wind that strikes it, and as will be seen, now that
the knowledge of the source of error has been established, the method of correcting
or preventing it becomes simple.

It will be remembered that Benjamin Franklin, upon reathng Heberden's memoir,
at once, in 1771, in a letter to Percival explained his results by the hypothesis that
falling cold rain drops condense the moisture they meet with in the warmer lower
strata, and that Phillips, in 1834, independently revived this hypothesis as explaining
the increase of rainfall. A much truer explanation had been suggested by Meikie,
in the Annals of Philosophy for 1819, and by Boace (Annals of Philosophy, 1822),
to the effect that the deficiency is due to the velocity of the wind and to the fact
that the gauge stands as an obstacle to the wind; also Howard showed that the
strength of the wind affected the higher gauge But these minor notices seem to
haveproducedbut little effect among meteorologists, and it remains for W. B. Jevons,
Phil. Mag., 1861, vol. xxii, to demonstrate that the Pranklin-Phillips hypothesis
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was highly unsatisfactory, and in fact impossible, and that the true reason of dimin-
ution of apparent rainfall with the height of gauge is the influence of eddies of wind
around the building and the mouth of the gauge. This explanation had, however,
been also quite clearly pointed out by Prof. Bache, who had shown that eddies around
the top of the tower affected the distribution of the rainfall on the tower. Alexan-
der Dalla$ Bache and Joseph Henry were intimately associated in their scientific
work as early as 1835 (and especially after Henry came to Washington, in 1847,) and
the latter had adopted that which is now called Jevon's explanation, although as
we have seen it was first given by Meikle, 1819, and subsequently independently
arrived at by many others. This theory was definitely adopted and disseminated
by Henry at least as early as 1853 in connection with his instructions to Smithson-
ian observers.

The essence of this explanation may be stated thus: In the case of ordinary rain-
falls we invariably have the air full of large and small drops, including the finer
particles that constitute a drizzling mist and the fragments of drops that are broken
up by spattering. All these are descending with various velocities which, according
to Stokes, depend on their size and density and the viscous resistance of the air; the
particles of hail descend even faster than drops of water and the flakes of snow de-
scend slower than ordinary drops. Now when the wind strikes an obstacle the de-
flected currents on all sides of the obstacle move past the latter more rapidly;
therefore, the open mouth of the rain gauge has above it an invisible layer of air
whose horizontal motion is more rapid than that of the wind a little distance higher
up. Of the falling raindrops the larger ones may descend with a rapidity sufficient
to penetrate this swiftly moving layer, but the slower falling drops will be carried
over to the leeward of the gauge, and failing to enter it will miss being counted as
rainfall, although they go on to the ground near by. Evidently the stronger the
wind the larger will be the proportion of small drops that are carried past the
gauge; or again, the larger the proportion of small drops and light flakes of snow
that constitute a given shower, the more a gauge will lose for a given velocity of
the wind. In brief, the loss will depend both upon the velocity of the wind and the
velocity of the descent of the precipitation; therefore, a gauge will in general catch
less, in winter than in summerless in a climate where light, fine rains ocdnr than
where the rains are composed of larger, heavier drops; less in a country or in a season
of strong winds than of feeble winds; less when exposed to the full force of the
wind by being elevated on a post than when exposed to the feebler winds near the
ground.

The action of the wind in blowing the precipitation over to the leeward of the
gauge depends on velocity rather than on the square of the velocity of the wind and
of the raindrop, and it is aggravated by the formation of whirls or eddies within the
gauge itself by reason of which light and dry snowflakes are even whirled out of the
gauge after being once caught in it. Similar remarks apply to the rainfall on the
top of a large square building with a flat or depressed roof; not only does the top as
a whole receive less than an equal area at the ground, but the distribution of rain-
fall on the roof is such that the least rain falls on the windward portion and the
most on the portion to leeward, while somewhere on the roof will be found a region
whose average rainfall coincides with that on the ground. But the location of this
region will vary with the direction and strength of the wind and the quality of the
precipitation, so that we have but little assurance that any single rain gauge on the
roof will represent the rainfall on the ground.

An interesting illustration of this action of the wind has been noted by me in the
case of several gauges established in a cluster in a sandy region. The gauges sat on
the ground; their mouths were .2 or 3 feet above the surface, and being cylindrical
they offered considerable resistance to the wind. The windward gauges caught less
rain than the leeward, but they also caught more sand, showing that the strong
winds which carried the light raindrops on beyond-also stirred up the light surface
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The distinction between the effect of the winds in heavy rains mad fine rains is
very clearly brought out by B5rustein's c1assification of the catch on twenty-sin
days of fine rain and forty-three days of heavier rains; the percentages are as shown
in the following table:

TABLE II.

&lthouh all these preceding data, both by Mordecai and BSrustein, are limited
In quantity, yet they conspire to show nniforinlytho same effect of the wind that is
shown in an exaggertecl scale when the ordinary gauge is used to catch snowfall.
Similar results based on a somerhat larger series of observations are published by
Wild (Repertorium for Met, vol ix), as shown in the following Table III, wbich
gives the percentage of catch during winter's snow and summer's rain separately for
several altitudes and wind velocities: - T' -

' ----------------

Wind
force
0 to 12.

Num.
her of
days.

Protected
gauge
catch,

Unprotect.
ed gauge

catch,

Unprotect.
ed gauge
deficit,

Unprotect.
ed gauge
deficit.

.lLfm. Mm. Mm. Per cent.
0 5 3.30 3.06 0.24 7
1 37 88.34 81.44 6.90 8
2 26 70. 40 63. 80 6. 60 9
3 15 36.62 29.89 6Th 18
4 15 43. 45 39. 57 3. 88 8
5 1 2.50 1.50 1 40
o 1 1.76 1.38 0. 38 22

Wind
43 heavy rains. 26 fine rains.

Deficit. a°1 Deficit.force.

Per cent. Per cent.
0 4 23
1 17 0 8 25
2 13 13 6 18
3 7 14 6 46
4 6 17 2 52
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sand and were just able to drop the sand into the windward gauges while carrying
the rain on to the leeward gauge. In accordance with the precedingexplanation all
observations everywhere show that the higher gauges have the larger deficit in rain
catch and still larger deficits in the snow catch, and that both deficits increase with
the wind.

Mordecai states (Journal Franklin Institute, 1838, vol. xxii, p. 37) that he arranged
his observations at Frankfort Arsenal to show the rain catch at the ground and on
the tower 52 feet high according to the force of the wind as estimated by him on the
scale 0 to 10 as used by him, and found the deficit of the tower gauge to be 0 per cent
for calms and light winds, but increasing steadily up to 36 per cent for a wind of
force 8.

BSrnstein (Met. Zeit. Oct. 1884) arranges the catch in protected and unprotected
gauges according to the velocity of the wind, and for seven months of observation
obtained the following deficits in millimeters, to which I add the same converted
into percentages on the assumption that the protected gauge is practically equiva-
lent to the pit gauge. This assumption, although it is not quite correct, will not
much change our results:

TABLE I.
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TABLE III.

These tables conclusively show the large influence of the wind on the catch of the
rain, to say nothing of its influence on the catch of the snow. It is therefore evi-
dent that the annual rain precipitation as shown by gauges at various heights,
although always diminishing with the altitude, will diminish in different ratios
according to the peculiarities of the precipitation and the wind in that locality.

Without attempting to go into speiial refinements it will be sufilcient for the
present to study the annual catch as recorded at numerous stations. I have there-
fore in the following Table IV arranged the results quoted by Wild (Repertorium
vol. ix, 1885) and some others that have been published elsewhere. This table
begins with the results of observations made at low altitudes and of these I have
takun the average of all observations made for four years at CaIne, three years at
Castleton, eight years at Ilotherham, and ten years at St. Petersburg with gauges
of from 5 to 10 inches diameter. I have omitted the observations for two years at
Hawsker with 3-inch gauges, because of the shortness of the series and the smallness
of the gauge, which latter point has slightly exaggerated the percentage of loss. The
combined result therefore for the 4 longer series is to show that for gauges of such
size and construction as are generally used in the weather bureaus of the present
day and for the average wind and snow or rain that occurs at these statioifs (which
are in fact fair representatives of the northern portion of the temperate zone) the
catch of rainfall diminishes with height of gauge, as shown by the percentage in the
last column and in which, of course, the catch of the normal pit gauge is adopted as
the standard.

TABLE IV.

Altitude.

Lew wind velocities (2 to
5 meters per second).

High velocities (6 to 9
meters per second).

Rainfall
(Apr_Oct.).

Snowfall
(Nov-Dec.).

Rainfall
(Apr-Oct.).

Snowfall
(Jan-Mar.).

.2Weter8.
0
1
2

25

Per cent.
100
95
92
81

Per cent.
100
80
86
26

Per cent.
100
94
84
56

Per cent.
100
80
82
16

Location. yeas Altitude. Relative

Meters. Per cent.

Caine i inch and 8-inch gauges..
0 100

Castleton 5 inch and 8-inch gauges 3
Rotherham
St. Petersburg

5-inch ganges
10-inch gauges

8
10) 4

J

6
85
85

1 6 84

London: Westminister Abbey i 9.1 77Emden 2 11 72St. Petersburg Central Observatory i 13 68York: Museum 3 13 80Calcutta: Alipore Observatory 7 15 87Woodside, Walton on Thames i 15 73Philadelphia: Frankfort Arsenal 3 16 95

Sheerness: Waterworks 0 21 52Whitehaven: St. James' Church io 24 66St. Petersburg, Central Observatory 10 25 59Paris: Astronomical Observatory 40 27 81Dublin: Monkstown 6 27 64Oxford: Radcliffe Observatory 8 34 59Copenhagen: Observatory 4 36 67

London: Westminstep Abbey 1 46 52Chester: Leadworks 2 49 61Wolverhampton: Waterworks 3 55 69ork: Minster 3 65 60oston: St. Botoiph Church 2



If we may assume that on the average of the years and of the localities thus
grouped together there is a fairly uniform average quality of precipitation, we
should expect the deficiency at each altitude to have some definite relation to the
velocity of the wind, and it emphasizes our conviction that the wind is the principal
factor in bringing about this deficit when we find that these normal percentages are
fairly represented by the simple formula: Deficit==6 per cent of the square root of
the altittde expressed in meters. The adoption of the simple square root of the. alti-
tude is of course suggested by the well-known studies of Stevenson and Archibald,
from which I inferthat for these low altitudes the square root is a satisfactory ap-
proximation to the rate of increase of wind with altitude, while for much higher
altitudes the one-fourth or other power might be preferable. The constant .faetor,
O per cent, that enters this formula will of course not be understood as applicable to
other gauges or velocities or qualities of precipitation than those included in the above
table, but the close agreement of the computed percentages of deficiency shows that
we appear to be on the right track, and that some method must be devised by which
to free rainfall measures from the influenee of the. wind at the mouth of the gauge.
We see, in fact, that the simple wind-gauge which we have trusted so long is liable
to systematic error, whose magnitude is really enormous as compared with the smaU
errors that we ordinarily investigate in connection with thermometers, barometers,
and anemometers.

1LIMiNATIO18 OF ERRORs OF TR BASE GAUGE.

Two methods are open to us by which to eliminate this error of the rain gauge.
One is instrumental, the other observational.

Instrumental rnethods.As before said, Profs. Bache and Henry seem, from their own
observations, to have clearly apprehended the nature ofthe error with which the gauge
is affected, and the latter was quick to suggest the remedy, namely, to so construct a
gauge that it shall closely imitate the conditions of the normal exposure, or that of a
gauge whose mouth is on a level with the ground, and which is, therefore, not cov-
ered over by the disturbing swift currents and eddies. The records of the Smith-
sonian show that Henry caused numerous experiments on this subject to be conducted
after he and Espy, in 1848, inaugurated the Smithsonian system of meteorological
observers. In the second volume of Henry's collected writings, the reader can
easily consult his discussion of the erroneous explanations and his own correct en-

Group. Altitocle. Observea Square
ç Obs..Comp.

Meters. Per cent.
1 4 0 0 0.0 0 0
2 4 1 10 1.0 6 +4
3 4 2 12 1.41 8 +4
4 4 3 14 1.73 10 +4
5 4 4 15 2.00 12 +3
6 4 5 .15 2.24 14 +1
7 4 .6 16 2.45 15 +1
8 7 13 21 3.61 22 1
9 7 28 36 5.29 32 +4

10 5 59 42 7.68 46 4
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For gauges higher than 6 meters this table gives the results of the individual lo
calities. If we consider the individual figures in the latter part of this table it
would seem that the diminution of rainfall with elevation of gauge is decided, but
irregular; but it is proper to collect the data into a few mean values as shown fn
the following table, in which the three higher groups may be considered to repre-
sent the average conditions of the precipitation in the temperate zone quite as
fairly as do those of the lower altitudes:

TABLE V.
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nianation of the phenomenon, and at page 262 will be found Henry's suggestion of
"the shielded gauge." This shielded gauge was an ordinary small cylindrical
gauge; a few inches below the mouth of this gauge a horizontal circular plate of tin
4 or 5 inches wide was soldered to it like the rim of an inverted hat; by this means
he hoped to ward off the disturbing eddies which would necessarily be formed almost
wholly beneath the flat rim and therefore harmless.

Although Henry's shielded gauge was described at least as early as 1853, yet I
have not found as yet any records or observations made with it, though such
probably exist, as Henry's suggestion was widely distributed among the Smithso-
nian observers.

In 1878 Prof. Nipher, of St. Louis, published the first results of his observations
with his own shielded gauge, as independently invented by him. He surrounds the
upper portion of the gauge by an umbelliform screen made of wire gauze; the fall-
ingrain strikes on this and breaks up, and falls down to the ground without spatter-
ing into the mouth of the gauge at the center, while the gauze sufficiently breaks
up the wind currents to maintain a normal condition of the air at the mouth of the
gauge. Nipher's own experiments with this gauge showed that its catch at a height
of 118 feet above the ground was nearly the same as that of the ground gauge itself.

The invention of the shielded gauge gives us the required instrnmeutal solution
of our problem. Of late years Börnstein in Berlin and Wild in St. Petersburg have
experimented very largely with Nipher's shielded gauge and have reported in its
favor. Helhnann, during 1887, also observed with a Nipher gauge, and finds the
effect of the shielding to be very favorable, but not so much so as to make it quite
equal to the ground gauge.

The good accomplished by the shields adopted by Henry, or by Nipher, can also
be largely attained by a simple system of protection from wind. By "a protected
gauge" I mean an ordinary gauge whose mouth is a few feet above the ground, and
which is surrounded at a distance of a few feet by a fence or screen separate from
the gauge, and whose top is a little above the mouth of the gauge. The protecting
fence is therefore so arranged that it diminishes the wind at the mouth of the gauge
without itself introducing new and violent injurious eddies. Both Börnstein, Wild,
and Heilmanu have experimented with such protected gauges, the protecting fence
being so constructed that the angular altitude of the top of the fence as seen from
the mouth of the gauge is between 20 and 30 degrees. The catch of the gauge thus
protected always exceeds that of the free gauge, so that the correction to reduce it
to the ground gauge is comparatively quite small, the deficit being reduced from 25
per cent down to 3 or 4.

Helimanu has also made the following interesting experiment: The roof of the
Academy of Architecture in Berlin, where the Royal Prussian Meteorological Insti-
tute is temporarily domiciled, covers about 50 meters square, and is not merely flat,
but depressed considerably below the rampart walls of the building; it, therefore,
constitutes a grand protection to any gauge placed near the center of the roof, and
accordingly Hellmann finds that in this location gauges catch more than anywhere
else on the roof or the ramparts, and but little less than agauge on the ground. His
conclusion is that the Nipher, or similar protection, can nearly, but still only partly,
annul the injurious influences of strong winds on the catch of the gauge.

The reduction or correction of rainfall for altitude, as it has hitherto been called,
is therefore really a correction or reduction of the readings of the rain gauge fGr an
instrumental error due to the wind. 1

Observational methocls.As an observational method of obtaining the true rainfall
from the gauge reading, and if it is impracticable to establish a normal pit gauge in
a good location, or if it be desired to determine approximately the correction to be
applied to past records obtained from a gauge that still remains in the former place,
the following arrangement offers a fair approximation.

Jf the present gauge has been. standing in an open field at a few feet elevation,



If the present gauge is located upon the top of a building, perhaps the best tliaii
can be done to study the accuracy of its records is to locate other similar gauges so
as to get the average rainfall over the whole roof at the same uniform altitude; the
next best would be to establish a standard protected or shielded gauge as high as
practicable above the roof.

If a new observing station is to be started, then a single shielded or protected
gauge is better than a single unprotected one; but two more shielded gauges at differ-
ent altitudes afford the means of calculating the correction for wind which will, of
course, be quite small for this style of gauge.

VARIATIONS IN GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF RAINFALL.

By the combination of records from widely separated rainfall stations we ordina-
rily seek to determine the uniformity or irregularity of rainfall as to its geographi-
cal distribution. The study of horizontal distribution of rain should be first made
by means of simultaneous observations at many stations within a small region. The
most instructive work of this kind that I know of is that just now being carried on
by Heilmaun in the "experimental rainfall field" of the Royal Prussian Meteorolog-
ical Institution. This institution was in 1881 officially transferred from the bureau
of statistics, where it had been organized by Mahlmann and Dove, over to the bu-
reau of religion, education, and medicine, where it is now intimately connected
with all the scientific and educational work in Berlin and is under the directorshiia

Altitude
of upper
gauge.

Values of a for altitudes of lower gauge

1 2 3 4 5

2 2.414
.3 1.366 4.450
4 1. 600 2.414 6.462
5 0.828 1. 721 3. 438 8.474
6 0. 689 1. 366 2. 414 4.450 10.485
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place two or more Birnilar pan 68 near it, and similarly located as far as obstacles
are concerned, except only that one of these is to be decidedly lower than the old
one and the other decidedly higher. From a comparison of the simultaneous rec-
ords of any two gauges and their altitudes, we should for each separate rainfall,
rather than for the monthly and annual sums, deduce the normal rainfall by the so-
lution of two or more equations of the form:
Observed catch of gauge = (1 - x 1/altitude) x (desired catch of normal pit gauge).

Where r is the unknown special coefficient of deficiency due to wind at that a1-
titude.-that is to say, having two gauge catches, c and 02 for the two altitudes H1
and 112we obtain the true rainfall (R) by the formulin:

c,=(lx V11) B

whence

1=01+ (c, O)=cl+fl(C1c2).ViViB f_i
If o, and H, relate to the lower gauge we shall generally have Cl> o and H, <H2

and the coefficient a will be a positive fraction, whose value is given in the follow-
ing table for such combinations of units as may easily occur in practice.

TABLE VI.
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of Prof. W. von Bezold. The experimental rain field really consists of the city of
Berlin and the country around especially to the westward, embracing a rogion of
about 15 kilometers square, within which are located Berlin, Spandau, and Potsdam.
The forests on the westward, the intermediate gardens and fields, the valley of the
river Spree, and the city of Berlin, offer a great variety of surfaces but without any
mountains or hills. The average height of the ground above sea level is scarcely 50
meters, the average distance of the gauges from each other, namely, the mean of all
possible combinations is about 4.5 kilometers, the maximum distance being 11 and
the minimum 0.5.

Within this area Hellmann has twenty-one stations, some of which represent sev-
eral gauges. His work began in 1884, and he adopted as the standard height of the
mouth of the gauge 1.07 meters above the ground. I have selected for study the eleven
station8 for which complete records for 1886-'87 are given in Hellmann's Reports. The
accompanying Table VII shows the rainfall for each station for each year and the de-
partures of each station from the annual mean of the eleven. From these departures
we got the probable error of any one annual rainfall as plus or minus 6 per cent of
its own value. That is to say, assuming that the same quantity of rain and snow
fell uniformly over the whole of this small region and that the gauges, if unaffected by
any error, should therefore agree among themselves perfectly, then their failure to
do so is such that it is an even chance that any given rainfall is discordant from the
average by plus or minus 6 per cent. At first Hellmann suggested that the records
of stations 1, 2, 3, and 4, which were in the open land east of the forests showed that
less precipitation fell there than over the forests, affording an argument for the idea
that the forest attracted an extra amount of rain; but of the other stations there
were also some that were protected by the forests, and next year all of these reported
large rainfalls. Now all of these gauges were at a standard height in open regions
such that only the variations in wind proper or in the currents induced by neigh-
boring obstacles could conceivably- affect the catch of the gauge; moreover the differ-
ences between the stations were greatest in the winter and least in the summer
months and all the study of the configuration of the ground around the stations tends
to show that the differences in the catches of the gauges were due to the irregular-
ities of horizontal distribution of the strength of the wind as influenced by the sur-
roundings. In other words instead of studying the geographical or horizontal distri-
bution of the total annual rainfall it was safe to assume that that had been uniform for
each year over this small area, and that we are studying simply the horizontal distri-
bution of a deficiency in catch or a rain-gauge error due to very local winds at the
mouths of the gauges.

TABLE VII.

This conclusion is confirmed by examining the records in the summer months
separately from those in the winter. Local showers are frequent during the summer

Station, Heflrnann's number.
Observed

precipitation. Departures.

1886. 1887. 1886. 1887. 1886. 1887.

mm. mm. ,nm. mm. Per ct Per ct.
1 394 514 30 4 7 1
2 363 507 61 11 14 2
3 387 524 37 6 9 2
4 888 505 36 13 9 2
6 435 492 11 26 3 1
7 438 536 14 18 3 1
5 462 549 38 31 9 2
9 462 509 38 9 9 2

10 473 536 49 18 12 2
12 444 516 20 2 5 1
14 422 516 2 2 0 0

Mean 424 518 336 140
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and the irregularities in horizontal distribution are presumptively greatest at that
time. During the winter the extended layers of clouds give us no a priori reason
to expect large irregularities in the geographical distribution of snow fall and rain.
Heilmaun's records show that the geographical irregularities in the catch of his
gauges is really least in summer and greatest in winter, thus confirming our convic-
tions that on the average of the year the precipitation is uniformly distributed and
the variations in catch depend on the geographical distribution of the wind at the
gauges during the fall of rain and snow.

The eleven gauges here selected from Heilmaun's data were unprotected and uni-
formly 1.07 meters above ground, and it is evident that they would not have neces-
sarily shown a similar discrepancy of 6 per cent among themselves had they been
placed at some other altitude. As the absolute deficits of each gauge increase like
the wind with the square root of the altitude, so also should the apparent irregu
larities in geographical distribution. But this rule should not be so far stretched
as to assume that gauges atthe ground surface would therefore show no irregulari-
ties in the horizontal distribution of rain, the fact being that there is even for them
an outstanding uncertainty of 2 per cent, which is the total combined effect of all
the irregularities of measurement and the drifting of snow or rain.

In general, then, we conclude that in the case of a number of gauges placed within
a few miles of each other, and of which we know nothing as to the height and exposure,
except that in general the observers have placed them in fairly open situations, there
is no reason to give a preference to the reports of one gauge rather than that of
another, since if the observers are equally reliable the irregularities of catch are
likely to far exceed the errors of careful observers. Again, the probable error of 6
per cent, due to unobserved and uncontrollable irregularities in the action of the wind
on these ordinary cylindrical gauges located 1.07 meters above the ground, indicates
the utmost limit to which any attempt at refinement in drawing annual isohyetal
lines should be carried at present, at least in the climates such as that of Berlin, and
until the data are corrected for wind effects. Finally, any attempt to deduce from
such gauges the relative rainfall over the forest, the cleared land, the hill and the
valley, can only be successful in so far as we make due allowance for the influence
of the wind and the character of the precipitation.

CHRONOLOGICAL VARIATIONS OF RAINFALL.

What has just been said with regard to geographical distribution holds good
equally with regard to the chronological variations in rainfall. Undoubtedly there
are years of large and of small precipitation, but if we analyze these years we shall
see that they differ, not only in the quantity, but at the same tune in the quality of
the precipitation and in the forces of the winds. Until we are able to correct the
measured rain or snow for the wind effect we must include this large source of uncer-
tainty in the catalogue of errors to which our measurements are subject; thus, in some
years, there may be a heavy snowfall of very light snow flakes falling during strong
wind, and in spite of all our efforts to estimate we get too small a record. Again, if
we confine ourselves to the summer rains only, namely, those that directly affect the
growth of plants, we shall find that in almost every long-continued series of observa-
tions at any locality trees, houses, and other obstacles have gradually grown up in
the neighborhood so that the average wind force at the gauge has undergone a steady
progressive diminution and the gauge, therefore, catches a larger percentage at the
close of the series than at the beginning, unless the obstacles were always so near as
to shelter the gauges. I have computed the departure of each annual total precipi-
tation (rain and snow) from the mean of forty-six years at Fort Leavenworth, Kane.
(using post-surgeon's record only) ;of twenty-two years at Spiceland, md. (observa-
lions by H. 11. Dawson), and forty-two years at Washington, D. C. (observations at
the Naval Observatory). From the mean of these departures it is easy to compute
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the so-called probable error or departure for any one year, or the index of variability
of annual precipitation. The results are given in the accompanying Table VIII, and
are interpreted in the following paragraph:

TABLE VIII.

The mean annual catch at the Fort Leavenworth gauge is 32.48 inches, as given by
46 years of observations, which, however, differ among themselves from year to year
so much that it is an even chance that the catch of any one year will differ from this
mean by more or less than 18 per cent of its value or by 6.02 inches; this 18 per cent
is in part due to actual irregularities in rainfall and in part to the variable effect of
the wind and the irregular proportions of snow and rain; the actual rainfall is larger
than this catch by an unknown amount depending on the character of the precipi-
tation and the strength of the wind at mouth of the gauge.

It is therefore evident that any conclusion as to a change of climate during these
years involving quantities less than the probable errors of the mean rainfall must be
entirely illusory.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

Our study of the rain gauge (section 6) and its errors would have a melancholy
conclusion did it not afford us some suggestion as to the proper methods of determin-
ing and allowing for th4se errors. In view of our present knowledge we now see
that in establishing new stations better methods of exposure should be adopted and
such as are in fact very different from those that have hitherto been considered
allowable. We must closely linitatethe conditions prevailing at the average surface
of the ground, that is to say, in the order of preference the exposure would be: (1)
the pit gauge; (2) the protected or the shielded gauge near the ground; (3) several
protected or shielded gauges distributed over a flat roof; (4) the shielded gauge on
posts considerably elevated above slanting roofs. Moreover, in no case should a
single gauge be relied upon, but in all oases at least two similar gauges at very dif.
ferent heights should be observed. From the records of these two gauges we can
compute the catch of the normal pit gauge by the formula previously given.

As this formula is also applicable to the ordinary and in fact any form of gauge, we
furthermore see that an approximate 'correetion, needed to reduce valuable past rec-
ords to the normal gauge, may now be determined, if these old gauges are still being
recorded, by at once establishing near them two or more similar gauges at consid-
erably different heights; from the records of all these gauges for the next few years
we may determine, at least approximately, a oorreo ion applicable to the past years
of historical records. Finally, we are warned against attempting to draw from past
records conclusions that are finer than the data will justify.

APPLICATION TO FORESTRY.

To this presentation of the rain-gauge question I will add that although the ideas
here given may not be altogether new to those especially interested in rainfall, yet
their application to the special precaution of establishing rain gauges in pairs at two
different altitudes has only been carried out by Ebermayer in Bavaria, and more
recently by Brandis and Blanford in the forests of the central provinces of Tmlia, but

Stations.
Bum-
ber of
years.

Average
total an-

nuai precip-
itation.

Probable error
of annual precipi.

tation.
Probable error of

mean of 49 years.

Leavenworth
SiceIand
washington

46
22
42

Inches.
32.48
39.40
38.48

Inches.
6.02
5.47
5.20

Percent.
18
14
13

Inchea.
0. 86
0.78
0.74

Per cent.
2. 6
2.0
1.9
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I do not know that the formula for correction has as yet been used by them. Blan-
ford placed his upper gauges at the height of 60 feet,i. e., above the tree tops, and the
lower ones at 1 foot. The result of his first year's observations showed that the high
gauges in the forests gave 4 per èent more rain than the high ones in the open fields,
a result entirely in accordance with the facts and views we have already presented;
the gauges in the forests were at a height above the average tops of the foliage of the
trees, decidedly less than the 90 feet by which thegauges in the open lands were ele-
vated above the ground, therefore the high forest gauges should experience less wind
and consequently catch more rain than the high open land gauges, while the average
rainfall for the whole country averages the same. Again Blanford's low gauge gave
2 per cent greater catch in the forest than in the open land, a result also perfectly
accordant with our views (Met. Zeit., 1888, v, p. 236) and serving to dissipate
the last argument in favor of the idea that forests appreciably increase the rainfall
as distinguished from the catch of the gauge.

The preceding Study assumes that of the local pairs of gauges one at least is high
enough to escape spattering from the ground, and this is easily attained in ordinary
rains, but in the case of drifting snow this is difficult, and I will present my conclu-
sions as to the correction for drift and spatter at some futuie time.



APPENDIX 2.

By GRORGE B. CURTIS.

ANALYSIS OF THE CAUSES OF RAINFALL WITH SPECIAL RELATION
TO SURFACE CONDITIONS.

The possibility of changing the amount of rainfall by human agency has in late
years received a great deal of popular attention, and an undercurrent of hypothesis.
with regard to it hss gradually set in, which itself has stimulated scientific inquiry.
The question has been directed most frequently to the effect of forests and to the
special inquiry as to whether forestation increases and deforestation decreases the
rainfall.

In this inquiry the statistical method has been extensively employed, and all the
existing rainfall data bearing upon the question and some that are entirely irrele-
vant have been discussed. Special rainfall observations have also been inaugurated
for the purpose of determining the relation of forests to rainfall. Without giving a
rdsume of these various investigations it is sufficient to state that no definitive con-
clusion has as yet been derived from them. The one conclusion which the statistical
results seem to yield is that, if forests affect the rainfall the amount of effect has, in
most cases, not been grea ter than the amount of probable error in the observations
themselves, and, therefore, the statistics give no assurance that the effect is not an
error of observation. This, however, is a result of importance, for it serves to de-
limit, for the regions to which the statistics apply, a mIximum value which the sup-
posed effect of forests has not exceeded. This maximum value is, in most cases, but
a small fraction of the total rainfall, au amount too small to be of any considerable
hydrographic or economic importance. Another reason for the unsatisfactory re-
sults of the statistical investigations is, that they have seldom been combined with
a rational explanation of the process by which a change in the rainfall may be
brought about, and, consequently, they have not helped to clarify the misty meteoro-
logical conceptions which are current thereon. To do this is the object of this
paper.

If in any region the rainfall is increased by a forest cover it must be brought about
either (1) by an increase in evaporation, which increase must be precipitated over
the same region, or (2) by a diversion to the forest area of rain that would other-
wise fall in some other locality.

Let us now analyse the causes and conditions of ra infall, so far as they are now
understood, and see if the results will not materially aid us in determining how far
and in what cases each of these methods of increasing the rainfall can be operative
and efficient. I say in what cases, for one of the most important objects of this an-
alysis will be to make clear that an effect that obtains in one climate may be entirely
absent in another. Ideas as to the causes of rain have been greatly simplifiedby re-
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cent studies, and many different conditions that are generally enumerated by the
books as productive of rain have been set aside.

The following quotation, from a recent paper by Blanford, sets fcrth with great
clearness the opinions that meteorologists are now adopting:

"As a result of a long study of the rainfall of India, and perhaps no country affords
greater advantages for the purpose, I have become convinced that dynamic cooling,
if not the sole cause of rain, is at all events the only cause of any importance, and
that all the other causes so frequently appealed to in popular literature on the sub-
ject, such as the intermingling of warm and cold air, contact with cold mountain
slopes, etc., are either inoperative or relatively insignificant." (Nature, xxxix, 583).

The ascensional movement of the air requisite to dynamic cooling may be brought
about by three different processes: (1) by convective currents; (2) by hills and
mountains; (3) by cyclonic circulation; and I classify rainfall as convective, oro-
graphic, or cyclonic, according as it is due to the first, second, or third of these
causes of ascensional movement. Of course in some cases all of these may be opera-
tive at the same time, but for the purposes of analysis they will be separately con-
sidered.

In a region of purely convective rainfall, the circulation is primarily vertical, and
the moisture evaporated is largely precipitated before being carried away by hori-
zontal currents. Therefore an increased evaporation will be followed by an in-
creased rainfall. Consequently any change in surface condition which increases or
diminishes the evaporation will, in such a climate, be followed by a corresponding
increase or decrease in precipitation.

In the case of orographic rainfall, currents that are essentially horizontal are
forced to become locally ascending. The moisture evaporated in the region lying in
the path of the current is partially or entirely precipitated over the region where
the ascensional movement is developed. Consequently an increased evaporation
will, to a greater or less extent, be restored to the basin by an increased precipita-
tion. The extent to which this will take place, that is, the proportion of the in-
crease of moisture that will be returned to the basin, will depend on the extent and
height of the mountains and the relative frequency of the orographic rain-bearing
winds. For example, if these winds prevail only half of the time, only half of an
increased evaporation can, in general, be precipitated as orographic rainfall. It
seems quite possible, therefore, with observations showing the amount of change in
the evaporation and with observations of the relative frequency of wind direction,
to compute with considerable closeness a maximum value which the resulting
change in rainfall can not exceed.

The second point to be considered with respect to orographic rainfall is whether a
forested hill or mountain can originate or divert to itself moisture-laden currents
which, without a forest cover, would not exist or would give their rain to other
localities. Mountains, by means of their heated surfaces, develop upward currents,
but when they are forest covered the observations presented by Mr. Fernow in this
bulletin show that the air is less heatei than when the surface is bare. Forests
will, therefore, tend to diminish rather than to augment the diurilal currents which
set in upwards toward the summit, and which, by dynamic cooling, precipi-
tate their moisture. Likewise, there is lacking ay sufficient reason to suppose that
lateral currents moving in some other direction will more likely he deflected from
their course and diverted toward this mountain summit because it is covered with
forest and hence relatively cool.

The general class called cyclonio rainfall includes a great variety of rain types
related to a cyclonic circulation, some of which are as yet by no means well under-
stood.

In the ordinary progressive area of low pressure the cyclonic circulation is largely
horizontal, but with an upward component. This upward component produces the
usual rainfall of our cvclonic storms. In these storms the horizontal component of
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the eircnlation is so large that the moisture evaporated over one region isprecipitated
over another. Consequently in regions where rainfall is of this type, an increased
evaporation in any region will not be followed by an increased rainfall in that same
locality.

In local thunder storms we have a type of rain related to a cyclonic circulation in
which the vertical component often becomes very large, as Compared with the hor-
izontal component. This predominating vertical component is due to convection and.
the accompanying rainfall is to be considered as partly or largely convective. Con-
vection induces and initiates a cyclonie circulation which may continue after the
direct convective action has ceased. It becomes desirable, therefore, to separate the
directly convective rainfall, whose amount can be locally increased by increase of
evaporation, from the cyclonic rainfall whose amount can not be so increased. Au
approximate separation can be made when the diurnal periodicity of rain is known;
for an excess of rainfall during the afternoon hours may be classed as convective.

Secondly, we have to consider the question as to whether cyclonic rain storms can
be deflected from one course to another by difference in surface conditions. Evidently
great areas of low pressure can not be affected and so the question is restricted to
local cyclonic storms of small area. With respect to these the question is to be
answered in the affirmative, for it is entirely in accord with physical principles to
suppose that small cycloiiic storms, areas of clouds and disturbance and other un-
settled masses of air with a progressive motion, will tend to follow paths of high
humidity and high temperature, lines of atmospheric weakness which all disturb-
ances will seek, just as seismic disturbances follow lines of weakness in the earth's
crust.

Whether the air over a forested area as compared with a neighboring unforested
area constitutes such a preferable storm path is a question to which a dogmatic an-
swer can not now be given. As shown by observation the absolute humidity is in
general higher over the forest and the temperature lower than over adjacent open
spaces. These are apparently conflicting conditions one decreasing, the other in-
creasing the relative density and stability of the forest air. It seems hardly proba-
ble that the resultant will have any quantitative importance. However, the inves-
tigation of the question is a fruitful direction of meteorological inquiry.

The practical point here to be emphasized is that it is not enough to say that the
air over a forest is more humid and that therefore there will probably be more rain-
fall. The increased humidity will be quite ineffective unless this moist air can be
cooled dynamically over the region itself, and thus condensed and precipitated.
This is a necessary additional condition, and the evidence that this will occur in
any relative high degree, either by convection currents or by deflected storm paths
is yet lacking.

CLIMATIC ILLUSTRATIONS.

The equatorial rain belt is the most prominent region with almost exclusively
convective rainfall. The Brazilian forest region, the Aruwhini district of central
Africa, the Malaysian Archipelago, and the valley of Upper Assam in India are in or
near this belt They have light winds, and the moisture evaporated. from the sur-
face is precipitated before being carried to any considerable distance by horizontal
currents. Under these eondil7ions an increase or decrease in the evaporation will
be followed. by an increase or decrease in rainfall. But they are the very regions
where any material change in the evaporation appears to be most difficult to effect.

The evaporation is large. Blanford estimated that for the Aruwhimi district
probably over half of the rainfall is due to the direct restoration of the moisture
evaporated. The surface is maintained in a continual state of saturation and evap-
oration proceeds uninterruptedly at a nearly uniform rate. How will deforestation
affect this evaporation? In the first place, a cleared surface will have a higher tern-
perature, and the winds will have freer play, both of whic.h results will conduce to
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increase the evaporation, and, conseqnently, also to increase the rainfall. The wind
effect, however, will be small because the regions under consideration are in the belt
of calms. On the other hand, if deforestation should initially induce a materially
increased run-off, so that there should be left much less water to evaporate, the
evaporation would be diminished, and consequently also the rainfall would be
diminished; and when the rainfall had fallen off the streams would fall to their
previous quantity of discharge. We have, therefore, a possibility of two opposite
tendencies acting at the same timeone to increase the rainfall, the other to deërease
it. The question as to which will preponderate, and to what extent, is apparently
a question to be ascertained for each separate district, for the result in one region
may be quite different from what it will be in another. Furthermore, this analysis
suggests that a very promising method of investigating the effect of forestation and
deforestation in districts of convective rainfall appears to be not by observations of
rainfall, but by comparative observations of the discharge of the streams. Finally,
in the equatorial belt, which is the only portion of the world having an almost exclu-
sively vertical circulation, the rainfall is so much in excess of the needs of vegeta-
tion that its possible modification has not the same economic importance as in
higher latitudes. There is no motive to increase it, and if diminished no detriment
would result.

Bordering on each side of the equatorial belt are the regions of the trades, which,
over the ocean, are almost rainless; but over intercepting land areas, such as Central
America and the Antilles, considerable rainfall occurs. This is frequently difficult
to analyze, but it is largely convective and in hilly regions partly orographic. The
seasonal distribution shows that the rainfall is intimately related to the annual
oscillation of the limits of the trade wind, and that the rainy season requires a special
explanation. With the exception of the well-known tropical cyclones of the seas,
the distribution of pressure over the trade region is unfavorable to the develop-
ment of a cyclonic circulation, and consequently cyclonic rainfall is seldom pre-
sented. it is easily seen that the application of this very general statement to
the question of the effect of surface conditions requires us to consider some special
individual ]ocality. Let us take the island of Barbados. This island is 21 miles
long, 14 miles across its widest part, and lies in latitude 13° N., longitude 59° 37' W.
Its interior is hilly and rises at points to over a thousand feet in height. From an ex-
tended series of rainfall records carried on by Governor Rawson the average rain-
fall on the coast is found to be 50 inches, and rising 64 inches on the windward side
and in the central highlands. During three-fourths of the year the northeast trade
wind prevails and tho rain comes from that quarter. In October, when the southern
limit of the trade reaches the island, the wind turns to the west and the heaviest
rains occur, making it the wet season. The distribution of rain over the island,
both with the trade wind and the west wind, shows that the rainfall is partlyoro-
graphic, but probably the largest part of it must be considered as convective. On
aacount of the smallness of the island and the prevailing fresh winds, practically all
of the moisture thus precipitated on the island comes from the ocean, and the
moisture evaporated from the island itself is carried away to sea. When the
island was covered with forests the convective action of the island could not have
been greater than at present, because its temperature would have been lower, and if
a greater evaporation took place there no appreciable amount of the additional
vapor could be precipitated on the island itself. We have every reason, therefore,
to conclude that destruction of forests or any other surface change in Barbados is
powerless to sensibly increase or decrease its rainfall.

Passing from the region of trades, we reach latitudes favorable to cyclonic de-
velopment. Here convective and cyclonic action are frequently combined. In the
warmer latitudes and in the summer season, the equilibrium of the atmosphere be-
comes unstable and convection currents are set up which induce an incipient cy-
clonic circulation. Then -there isacrnnbjued convective and çyclonic rainfall. As
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we go northward the direct convective feature of the rainfall becomes less promi-
nent, and the purely cyclonic rainfall predominates. Over the whole region
orographic rainfall is added to the other two classes when hills or mountains are
situated in the path of moisture-laden currents. With this general statement the
further examination of the effect of surface conditions on the rainfall in middle
latitudes must be applied to concrete cases.

In the United-States the Great Plains region of Kansas, Nebraska, and the Dakotas
is that for which a variaUon in rainfall has most often been claimed or anticipated.
Many settlers believe that the so-called "rain belt" is moving rapidly westward
with the extension of cultivation and settlement.

The single condition favorable to such an increase of rainfall consists in the
steadier and larger evaporation which no doubt takes place over the cultivated area,
but the other conditions necessary to condense and precipitate this moisture over
the same region are largely absent. There are no hills or mountains to produce
orographic rainfall, and without these barriers the high winds constantly carry
away the moisture evaporated from the surface and precipitate it far to the east-
ward. Hence, not only is the increased moisture in the air but a small fraction of
the total rainfall, but also only a small portion of this is gathered into convective
or cyclonic currents and restored again by them to the prairie soil. Evidently a
small amount must be thus restored in every summer rain and the total rainfall in-
creased thereby, but quantitatively this must be very small.

There is one region deficient in rainfall and water supply for which claims in be-
half of an actual or possible increase of rainfall due to human agency are less often
made, but which the preceding analysis leads me to believe would not be unreason-
able to anticipate. I refer to the San Joaquin Valley of California. This valley is
flanked by the Coast Range on the west and by the Sierras on the east. The mois-
ture evaporated from the surface can not escape from the basin, but will be largely
precipitated either over the valley or on the sides of the adjacent mountains which
constitute its watershed. If, therefore, the increase in irrigation and in the extent
of cultivated area produces a material-increase in the evaporation, it seems reason-
able to expect that this moisture will be restored by an increased rainfall in the
valley andon the adjacent mountain sides. One consideration only would appear
to retard and diminish this effect. The inclosure of the valley prevents that rapid
indraft of air which renders possible a rapid vertical circulation. Thus the ac-
tivity of the whole process is rendered sluggish and the total amount of moisture
-passing through the cycle from evaporation to rainfall is smaller than with a more
rapid circulation.

In the manner here outlined the possibility of a variation of rainfall may be
investigated for any region, and with sufficient meteorological data even quanti-
tative values may be computed. The general result indicated by the analysis of
the physical processes involved as well as by the statistical data so far collected is
that the margin of such po8sible change is very small. In most cases it can not
exceed a small per cent, and in other cases it can not occur at all. It appears, there-
fore, that in the estimation of the importance and value of forests, a dispropor-
tionate and undue amount of emphasis has been popularly given to such an influence.
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